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industry, it is only right that groups outside industry also be
actively, aware of- the ways= in which automation- can tip the
balance of our soCiety: These 00Ups which spring from
eduCational; government' and consumer organitationS have
both* :time- and! The:COMMUnication& channels available-to

10410:',0* 0000006041k:404
But the. social action of :automated: industry .should not

TOO :frOins,'eiternal. pressure; -groups. It :should, grow from
-within industry: atitoniatiokio,a unique
ri**011400iiiotogy. 10400try,-,:toi*,000:autOgiation:lech-
11:61diy,40-106t**tyVtioitiandfcii*Odk,

,c00044,0010*,,emiofroik.oiodgit
4h0:'s)-111090.0 "thrOugh-

-*,:$0000::*4.4!6';=:*;00i10:40**:010'3/49:1;4:1161)0'144 the
ilft0;1*.it*tg.101100T'l*-110$.01§ViAiiiiti000001401';OvAtitO-
iti-atiiiii-aiid &let encourage to increase its
4000140.0040t44 "CatroO*Of.**totoitiotk*tablfsk-a
ve.0014144;44000 f *OW fide ,of

440111140*: 04. On0;,'40:crn*Otat and
.610,107101Svt*thet 444-0010004;.sodietY
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We have had machines to to .men's work fora longtime, but
always - under the hand of Alan: The new thing which
autOnlation, brings is that for some mterval machines can
function without direct human control For the most part we
think of -automation as "the technique, method or system of
operating :a process without 'direct human intervention"
from the 'ookiog_igketw4fototiogic machines to the more
tOphittiCated,Systernt'under computer COntrol.

.There It, of ;COurSe ,',,ontySa,thin line separating highly mech-
anized SytteMs-40m,trUe.autornatiOn: If we tend to think of
both as automation no great harm will be done, YetPhilOso-
phiC4ily there may be a .major point of deMarcatiOn. It
appears to -1114PY,11*.tt04P'43.491110,4C111'isystentiS no longer

an 40000' -of !:004 ,facuities, that it has become a
o0400:40 t510:ot',014**ii.1000.eniicAtIY: of inAti-aP4-toOs-
sessingi0:4**.tecialatttiliutes ,inciudiiik:intelligence..-- a
quAtiWoiliii*?4too-0,04:tpt man alone Does not this lead
to the conclusion that 4149,0010.1.1;1*****4, the 44alit*. s
of :Mak:iaricti:004**itk**,41:abdic4ted:. ,Unique
heritage to the naçhine9

Such a oncluin is, of-course, A?ated:91i-.01a0V::fallaci.c..S.
tP,P4Po*:0Y401411)*Plivt4t0',f0 various periods Y01q,

.WithP4tiliatt:4*****04;',**W*A 0;400000i :,,of
icjiiillOv#14#00jit:t*s-)%4teos,§tart,:lhern,gOingand,keep.
th04410#34440 -401410eP:',404;.49w auto-
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20 Automation A Response and a Sponsor of Change

mation is to function and must support the larger enterprise
system of which automation forms only one element. The
automated oil refineries could not function if it were not for
the thousands of human operated filling stations which
dispense their product.

Automation is Man's Servant
AutoMation is both dependent upon men and linked to the
destiny- -of men. It, is the product Of economic, social,
political and technological .forces which have been taking
shape for hundreds- Of years but which are now moving with
ever increasing' speed. In turn, in the years to come, it will
exert its influence on the syStems which compose our
civilization.

The roots of automation extend back into the distant past.
One of man's -earlieAt needs Was- to litigate crops. So, he
invented a variety of automatic devices to pump water to a
higher level, such as water wheels, WindMills, or more re-
cently; 'hydraulic rams, all of which can function for long
periods. without huinan attention.

During theitenaiAAande, men began to be deeply interested
in rnachMeA and some began to think of automation. In
1546; AgricOla-_.dtAigned an autoniatic gold refining system
whiCh; -among, .other things, ,prOVided, flit' a flow of materials
from one piticetAMOtation.:to another. 'Still later, we had a
Variety .6f'WelaViiit,devideA; of which the Jacquard loom was
an Advanced variable. Ogramining.

In spite. of many attempts to use automation, it has pro-
greisedi:.tat* ;skiVily: At firSt there were only a-few simple
steps itiandfACtutirig ()ligation which could be auto-
Mated. fVeiintiw, most ManufaCtUring'Consists of some auto-
moo, elements and -Many which are not Only recently
haS pit beCoine pOssible' to automate complete processes.
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There are many reasons for the gradual impact o_f automa-
tion. Fundamentally it is a system function. To be successful,
all of the elements of the system must be compatible. Fur-
ther, the environment in which automation can be used
effectively is a critical one and is subject to a number of
constraints.

For example, a certain degree of market stability is re-
quired and there must be suffidientvolunie of work to justify
using automation. Thus, Until:there were enough automobiles
to use gasoline and to furniSh. some -constancy of demand,
automated refineries could not be justified.

Economic Realities.PredOminate
Automation must be an economic element of the industrial
syStem. It must .pay off. It must be-capable .of -being used
with available materials and components. It must .fit the
nature of the buSineSs 'so that if, for example, product
changes are required; the production machinery can accom-
modate them. This factor'has led to the iniportantdevelop-
Ment of variable automation systenis subject to a greater
degree of external .control than the fixed -systems used at
first:

If a proceSs Is to be automated, there must be detailed
quantitative khowledgeof how the process fUnCtions.We have
been surprised:- to fin4thatinuch of Out,,process knowledge is
empirical and intuitive :rather than scientific. One of my
associates says-that Many. processes Aepend, upon intangible

calK "goofer dust.!' Machines 404
opoiate-cini`ig:oofer,4110,",

Vhite-ip.j§,posibid, to .aiitoinate. many processes, :there are
some whereCosikSo greatAhat automation,4besnot;Pay off.
In .addition, Steps:in'soMitiOnVentionat.proceStesiciO riot:
thethSelVes',to,autinatiOmanditmay be neCesSarylO devise
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entirely new methods. In the field of electronics, one of the
major costs in buildinglarge and complex equipMents is the
interconnection of elenients; In the past; hand soldering of
Wires to terminali. Was the 'method used. NOW an automated
system 'Under computer control is employed; but it was
necessary to develop .a new method of "wire wrap" as a
substitute 'ft* Soldering.

It is fundamental that technology be developed, to a .high
degree .both, make 'automation practiCable and to be
certain-that :it Will,tierforMteliably. Unreliable'aUtomation is
worse than '.useless.

We have :had' to develop special instrumentation to measure
the -Parameters of .a process and to supply information in
spat a: fOtiti: that machines could act upon it

And not least inipOttant; we have required a financial
,sy§toi.,CaPable: funds for the acquisition, of
atitOinatiOri7eqUipMent::

eplafriliusoefatiotabfr
Thus the.. einiirOninent, must be 'faVorable for the use of
automation and all Otthe:eleMenti of the automation system
must 4it developed to a: COiiitiatible state. It has taken time to

tethe VatiOuS, functions
'bUsineSienterpriSe:114tia*opsttiortho-oftot,Of auto-

*** *-40 4000:0-0:444.0,1110400* . elements;.:In :recent
year's, we rhavetbegun° to. automate the ;information. handling
elenirenti,'O(0$0000**-trieaniCsf;,data'i#Oce'saingvsySteilis,
00!******44-,staft*****4Ogether:the. nforMation

CPrOilt*104::§.0*:, :the, -014'40i:have
--been tisedi,,to:a0tOinate.-inany,funCtiOnS of enterprites such as

*104t:4:110,41140t00,-**01.1:- .40":ihvOlVd'' l*Y0041'pro-
: e.dioko:i*,a,ii:soota*vee0,to do ,so since, asAhese
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institutions have grown, they have been threatened with a
chaos of paperwork.

Why Use Automation?

Very .obviously buSineas applies automation to increase
Profits and to .gain a competitive advantage. In some in-
stan0a, industry has been faced-with the choice of *automat-
ing OtperiShing. One Of7the most current and pressing reasons
to use automation haa--been to permit free world trade under
circumstances of economic imbalance between countries- in
various stages of Induattial. developrnent. Products produced
in countries where Wages are low can often be shipped and
sold at more developed' nations. If industry
in the -deVelOpedAiatioit is to survive; it must turn, to some
MOW', for-balancirig:the .inequity- Oflabor rates.

In 'the electionieS,iridnatry, S11%11E:radios involve' a substan-
tial=" aMoUnt':of handWOit.,_ TheAnOsts recent estimate is that
about; 82% Of 44.404 sold in 1 968' were made
abroad': ,PfeSeritlY,-.We,.do not have an economic method for
antOtatingtadlo-rprodUction.,

'There-is 'SOrnefitnesl. very ,COmPelling, reason to use auto-
InatiO0O-rednCei-OstS, which, expressed' very simply, is to
-avoid out of the ,market -by' inflationary in-
C0,061::13*COSt not ,theonlY,feastin fof using automation.
Our haVe'becOniet more ,:cOMp lex= and*Ophisticated
and::it-,has'been'necessary 16 00840-40-;a100.atie methods
-to; 'iiiiitoiliiitk,:#0,itiim;iiiity,:..:Mariy:litOblemg relating
tO-pfddiiet 4001i0Ate.ithe;teo,kothtiiiioi:Atotoie,t.

"Automation iiidtiqty' to teplaCe
or`` unworthy`ofrhuman "effort or

So .4iftiowito-0040000,440t few =people wish, to perform
ihein= 2011f-adintial*Inaileeti.-inititomatie deviCe ,to 'perforin
color COrieCtionS:fOr so:ato: It '114- boots incteaS-

,
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ingly ,,difficult to find, people willing. to scrape away tiny
elements of metal, hour.after hour, in accordance with older
methods_Of cOrrectiiiiplateS.

AlthoUgh the manufacturing industry has only begun to
use automation on a-rather limited Scalei, already there have
been,viOlent cries of alarm on-the: part_of some Whoi-:see in it a
threat and,a-dangertOalk mankind: ThiiiS.;not,,,of:cOurse, a
neW-,, Situation. For tUndiedS .of years ,SoMe thaVeIOOked-upon
machines as the rivals,of men, over rtiOiA-functions
anddeprivingthenv of work, yet devoid of the ,moral qualities
whiCh-men,COUld' offer.

Fear Relate ,to.eharige-
There have been a mot* of fears voiced with respect to
automation. It has = tlieen;Widely,Ciaiined that automation has
resulted ih-,large'.:scale:nnemplOyinent., It is said that automa-
tion '--ii#:;tediiCed; the,-nooier,of unskilled. opportunities
so';44#.0*.withoiit suPeriOr-eduCatiOn- can no longer find
WOrk.,'ThereareotherinOrespeciilatiVe:,accusations:

*th*i', 00; :t different 'bases-for the fears of
The;fitit IS;teat of change- itself. There is, a very

Initharpterfilen0 46-equate tradition With,trUth and goodness,
,andany, change,ins,traditidn witkevil.motives:

li*siciirid**OSOCiatedi,Witkatgc04094:410:4E, of the
40,6R-0#9tiOvIlthg: than WO

facts, and> it: 0.00'f'40.:44.04.101v00.00,:or4i4.040. 030,0 a
04.44440.4100-094.4c;000are

xthousands'of chap es, which have altered =our, lives;durin the
sOti:*0040,-Oe':0404:*;f4 '0104000 in:las

:'4Pk0014-0:#0,t00101:40iicliti*,0400:040,01#A*1 _0:t rate
c**411,04r:0*40:;0,015,4100ivilietWOO,5116?0:':0* :P05.0Pr
population: _increased; 3:1: .During , the same -interval,
Oat :oii*Oymoiitboeasot 3 4:kimei.
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There haS been ,sUbstantlal increase, in. the number of
serViceiWorkers in. our economy." Some have ,claimed -.that thiS

'a -,phenomenon of automation 'fir displacing blue collar
workers; 'It'isflikely that ineChanization, and, to -Spine- degree,
automation been an "underlying cause, but not for the
reasons naMed.._MeChariiiation and automation, by increasing
prOdWCtiVity,andi,by-raiSirig,.tlieStandardAtuiriog, haire-Made
i.".posoNe:.for; ;and,,ito.deinand many
services;_ :== :COMMercial;;SOial;, educational and Medical .=--

Wl*h' ,preiriOUsty*ere'llOt Automation may 'be. an
imPortaiit OntributOr,10,,Ntiire, 06443:Ogress by 'making it
poSsible for to ,aftOr4.9tifer new and beneficial public
services: ,

Support FiOctiOn Necessary
Another, ClaiM is that automatiOn, will eliminate all jobs
except highly teChniCal and 'scientific ones requiring a.
superior -educatiOn: Vet automation requires many support
functiOnS- = machine maintenance, clerical; sales,
perSonnel;-slu:Pping-:and; the like. These, are -largely ,seini-
Skillect jobs and. iiiduStry .haSzf-been Able-tO.-train 'peOple to

*40*d 4-:!'1:4;0iekt?Oe0::P90$iblct,0te:404 'computer
;ptogioixiiiiigIoPetiPleWithOUtdoliege,ettidatiOnS.

_;:,
Oelephone;systeny:inayste:Ihemost:-highlyautoinated

*0,t44iit,410 *44t may
happen when a.; ee',0000t:*sO.,4#4190.***,0
uhou e=gos ,o "Or
ong;.distance "calls,, which

.

involved *--4:400.0414#100* of
manual switching cos tgc1400:;,*
.transcontinentalrcall 3cos 16'M5

n,_,.

;gently $1= 75s andFlessthari Yl alf aliis =kvalue Late :at nig
us; same eAik',04,001101*:**die

9 *Ori;iii, '1
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System operations had some 656;000 employees in 1967, not
including 'research and manufacturing, which is about three
times the number in 1920. During the period of automation,
wages increased substantially. For example, between 1954
and 1966; the average increase in employee earnings was
5.9%.

Neither the variety of services nor the expansion of the
telephone, network 'would have-been possible had-it not been
for ,deVelopments,-in .technology 'and. theuse- of automation.
And.budr,Ofthe,exparision, of the:telephone system has been
due lo,,increased demand :resulting from the higher standard

.bridiughtsabouttymechandiatiOn and automation.
Thus, automation is 'both a response to change as well as a

sponSor of change.

$0$
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Automation has been defined in many ways. At times it
has been described as no more than another word for mech-
anization, at other times it has been defined very broadly,
and sometimes it has been limited to controls and computers.
For the purposes of this paper we shall assume a rather broad
all-encompassing viewpoint in our discussion of automation
so as to include the public domain as well as the industrial
processes. We shall, however, exclude the military and space
research areas.

The Tool Engineers Handbook' offers a preliminary in-
sight into the area in which we are interested with this
comment:

"Automation may be defined for the industrial area as the
application of machinery to perform and control automatic-
ally and continuously all the manufacturing operations in a
given plant, from the raw material to the finished product. In
its optimum development, automation embraces the most
complete, feasible mechanization of the individual handling,
machining or processing, inspecting, assembling, testing,
packaging, and programming operations, plus the integration
of all equipment and operations for continuous mutual coor-
dination, regulation, adjustment, correction, and control. The
primary objectiveS of automation are: 1, Balanced and con-
trolled production; 2. Uniform and controlled quality; and
3. Lower manufactwing costs,"
1. References are listed at close of chapter.
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By substituting a few words we can revise this definition so
that it applies to the public domain as well. Thus, automation
may also be defined as the application of machinery to per-
form and control automatically and continually all the opera-
tions in a given public service area. In its optimum develop-
ment, it embraces the most complete, feasible mechanization
of the handling, processing, transporting and programming
operations, plus the integration of all equipment and opera-
tions for continuous mutual coordination, regulation, adjust-
ment, correction and control. The primary objectives of auto-
mation in this public sector are: 1. Balanced and controlled
operation; 2. Uniform and controlled performance; and
3. Promotion of the public welfare (maximum availability of
public services at minimum cost).

Applicable Definitions
An erudite and rather comprehensive definition of automa-
tion is to be found in The Encyclopedia Americana2 . Since it
concerns itself with the broad social, as well as technological
effects of automation, this definition is particularly applic-
able to this Symposium:

"Au tom a ti on, an advanced technique of industrial
manufacturing and scientific investigation which has evolved
from the basic concepts of the machine and mass production.
Hence, automation represents a new level in the continuing
industrial revolution. Because of the power of automation to
formalize and to expedite scientific thought production, the
consequences of this new technique will have a more pro-
found effect on our civilization than the mere development
of a new technique of manufacture. In effect, automation is
promoting a technological revolution which dwarfs, in
significance, the concurrent industrial revolution . . .

"The difference between automation and mass production

or,tlo
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lies in the complete integration of fully automatic machines
without the need for man as an intermediary. The machines
are self-loading and self-unloading with conveyors guiding the
goods in various stages of production from machine to
machine. Electronic controls and actuators coordinate the
functions of the various machines even to the point of cor-
recting for errors and evaluating the quality of the finished
products. Hence, from new material to finished product the
entire manufacturing process is automatic without the inter-
vention of man. The automatic controls are capable of
making swift decisions when confronted with a predeter-
mined set of variables in a variety of possible patterns.
Materials, such as radio-active substances, which cannot be
used in normal manufacturing processes because of the
hazard to human life can be used in the automatic factory
without peril.

"The fully automatic factory has not yet been achieved at
the production level. However, there are semiautomatic
factories in existence as well as a large variety of fully auto-
matic machines which consummate a particular group of
manufacturing operations . . ."

Automation Trends
Reference to the "state of the art" in this discussion will
apply primarily to the knowledge and hardware now available
to transport, process, control and distribute the various goods
and services in our economy. Transport will include the
movement of raw materials, finished goods, and the necessary
catalyst, people. Control will include the sensors, the logic
and commands, and the reporting.

In looking ahead it is useful to examine some of the break-
throughs emerging from the world's laboratories. The new
technology purview includes new processing and control

36
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methods and, as well, new materials. We cannot neglect, of
course, the impact of the future generations of computers
and of the new power sources which will become available.

No discussion of this nature would be realistic without
recognizing that application always lags the art considerably.
How and why it lags, of course, is determined mainly by its
economic payoff. Much of the art is still very expensive when
compared with the cost of comparable human effort. Thus,
trends by industry differ widely some already have an
appreciable degree of automation; some we can expect to see
growing actively in the future, for example, in construction;
some new industries will adopt automation directly without
passing through the evolutionary equipment growth of the
older industries as well it may be with ocean farming. In the
public domain changes can be expected in transportation,
water waste recycling, communications and the wide prolifer-
ation of computers throughout business, government, educa-
tion and even into our homes. The medical field and the need
for the control of pollution will also be burgeoning areas of
automation.

The future will require a change in the factors for deter-
mining the degree of application of automation. Now the
major factor is economic payback. In the future, especially in
the public domain, human needs and comfort and the wel-
fare of the human race will have to predominate especially in
reducing and controlling air pollution, water pollution, noise
disturbances, medical efforts, transportation problems, and
public safety hazards.

A Look at Technology
While each observer may and perhaps does have his own
concept of automation, with no two being exactly alike, yet
all being similar, it is evident that we would belabor the point
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to try to find a common denominator to suit everyone. For
this reason it is most practical to assume the broad systems
implication of automation as it applies to any useful work in
industry, in the household, transportation, medicine, and
agriculture. Because of their unique and specialized character,
it is not reasonable to include military automation nor space
exploration automation.

The key word in the preceding paragraph was system. As it
is applied, the term can refer to a department, a single pro-
duction line, a single plant, or it may involve a large network
such as a telephone or electrical service network. Without a
knowledge of what the system is, what it is supposed to do,
what influences act upon it and how the system is affected
by these influences there can be little hope for a successful
automation program.

One of the major reasons for failure in some attempts at
automation in the earlier days (and even today yet) resulted
from not recognizing this fact. It was assumed by many that
any engineer with good credentials in a recognized discipline
could successfully head an automation program. Similarly
companies that had supplied a satisfactory line of equipment
for many years, thought that merely by so deciding they
could become automation specialists.

This simply is not possible for most companies. Automa-
tion technology integrates all of the engineering disciplines
and, in addition, includes some that are not engineering. The
automation engineer (the word engineer is used for lack of a
better term: other terms could be expert, leader, specialist,
manager, etc.) must use a total system approach to an auto-
mation project. He must be able to see the overall scope of
any project in its entirety, and yet be able to refocus on
critical details within a discipline. He does not need to be an
expert in any contributing discipline, but he must be able to
interpret and relate the outputs or needs of one discipline-
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with another and must be able to interpret or communicate
these to management.

In the broad sense which we are using to describe automa-
tion in this paper, "management" may be the management of
an individual company, an individual plant, a government
bureau, or of a municipality (the town fathers). The automa-
tion specialist must also understand economics and the
humanistic impacts of the project which affect the workers,
guide the designers, limit the builders of the equipment,
influence the people who are to operate and maintain it and,
of course, satisfy management. Such a paragon perhaps does
not exist or if one were found, he would probably be lured
into other more lucrative fields.

As said before, the importance of the system concept was
not fully realized when automation was in its early stages.
However, more and more people have recognized this fact
especially with the growth in size and complexity of pro-
grams until today we see many firms joint venturing their
talents under a single head to complete difficult projects.

For example, it was once thought that to acquire a success-
ful automated or even a fully mechanized warehouse one had
only to call a conveyor company. Even the conveyor comp-
anies now know that the necessary sophisticated controls and
computer system logic require their joining forces with others
who have developed and refined these special talents.

Continuing on this subject of how general attitudes have
changed in the past twenty years, most management people
have changed their viewpoint. During the 40's and 50's,
except for a few enlightened management teams, managers
chose to view automation as simply a better type of machine
tool or another faster piece of office equipment. They chose
not to listen to anyone who explained the critical need to fit
the product and the automation system together, especially if
it nrant modifying the product. Similarly, in the case of
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office automation, many could see no need to modify their
current paper procedures in order to achieve the best results
with the new equipment being purchased. The consequences
were some horrible examples in the shop and some very
costly false-starts in the office.

Today many more managements understand the need to
integrate their product design with their automation plans. In
fact, many companies have put Value Engineering groups
into their design departments to get the benefits of such
integration as quickly as possible. Thus we see that in the
twenty years that automation has been an accepted tech-
nology, management appreciation and understanding of auto-
mation and its requirements has grown appreciably. The
pioneer contributors to the field of automation literature
deserve our thanks for this improvement in the business
environment.

State of the Art
It is generally agreed that the word automation was first
used officially in 1946 although the activity for which it
stood had been developing for some time. The exigencies of
World War II had forced the technological development with
new scientific breakthroughs and new production techniques
emerging as a result. The post-war conversion from a military
to a consumer oriented economy required a great deal of
re-tooling.

A significant change in the labor pool for peace-time pro-
ducts had occurred. Wage rates had doubled and redoubled.
Even at the increased wage rates there was a shortage of labor
available to supply the pent-up demand for goods made by
pre-war methods. Faster and cheaper means of production
had to be found. To accomplish this the new war-time tech-
niques and discoveries were brought into use by the engineers
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of production and automation was well on its way into the
modern scene!

In the twenty some years that the word automation has
been with us many more new engineering and scientific
developments have taken place. The magnetic wire recorder
of World War II developed into the magnetic tape decks and
memories we know and use today.

The proponents of analog and digital computing systems
argued the relative merits of each for control of processes and
machining. Digital won out for machining and developed into
the numerical control methods while analog generally was
accepted as preferable for certain kinds of processing
operations.

Airborne electronic equipment had forced the develop-
ment of the smaller vacuum tubes and industry was adjusting
to these changes when the transistor was invented in 1948.
This, within a few years ushered in the era of solid-state
circuitry. Whereas limitations as to size of computers had
been forecast because of the beat generated by the many
vacuum tubes, now the compute could be larger in function
and smaller in physical size with ht.te problem of heat.

Computer Use Expanding
The proliferation of computer models, the desire for flexi-
bility, the constant search for reduced size led eventually to
the integrated circuit. When the production of integrated
circuits reaches an acceptable level of quality control by
normal industrial standards, another cost breakthrough in
computers will be realized. For practical purposes we can say
computers: have been available for only about twenty years,
one human generation, yet the computer of today is the great
giandSon of the early models of twenty years ago. Likewise,
application of computers is now limited only by the imagina-
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tion and resources of the owner and user. Computers are used
to read and command other sub-system computers. Com-
puters can now by-pass the necessity of producing tapes for
N/C machines by controlling the machines directly. Time-
sharing has brought powerful computers and programs within
the reach of all. The field is so dynimic that to say "this is
the status" is to be wrong tomorrow.

Twenty years ago the laser and maser were no more than
the imagination of a science fiction writer. Today lasers are
used for certain machining operations, to balance rotors,
measure distances and accurately guide tunneling machines
underground. And as an indication of how fast technology is
moving, computerized microwave and modulated light sur-
veying equipment had just begun to replace the standard
transit on our far-flung highway program when the laser
transit and its greater accuracy made its entree and impact
into the surveying field. Although the principles of light
interference have been known for a long time, it was not
until 1956 that the science of holography was founded. Now
we have three-dimensional printing and Tesearch is proceeding
in the attempt to utilize the theories of holography to pro-
duce three-dimensional television.

Television was in its infancy twenty years ago and made its
first mild impact about the same time the term automation
did. But it was a few more years before industry was able to
receive the benefits of closed-circuit television. Now cameras
have become small enough and versatile enough to allow
them to be used in such otherwise ,inaccessible places as the
inside of a clogged sewer pipe. In combination with remote
controls, television cameras allow workers to get "close" to
see and manipulate an otherwise too dangerous operation.
What started out as an interesting toy has income an indis-
pensable part of the control system in many.plants.

The staggering impact of these examples is really how
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short the lead-time has become for a theory to emerge from
the laboratory as working technology and be installed for
practical use. Before the age of automation, it usually re-
quired about twenty years for a theory to be put to any
productive work in industry. This length of time is now
decreasing to a few years. The critical implication of this is
that if one has a three-year program under development it
could be partly or completely obsolete by the time the pro-
ject is installed. However, a more realistic reaction is to
recognize that change is with us and to constantly maintain
review points both during the project and after it is installed.

Not with us twenty years ago or in their extreme infancy
were some of our controls. Proximity switches were limited
to photocells, pyrometers and some magnetic switches. These
have been markedly improved in speed of response and
accuracy. And, added to these are the capacitive switch, the
inductive switch the infrared detector, the sonic switch and
the air switch. These can detect the presence or position of
an object from .001" to several inches away.

Just as semiconductors and solid-state circuitry solved
some of the environmental problems of electronic circuit
applications, so now fluidics (pneumatic logic) allows equiva-
lent logic circuits to be placed in magnetic and electric field
and in vibrational or explosive areas impractical for electronic
circuitry.

Along with the improvement of components has developed
the knowledge and sophistication of the circuitry. Feedback
"hunting" is now minimal and a great deal of the available
circuitry is off-the-shelf. Importantly, this circuitry can also
produce a running record of the system's performance in the
form of charts or when combined with other inputs it can
generate totals on volume, costs, degree of quality
performance, etc.
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Influence of Materials
At the same time that many of the elements of automation
have become more sophisticated, many of the raw materials
have changed considerably also. Most notable has been the
veritable explosion of plastics with their manifold properties.
These have greatly assisted designers in discovering simpler
methods of achieving finishes, nut simplification, structural
strength, and automatic assembly and packaging.

Similarly, papers today have many properties undreamed
of a generation ago. The same can be said for glass and
ceramics which have made new inroads on the construction
field especially. The metals fields, both ferrous and non-
ferrous have not been idle. New alloys, new combinations,
new shapes, the expanded choices in powdered metals, have
given the designer new dimensions to his thinking. In fact,
the difficult problem many times is not "What will do it?,"
but rather, "Which will do it at the best value?"

Lubricants are a good example of the very broad scope of
properties now available in today's materials for every
temperature, environment, condition and expected life of the
equipment. Maintenance of equipment has been assisted also
by plug-in components and sub-assemblies. This has speeded
up emergency repair to the point where it has obviated the
need in many cases for expensive standby equipment and
overly large in-process "float" storage.

New Processes
Several new processes have been developed within industry
these same twenty years all of which have had a marked
influence on tin e-cnomy. One of the most dramatic has
been the freezing of fresh and cooked foods. Actually, a
whole new industry has developed as a result. An added
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boost has been the introduction of Cryogenics to the in-
dustry. It is now one of the important parts of the field. It is
particularly critically important for the fishing industry and
for pulpy food items such as tomatoes and strawberries
because conventional freezing is so slow that as the water in
the product freezes and expands, the cellular structures rup-
ture. Then upon thawing the product becomes mushy. With
the faster cryogenic freezing this undesirable characteristic is
minimized.

While on the subject of frozen foods we should mention
the relatively recent freeze-dry process where the boiling
point for the water in the frozen product is reduced by evac-
uating the surrounding area. This allows the water (as ice) to
sublimate without the natural oils and flavors also doing so.

Dielectric heating has been known and used for many
years, but the use of microwave energy is a rather late out-
growth of the radar of World War II. Microwave energy can
be used to cut processing times from hours to minutes. As
knowledge about its uses and control become more widely
disseminated it will have greater and greater impact on in-
dustry where quick. drying or heating is required.

In the metals field the new processes of electrical discharge
machining, electrochemical machining and electron beam
machining have been added. They have been called exotic
methods, but they are economically sound when properly
used. Similarly, laser welding of ultra-small parts, ultrasonic
cleaning, welding and inspection and electromagnetic forming
and friction welding are all new processes that will become
less dramatic as they are utilized more fully.

Numerical Control
By far the greatest change in the machine shop has been N/C,
numerical control of machining. From its tentative
beginnings as a play-back recording system for a tracer lathe
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to today's fully equipped N/C job shop is a dramatic chapter
in the annals of the machine tool industry. Familiarity and
progress with N/C equipment has proceeded to the point
where practically any degree of sophistication is attainable.
Hardware and peripheral software are available to combine a
number of N/C units into a processing complex with auto-
matic process planning, throughput control, inspection and
accounting.

The field of materials handling has probably benefitted
more from the growth of automation than any other field.
This is only natural because the results in this field are so
self-evident. While most of the great variety of transport
means were available twenty years ago, they were seldom
integrated with equipment as a system in those days. Further-
more, many items such as turnovers, while procurable, were
not off-the-shelf items. This integration with equipment, the
increase in standard units and the development of controlled
conveying systems are the most marked advancements in the
materials handling field. It is difficult to find a picture of an
"automated area" which does not have at least some convey-
ors in it. Consequently, in many peoples' minds, the auto-
matic transport of materials has become synonomous with
automation.

Materials handling continued its development outside the
plant with new uses for pipelines such as slurries to move
granular substances. Overland conveyors many miles long
have been designed to move excavated material, construction
material, coal and fill.

And all too few conveyors for people have been developed
and installed.

In addition to the "evolution" there have also been some
notable imovations and advancements during those years.
The transfer machine, although based on older proved
machine design principles, became an industry standard.

Vibratory bowls developed from an experimental curiosity
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to involved sophisticated cascades of storage, cleaning and
feeding units.

Magnetic belts were developed to separate ferrous items,
then to convey and finally to also carry magnetic instructions
along with the loads.

Floor carts became radio controlled or electronically con-
trolled with wires in the floor.

With industry's acceptance of pallets a whole field of
loaders, stackers, and line storage equipment has been
developed. Loading and unloading conveyors have been in-
stalled in truck bodies and the air glide has been developed to
allow a man to easily move a one-ton pallet load.

As machining speeds increased in the shop, the removal of
chips necessitated the development of chip removal systems.

The changes and advances being made in controls, pro-
cesses, equipment and material are constantly continuing. It
is natural to wonder what tomorrow's breakthrough will be.
Having a few inventions to his credit, the writer knows how
difficult it is to create something and then how simple it
appears to others after it's been done the first time. And such
is the case here, to name what is next on the horizon is just
about equivalent to inventing it.

State of Application
It would indeed be presumptious for one to attempt to
determine the degree of application of automation in in-
dustry. Therefore, I will attempt to give some examples in
the various fields of work and from these try to arrive at
some conclusions.

We've seen from the previous comments that in twenty
years since automation was first named there has been a rev-
olution in the means available for accomplishing production.
Also the manufacturing processes themselves have undergone
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a mild revolution during this time. Thus, it would be safe to
say that a company making anything the same way it made it
ten or more years ago is probably doing it inefficiently by
today's standards.

In the field of mining this period saw the development of
boring machines and conveying equipment that will enter a
mine, dig and convey the raw minerals to the surface. Two
factors stand in the way of fully automatic mining, especially
in coal mines. One is the owner's concern for cost and the
second is the miner's fear for their jobs.

A current pilot operation, however, is testing the applica-
tion of remote control of automatic mining machines. They
are self-propelled into horizontal shafts and controlled and
guided by control consoles outside the shafts. So far these
have worked reasonably well except where the veins fluctuate
appreciably.

Actually, the mining in itself is no longer the major pro-
duction problem. The major problem is getting the product
out of the tunnel as quickly as it is mined or cut and to keep
the equipment running full time.

A major source of raw materials is agriculture. And here
automation truly has upset the pattern of living probably
more than in any other single segment of our economy.
Single family farms of years ago are becoming a thing of the
past. An appreciable number of today's farms are large corp-
orations run by professional managers, many with advanced
degrees in their specialties. The farm workers no longer are
wise only in the ways of growing crops, but also are wise in
the ways of equipment. They are, in fact, proficient
mechanics.

Mechanization and automation in agriculture has pro-
ceeded step with step with the laboratories. The search for
better seed, more uniform growth and ripening patterns,
indeed, the development of growth patterns to suit machines
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have materially aided the conversion from hand labor to
machinery. Just as a factory will go on two or three shifts to
meet high-production seasonal demand, so too does the
modern crop "factory" operate around the clock during criti-
cal periods of planting and harvesting. A good classic example
of farm automation is the wheat combine which cuts the
wheat, thrashes it, bales the straw and delivers the grain to
accompanying trucks.

To gather those items which cannot be automatically
harvested, workers (40 to 80) are carried across a field while
lying above a conveyor belt. In this system a giant tractor
pulls two outrigger conveyors while the workers cut or pick
the product and drop it onto the conveyors which carry the
product to the tractor and thence to following trucks. Thus,
even where automation is not yet possible, mechanization is
used widely. An interesting example of modem fanning is an
air-conditioned chicken house with individual coops for the
hens, piped and timed water and feed, conveyed droppings
and conveyed eggs, automatically cleaned conveyor belts, and
automatically timed lighting system.

In discussing agriculture we should perhaps mention two
other trends one, the constant shrinkage of the citrus
groves and the other, the still not fully-automatic milk pro-
duction system. At the rate in which land is being gobbled up
for housing developments, industrial tracts and recreational
facilities, the time will come when citrus juice production
will be fully automated and completely synthetic. Similarly,
although milk handling is almost completely automatic from
udder to package and the cows automatically fed, the barns
semi-automatically cleaned, nonetheless the care and comfort
of the contented cow requires many valuable acres of ground
and many man hours of labor. Research is therefore under
way to determine how to produce milk synthetically in a
factory. It is probable that within the next decade synthetic
milk will be on the store shelves.
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From the mines and farms the materials go to the refiner-
ies, mills, canneries and factories.

Some of the best examples of automation are to be found
in the refineries whose product lends itself to continuous
programming and control. Steel making has with its con-
tinuous casting, and automatic computer controlled rolling
mills leaped upward in the scale of automation also.

Canneries whose line speeds have risen from sixty and a
hundred cans a minute to the neighborhood of a thousand a
minute can be categorized as in the upper half of industry's
automation scale. More and more of the operations of clean-
ing, inspecting, cutting, and cooking are becoming con-
tinuous and fully automatic. Seasonal peaks and valleys are
limiting economic factors to the greater use of automation.

The thousands of fabricating plants that convert the many
materials into millions of products make an evaluation of the
status of automation application in the general manufactur-
ing area an almost impossible task. It depends upon the pro-
duct, the size of the company, the volume produced, the
progressiveness of the company's management and the in-
genuity of the engineers.

Areas Least Automated
Generally, speaking, and recognizing that there are thousands
of products made by thousands of different companies, the
assembly, final test and warehousing are probably the
least automated, on the average, in comparison with the
other major operations. Assembly is least automated because
of cost, complexity, and/or the frequent need to redesign the
product for automatic assembling. Final testing is not auto-
mated in many cases because, surprisingly enough, many
manufacturers do not really know how to test their products
without destroying them. Warehousing is not as automated as
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it could be because of the large investment which is usually
required.

The transportation and distribution of the product to the
consumer is a most difficult phase for which to plan a system
of automation unless a direct tie between the producer and
consumer can be made. Such a tie is exemplified by the
producer of cans who builds his plant adjacent to a cannery
and supplies the cans by means of a conveyor through the
walls of the two plants.

This, of course, is the exceptional case and it is extremely
difficult to plan even a relatively small distribution network
system because the system necessarily gets entangled with a
multitude of other factors not under the control of the
systems mer of any one manufacturing company. Some of
the difficulties of our distribution system and here I'm
speaking of the technical not the equity factors is that
trucks carrying products must travel the same highways
which are traveled by the vacationer, the worker, and the
housewife. It would make much more sense to provide a large
trenched out and covered over conveying system to transport
goods between major population centers than to build extra
roads for extra trucks and cars.

We have found in our modern in-plant material handling
systems that it is best to divorce the flow of materials from
the movement of people. Yet we continue to mix both in our
movement between plants and between cities.

As a hypothetical question, what would happen if we had
another AT&T, say the American Tollway and Transport
Company? This company would receive a franchise, as does
the telephone company, and would rent all vehicles and other
transporting equipment to the users on a monthly basis as the
telephone company rents its equipment. It would maintain
the arteries of transport, the terminals and the interchanges.
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It is possible that its scope would have to include air freight,
railroads, trucks, barges, conveyors, and pipelines. One can
wonder what the progress of our roads (both highway and
rail) would be, what the safety record would be and how
soon we would have automated highways.

What I'm leading up to is that the time is past when an
individual manufacturing company can attempt to decide for
itself what is best on those questions and problems which
affect the outside community. Today a plant is built in a new
area and suddenly new traffic jams occur, old desultory inter-
sections are suddenly dangerous, the local water table drops,
a new housing development for the influx of workers over-
taxes the sewer system, the school system and the local
safety facilities.

T.M. Come Ila has commented' pointedly on the issue
involved: "Most actions are expedient. People react to
specific problems without thinking them through, propose
solutions without understanding the kind of ethical values
they endorse, -and implement those solutions without being
aware of their long-range consequences. The result of this
mass reaction process is the creation of social progress with-
out purpose, ethics or justice. Only objective values can legis-
late the course of a free society. Without them, the destiny of
a nation and its institutions will be dictated by a random
choice of expedient actions."

It is this "random choice of expedient actions" that we
have observed up to the present, which have polluted our
water, our air, offended our ears, and in too many cases
offended our environment. In our automation programs of
the future, we must, as part of these programs, take into
consideration not only the immediate need but as well the
proper return to the environment of the by-products and
wastes of industry and commerce.
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Automation a Blessing

In closing, the Encyclopedia Americana' is perhaps prophetic
in terms of the major concern of this Symposium:
"Automation means the ultimate divorcement of man from
the machine as an integral part of its operation. This is, per-
haps, the greatest blessing of automation. A society based on
industrial automation should enjoy standards of material wel-
fare and freedom which are difficult to comprehend at this
time. Automation offers even to the most underprivileged
parts of the world opportunities which are now almost
impossible. However, there is the potential danger that man
will direct a disproportionate share of his intellectual effort
to the machine as the source of his bounty. There is even the
danger that man will delegate to the automatic machine some
of his gift of free will. To meet the challenges of the auto-
matic age our greatest weapon is education not education
in the sense of vocational training but education for all
people in the spiritual and intellectual beauties of life. In this
way the automatic machine can be made a force for good and
provide for all the people a measure of the good life hereto-
fore reserved for a relatively few people. This rise of popular
democracy which grew out of the industrial revolution and
continues to prosper in an age of mechanized industry will
continue to prosper as the only possible form of government
in an automatic age . . ."
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In taking a serious and intense look at automation as we have
defined it for the purpose of this symposium, in all
probability the most outstanding fact that emerges is that the
actual technology available is far more advanced than its
application. And, it probably will always be so. The present
level of the technology appears to be mainly that of man
planning what is to be done, programming what is to be done
and then automatically controlling the process according to
the plan developed but by and large in bits and pieces or in
limited areas.

Application of the technology of automation using even
rudimentary systems approach is limited. Total systems
theory applied to really large installations is almost nonexist-
ant. But, the one distinguishing factor about automation is its
systems implication. A system of course can be bounded by
any number of perimeters. We can have a solar system which
includes the planets and the sun; but, we can also have a
system that deals with just two entities within a single pro-
duction line, within a single department, or within a single
plant. Again, we can enlarge our system to deal with a multi-
plicity of plants. Today it is becoming necessary to think in
terms of systems. Until there was real understanding that the
benefits of automation are derived by following a systematic
approach, many efforts, especially among industrial engi-
neers, merely created bottlenecks. In other words, automat-
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ing to solve a bottleneck created another bottleneck by
trying to solve the problem from too narrow a viewpoint
with no concern for the implications and effects of that
solution upon other factors immediately adjacent.

Limitations Are Many
As a matter of practical reality, the present applications of
automation technology are definitely limited by economics.
This is especially true in industry where there is an absolute
need for justification of expenditures. However, there are
many cases extant wherein the limitation is plainly a lack of
understanding of the process itself that is to be automated.

Other situations are present that also create limitations.
One is the inertia of individuals. There are such factors as
social rate of change acceptance of the new, the different.
And, there is always the knowledge barrier, the rate at which
new knowledge is assimilated.and put to use.

In the manufacture of ball bearings, which all agree is a
pretty complicated and demanding task where the variety is
great, there are some companies that start out with raw
materials in the form of a rod and sleeve and end up with
boxes of ball bearings quality programmed to go all over the
world, without any human hands touching them in between.
The amazing thing about that is that it does fit the major
requirements of automation it definitely has lowered the
manufacturing costs, created uniform and controlled quality,
and it does lend itself to a production control. In fact, some
of these ball bearing factories are probably as fully automatic
as will ever be obtained. All of the aspects of inspection and
quality control are done by machine. In such areas automatic
factories are here and they are not as fully developed in this
country as they are in some others. Japan is far more ad-
vanced in some of these areas than we and thus contributes
to our import-export imbalance.
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Availability and Ability Problems
In one sense it seems we are generating new information
faster than we can develop ability to use it. Handling infor-
mation, storing information or retrieving information has, it
appears, little relationship to the ability, willingness, or time
with which to create concrete results. As has been learned in
the computer field at great expense, it is of no value to
automatically process incorrect input data.

It is equally realistic in other areas to note the utter waste
resulting from automating the wrong process, the wrong pro-
duct or even merely poorly planned operations.

It is interesting to notice, in this whole technological
development, the fact that you have to achieve certain tech-
nological innovations before you can move on another step.
For instance, as in transportation, efforts had begun toward
automating but revealed technological blockages that
wouldn't allow particular aspects to move forward. There
were technological requirements to be met before it was pos-
sible to move on to the next step. This appears true through
all industries, even when a minor limitation is the problem.

Although technological "gaps" do create difficulties, it
may even be more critical when management ignores the
importance of the time factor. Most problems can be solved
satisfactorily to a degree in spite of such gaps but seldom
when the economic time factor has been subject to abuse.

From the personal experiences discussed at this meeting, it
seems generally true that most problems are not attacked
until they become really acute. Most industries seem to
ignore problems, do not anticipate problems by and large,
wait until the problems get relatively big, and then try to
solve them themselves. Reluctantly they seek someone to
solve them, and then eventually when the time table is run-
ning short, theft they go for eXpert opinion: As one example,
a company recently had to meet some orders for a new line
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of products and wanted to be in production within five
months. Asked how they had come up with such a short lead
time it proved that 18 months had been spent in thinking
about it and talking about it with various people and not
looking at the total system problem until it was almost too
late.

The fact is there are three main constraints in automating.
One is technological, one is social, and the third is theoreti-
cal. The technological may not be the most important.

Social Constraints a Key
In spite of some technological constraints, these are far
fewer than the social constraints. In construction for instance

there are equipment manufacturers who build what they
call "packaged boilers." In other words, they put the whole
thing in a package, you can buy it, have it shipped, and
installed by just putting bolts into the foundations. Yet the
codes in many cities require that when the package is deliver-
ed, that it shall be unpiped, taken down, and then repiped by
the plumbers' union. The values of automation to the
consumer are lost.

One of the really basic problems of technology is frequent-
ly that the people who are developing the technology do not
look at the whole picture, and, as yet, there is no well-estab-
lished, accepted way of looking at the whole thing.

Of course, we have to recognize that we have made a lot of
progress we may have a great many problems, but we have
made a lot of progress, through technology and through the
evolution of mankind, in the past 30 to 50 years. No matter
what system you are considering or what problem you are
considering, there is always a practical matter theorized
where you, concluded properly every consideration.

But, here we must differentiate between scientific investi-
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gation and invention. Even the courts have indicated that if
you can develop something mathematically, it is not really an
invention. The engineer by training and inclination needs two
things in order that he can invent. He needs first direction
to be told what is wanted and then he needs the where-
withal the money and the lab to do it; and, granted these,
usually he can accomplish most of the things that he set out
to accomplish. Now, if you can accomplish them for the
amount of time and money you want that's another factor.
But most engineers are not inventive in a sense that they see
that we need some particular item and create it thereupon
rather somebody else usually points out what is needed, and
the engineer comes in to solve it. He's trained in school liter-
ally to do it that way.

Advocates Needed
Whatever the institution that attacks a problem be it
business or university or government group or what have you

that group has to be dedicated to doing something about it
or it ends up being a great theoretical exercise. There has to
be the leadership and determination to analyze, to the point
that that leadership judges the matter can stand analysis with-
in the economic environment that exists. There has to be an
advocate, also, and that advocate has got to go out and
merchandise the idea again without regard to formal organ-
ization and then you are going to get something done. As
the complexity of the problem increases, the organization has
to consider more factors in the creation of its system solution
and you've got to go through those steps of analysis and
advocacy or you are not going to get anything done. It may
not be perfect, but life isn't perfect and it seems that we are
making a lot of progress, as imperfect as we may be.

Many small businesses with just a few million dollars in
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gross sales do not feel that automation is for them. On the
other hand, a case in point was a manufacturer of a high-
quality candy whose sales were about one and a half million
dollars, and who wasn't able to fill his orders. By giving him a
new process a continuous process that was a new system
from the handling of the nuts and the syrup right at the
beginning through to the packaging, he didn't have to build a
new building, and was able to cut his production staff where
the automatic process was handled by two people instead of
about 15 he had before. Now there was a displacement of
workers for a while, but his sales have doubled since and he
has been able to keep his prices down, and so now he actually
employs more workers than he did before.

Look Ahead
In some ways one has to think of automation itself
depending on where you stand. Many factories today get
their raw materials almost daily; they process so much so
rapidly that to maintain any sizeable amount of raw stock is
uneconomical, so materials have to be brought in almost
daily; most companies ship daily. When you have a situation
like that, the plant is no longer just by itself, it is a part of a
transportation relationship. Communication between plants
as a result has grown so that you now have a network of
communications and flow of information. This is proceeding
so fast that within the next .decade problems which we are
discussing here will be truly big problems that industry itself
is going to have to face.

Today, manufacturing accounts for only 30% of the total
of more than 80 millions gainfully employed. Manufacturing
itself is large in terms of the value added in production of
goods. The automated, equipment provided by the engineer-
ing industries and the machinery industries that makes this
possible can and does come largely in bits and pieces. And, as
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far as the ultimate in automation, the kind of unmanned
automated process idea often discussed is beyond visibility.
In most cases, the technology today doesn't make it econo-
mically feasible, but any miracle can happen tomorrow and
bring to pass what at present is beyond feasibility. From an
overall standpoint, it appears that the speed with which use-
ful automation defined as automatic production systems
the speed with which automation is going to penetrate the
economy, and the hope for this in some areas, has been some-
what exaggerated.

We have been seriously interested in many of the quasi-
ethical discussions raised about automation. It would seem
that if automation relieves man of the physical work, there
isn't much ethics involved. On the other hand, if automation
relieves man of thinking something that is rational, then the
question might be raised as to just what is left. However, as
to the argument encountered about thinking there's no
machine invented that substitutes for the human brain. Input
is critical and costly and if you put errors into the machine,
then all it does is compound them faster and faster. The
result is obviously useless.

Much Research Needed
Recently machines have come to aid man in making deci-
sions. There are only systems which aid man in making deci-
sions in situations where man alone would not be able to
make decisions without such a system some of these
systems come very close to being rational systems. But there
is a limitation. The process itself must be entirely formulized,
sequences of action must be described as greatly at length as
possible, and then you get the machine to take over. Man still
has to do that much at this level. There would appear to be
many functions of man with which current technology
simply is unable to cope.
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No Apologies Needed
In the discussion of automation it is pe- !...oning to note an
apologetic attitude among engineers. There has been a de-
fensive attitude because of job displacement due to automa-
tion. Let us be frank about this. The purpose of automation
is to displace jobs. That's what you do it for. You economize
on the scarcity source where we have production the scar-
city is labor, the expense of which is unequalled. That is our
most expensive input it is the one you economize on. The
purpose of automation, therefore, is to displace people, or
more realistically, is to displace jobs.

Automation in agriculture is in the same category as auto-
mation in the office or in manufacturing. American agri-
culture provides our best illustration of automation as a com-
pletely integrated process. Some 59 years ago, for your
information, there were 48% of us in this country working on
farms. It took half of us out there to feed the rest. Now we
have less than 5% of our working force on farms and half of
these really aren't gainfully employed. We can now feed our-
selves with about 3% of our working force in agriculture. This
is the greatest thing that ever happened in America. We now
feed ourselves with so much less manpower that it makes
manpower available to have a telephone in every home
have a color TV upstairs and a black and white one in the
basement. Automation in this case has resulted in a tre-
mendous displacement of persons with some resultant social
problems for sure.

When we are talking about agriculture we must recognize
two different aspects one is the actual introduction of
mechanization, and the other is that the people want to live
in the cities. It is uncertain as to the proportion of each in
terms of effect on the movement of people. If you study the
immigration of people to the cities, it is not solely an Ameri-
can phenomenon either. It is worldwide. This phenomenon is
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to some degree as a result of automation but is more so from
interest in a higher standard of living.

However, we should never apologize for automation result-
ing in a decrease in unit employment that's the purpose of
it. Now, we have many growth industries where total employ-
ment has gone up, and pay very, very markedly up in many
cases. Never apologize for this.

Of course, these transformations do effect displacement.
But, there is no case could be made for the proposition that
automation lowers the total requirement of manpower. The
total demand is growing and there is no reason why it
shouldn't continue to do so. In other words, the total de-
mand is enhanced because greater education, training, tech-
nical skill and ability is required by thi:; total process of
technological improvement.

A Big Challenge
The area of the economy that is susceptible to the intro-
duction of more automation in the next ten or twenty years
represents a very small segment in terms of total employ-
ment in the country. We will actually be displacing workers
that never existed we are displacing jobs that never existed.
The percentage in industrial employment the blue collar
as a production force is going to continue to shrink in terms
of the whole. The big area of growth is going to be in the
service industries.

In conclusion, technology is undergoing continuing
development for application of automation to the home, the
office, the factory, the schools and the public services. The
big problem and the big challenge today is to apply this
developing technology.
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Automation and education may be considered from two
points of view: (1) How the application of automation and
technology may be used to help individuals learn more effect-
ively; or (2) how a nation must change its educational system
to prepare individuals to control and live more effectively in
a technological society .

It is this second question that should primarily concern
this symposium.

In this context I use the term "automation" not in a scien-
tific sense but broadly in reference to the continuously
expanding and advancing technology of the present and the
near future. I will make. no attempt to look into the distant
future of education. because I believe the next three decades
will largely determine whether we can change our educational
system enough to serve a technological society successfully.

Future hiStorians will find among the characteristics of the
present society in America great technological advancement,
automation of repetitive work, rapid changes in the labor
force,, the highest unemployment rates among youth and
elderly ,people = and the highest ,percentage of people
engaged' in ecincatiOn!,

. If these ,same historians could lOcik beyOnd these 'symp-
tOmS, discover certain social and psyChOlogical
conditions, that:0401411e improving in.the world's most tech-
,nically- advanced nation: instead, we find increasing fear of
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other people, large pockets of poor people, rising crime rates,
deteriorating cities, depressed rural areas, pollution of air,
water and streets, riots, racial segregation and widening
opportunity gaps between the uneducated and well educated.

Gunner Myrdal, in the December 1968 issue of Look
magazine, article "The American Conscience," tells it as it is:

"You don't get to the heart of the problem by saying the
American upper and middle class are exploiting the poor
people in the slums. Sometimes some do; but as a whole, the
negroes are not exploited by white AMerica. The worst thing
is that with modern technology' and the rise of education for
the big majority, there is no demand for the labor of illiterate
and semi-illiterate people. You are cutting off an under class
which is not needed, not employable. This is the horrible
thing, and it is true not only about the Negroes but also the
poor whites, many Puerto Ricans, Mexicans, Asians and so
on. It is true about all those who are really poverty-stricken."

We may argue and debate many points but it is a fact
becauSe of automation we have people who are economic
liabilities today who a feW years ago would have been eco-
nomic assets. It is alS6:a fact that ectutation, as it is institu-
tionalized iri .this g-cOtintrY today, was structured, organized,
financed and its PiirpOSes and objectiVet set when this nation
was an agrieultura4rion-afflrient, but stable society.

Conflicts from:Change
These ,comments,_ will be addressed priinarily to the con-

MOS' enerate'd:liy an-edutatiorial system, designed and con-
ceived in a '406111001, 'scarcity society,'hoiv functiOn-
iik4ta:onaititit,--,tedhpologica4 afflUent. society.

Ut:9file,11aSferi to Aadd tfiaOhiS',015'SerVatiori *riot based' on
Aiei;OSUiriptiigri:Aiat; ,sthOtolS,.li*e but rather;
believe, 41*1.010kril#0:11'0*360:, successful
What th'e `society.of`the.past'::asked' of them:
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Briefly, a hundred years ago our educational system had
already been well established. It was assumed that some
people would always be poor and hungry since scarcity was a
condition man had always known and his social institutions
had accepted. Therefore, the greatest problem society faced
was how to divide among everyone an amount that would
never be enough for all. The debate concerning material
things dealt with the problem of how a society could divide
what it has equitably.

Search for the Right Answer

In an automated society, which we know can produce if we
so will it all the necessary food, shelter and clothing, the
question. should be asked: How do we see that everyone gets
what he needs? Why not use our resources to feed the poor,
house the unemployed, educate the uneducated and heal the
sick?

In the past, we also assumed things changed but little,
and all of man's experience tended to verify this. One of
society's major concerns was What is . the right syStem of
education, consonant with our philosophies of politics,
religion and economics? There was a constant search for the
right answer for the individual who knew and the system
thet Would'alway§-Work.

In a technological society success -cafr'Soinetiiiies be a
handic4p,:e§ped011y-ir:# convinces' an' in§tittitionthere is no
need. to change: -dOes one find:' the, one
answer_ 'rather` the new problems and ways_ to resolve
them.

Rightly} or wron'gl`y'; 01j§, 4409n.;10`41,00: 000000 as one
Of the -major an0i4eti;.:`Tod4:4 2:t000) school'
plus 400.9,014,11: 'ZOO 0:ftil?1i-00400v*;00,111**-00.):1010=
ftie0.-;torw '04§Weih.OtiOnOt*iictuie: ,kiteoent,GallOp
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poll indicated that 82 percent of this nation's adults feel that
this system is doing a good to excellent job.

However, some changes have taken place since this system
was created:

1. The nation's workforce can no longer absorb large
numbers of uneducated people.
2. Education has become the bridge between the individual
and a role in society.
3. Large segments of our people find themselves locked out
of our culture because of youth, illiteracy or old age.
4. The myth that educational quality is the ability to select
students "out" is no longer believed.
5. The total education gained in the "system" is inadequate
for an adult role because things are changing so rapidly.
6. The educational disparity between some people and some
parts of our country is so great as to cause permanent
inequality.
7. It is generally recognized that all learning does not take
place in the educational system.
8. Our present educational system does not serve the poor,
the inner city, minority groups and those who need
education most.

Therefore, we must conclude that in an automated society
education is a necessity for everyone, which simply wasn't
true .three decades ago.

This brief and admittedly oversimplified thesis should lead
us -.to ask some question's about education in a technological
society. They cannot be answered simply but they provide
the baSii for discussion. They are adapted from Ernest 0.
Melby!s, "The Coinmunity School: A Social Imperative," in
the OctOber ,1968, issue of The Co_ mmunity School and Its
Oninktration..,

Is' our educational. system obsolete? Does special. help for
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the disadvantaged, the slow learner, the ghetto child, the
unemployed and the delinquent really blind us to a larger
failure with all youth and all people?

Why does an affluent nation tolerate slums?
Why is it that educated white people fail to understand

what it means to be black in America?
Why do we refuse to give equality and full citizenship to

our minority groups?
Why have we so little concern for injustice and compassion

for the less fortunate?
Why don't we invest more in people when in a techno-

logical society we know our human resource is our greatest
wealth?

Today's Specifics
Accelerating scientific and technological advances are revolu-
tionizing our economy and our social institutions. On the one
hand, in occupations requiring extensive education and train-
ing we are experiencing demands which are far outstripping
trained manpower available. On the other hand, opportuni-
ties for the' -untrained an& partially educated to find initial
placement and to learn on the job_are diminishing. Education
must -prepare or:at least:play a large role in preparing people
to adapt to the pressing.manpoWer changes they must face.
ThiS role extends far beyond providing skill training for those
who want it. It includes training the Unprepared' for work,
coping, With-, a: .rapidly,Changing society, and assuring equal
oppottunitres for, all. regardless of race .or .color.

Change itself is certain, but it is also,icertain to be slow
when applied' to .people. Computer 'technology can change
alMoSt overnight. But it takes tiMe'toehange a fatoi.bOy into
a ,computer :ptogtoi4et;, It may .even more time to
change *:teacher, That, all-these changes are actually -taking

leg
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place, regardless, is something of a tribute to the basic
adaptability of the human animal.

Changes appearing are so startling they test to the utmost
the present generation's adaptive capacities, stability, and
wisdom. Unlike their parents, this generation of young
people does not know the meaning of stability. It is engulfed
in a whirlpool of change. Therefore, for the first time we
must educate young people and re-educate adults to new
dimensions of time and change. Taught to rebel against
change; people require powerful incentives to accept change.
Schools must teach students to accept the inevitability of
change. We must inspire- initiative and ease adapting to and
growing with technological change.

The fact that social changes are running far behind techno-
logical changes is an indictment of the social scientists and,
I'm afraid, the educators. Even sadder, it is an indictment of
the purposes of education,as,seen by the public.

It is a serious, matter that during a period of maximum
national. economic growth ,anct increasing gross national pro-
duct, with the total tnemployMent rate below 4 percent, we
still have '18: percent of the young people in the nation
those betWeen the: ages 0.16 and 22 unemplO'red.* Even
more critical,iS,the3apercent,of Negro youth unemployed in
the same. age,group..All :this' while we fade' the 'greatest,short-
age of, _technical= manpower ever known in this country
beca4e,ofthe:increaSingiMpadt,ottechnolOgy.

This dilemma. also; is:the.:major: challenge facing education
today. Itis;not .possible even.desirable,- to separ-
ate education, 'especially, edUCatiCfrior the World. of work,
from ,thebaoc-prolems 'ot Our

`4.,Ectitni040, 'Statistics accumulates-,data on
eniPlOinient:Staitineit4th age a'; practice' dating iiaC* to the' !1St: Ceiitnri; it is

eXteatlifiChritinaiiii eliminate
the:404/0i giOnp:frOin any: meaningful intitibitjation:in the woiktorct.
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I think the best perspective on this problem can be
achieved by outlining some of the basic issues facing
educators and society as a whole.

One of these is the fact that 30 percent of the youth in
this country drop out before completing high school. Are we
really going to teach everyone to read and write and then
hope that somehow they acquire vocational skills? They can't
without an educational level which allows continuous
learning.

Also, there is no clearcut way for many adolescents in our
culture to move from childhood and adolescence into a con-
tributing role as an adult in society. The dropouts, and many
other youngsters in our schools, do not see and the schools
do not provide the skills by which they can move from
adolescence to adulthood. Youngsters don't know what
options are available in a technological society or the educa-
tional requirements needed to secure an entry into the
workforce.

A. Geographic Problem
Another issue-:is integration. Not only radial integration, but
one which may be more serious as far as the economic
achievement of 'people is concerned. AS we change rapidly,
and. increaSing ethicationallevels are denianded-, people, tend
to beeping; segregated ,fot', .economic' reasons.. There is geo-
graphical isolation or:ssegregatii* WhiCh reSults-fibM certain
litraV#re*ibeirigIeft= the mainstream of technological
00000000 4i0dt14000#0 improvement:

'have: another' major issue. which somewhat buried:
That ;1ilhe echrotio0 'actiilts'alreaclk in :the ,Work-
fOtCe.,*ti*erlialuz-the:',*iiii4h.vihelitnitett'StateSt

These. statistic's,
fro0:00'100.0;00***Ocit'**1600-'0..opt:14WO
faCe*too :*'.0.tit01*44.1000111444-0.chttologi*society:
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Finally, the most serious issue that we need to consider is
prevention and development vs. remediation and correction.
Where do we put our bets in the long run? We simply cannot
forget those who are not educated; those isolated and locked
out of society for whatever reason. But what do we do about
the young people in our schools now? What do we do about
adults needing retraining before they can get jobs? Do we
simply allow them to drop out and then correct this later
through remedial programs, or do we invest our money
earlier to prevent human failure and develop our human
resources?

Remedial Vs. Preventive Education
In recent years, much of the nation's emphasis in manpower
training programs has been on remedial efforts for youth and
adults who have left the school system. Experience has
shown that these are far more expensive and less effective
than education programs designed for serving young people
which are both preventive and developmental. Thus, for
maximum effectiveness, long-range manpower policy of the
federal government must include building into the elemen-
tary and secondary and post-secondary schools of the
country the capabilities of serving all the education needs of
youth. The public schools are one of thelew institutions to
which virtually all of our population is exposed. Doesn't it
make far more sense from the viewpoints of both efficiency
and effectiveness to strengthen and to modify this system to
adequately serve the needs, of all our population rather than
to establish and, fund additional systems of education? To the
extent that the nation,,devotes resources toward improving
education- for work within the existing public school frame-
Work, theneed for extensive large-scale emergency programs
such as those operated under MDTA or ,Job Corps will be
reduced.

/
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It is my position, therefore, that it is in the best interests
of this nation to allocate the financial resources necessary to
allow the schools to serve all of our people. The education
legislation enacted over the last five years enabled us to make
great strides toward achieving this goal. Vocational offerings
at all levels and for all persons have been greatly expanded all
over the country. New and innovative approaches for reach-
ing the disadvantaged are underway in all states. Strengthen-
ed research, experimental and demonstration efforts hold
great promise for the future. Accomplishments as a result of
this legislation are already observable. There are nearly 9
million enrolled in vocational education today compared to
4.2 million in 1963. Despite this increase it is clear that our
efforts must be considerably expanded.

The school is the one institution in which all of our young
people come together in one way or another at one time or
another. Nowhere else can we really focus our resources so
effectively. That is why it is essential the schools must be
changed from "selecting-out" to "including-in" institutions
for the rich and the poor, the old and the young, the bright
and the slow.

The whole educational system the curricula, the
instructional programs, their relationships to each other
must take into account present and future occupational
opportunities and all kinds of people. We need an explora-
tory occupational education program for all junior high
school students. It is during the 7th, 8th and 9th grades that
the majority of our young people drop out of school.

Prevocational Instruction
Many of the approximately 10 million boys and, girls enrolled
in junior, high schools, in urban centers today have little
knowledge or understanding of the world,of work, or of the
opportunities for the many careers in various occupational
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fields. Even in small towns and rural communities where
work is no stranger to youths, their knowledge of the occupa-
tional spectrum is limited. In too many instances the children
have a narrow concept of the ways in which people earn their
livelihood other than the superficial knowledge gained
through observation of activities being carried on in business
and industry in their immediate neighborhoods.

Since the world of work of the future will be even more
complicated than now, students will need more education
than ever. School dropouts will have even less chance of
competing in the future than they have now. The schools
must, therefore, do everything they can to keep students in
school.

An occupational orientation and guidance program must
be installed in our school system beginning at the junior high
school level. Students must be made acquainted with the
wide variety of jobs that business and industry has to offer,
with the skills that will be needed for each of these occupa-
tions, and the compensations they offer.

Efforts should be directed toward providing a base for the
development of an occupationally oriented program for all
students in grades 10-12, and a skill development program for
some in high school which will lead to further post-secondary
on-the-job or in- school preparation for careers. In this way
every student :can be encouraged. to make a tentative choice
Ofan occupational objective ,and boAgiven an opportunity and
a means for : achieving. it. The ,edndational program once
started must be continuous,. with expert counseling and
guidance proVided at-the time each student makes a change in
his vitl. The program. must be flexible enough to perinit
crossovers froin:one curriculum to another-WithOtit-Tienalty.

We'WanttA,giye',YOsiniffstert a brOad,understanding .of odcuf
`PatiOns-td:that-:alLttndentrWilVhave;a*tter appreciation of
the 'wOrld, of %work and= Their' opportunities for'or, employment
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and purposeful contributions to society. The idea is not to
force them to make a vocational choice but simply to give
them a broad base from which they can make intelligent
choices when the time comes.

It is important, therefore, that our schools and colleges
make orientation to the world of work, and the exploration
of broad occupational fields, an integral part of the total
educational program of each individual.

This does not mean, however, that the arts and humanities
should be de-emphasized. Automation is making it possible
for employees to work shorter hours and have more leisure
time. The better background in the arts and humanities that
students obtain the more they will enjoy and make fruitful
use of their leisure time.

At the same time we must help each student develop
thoroughly through educational part-time work experience.
It would promote in him a sense of achievement in school-
related work experience, enlarge his educational opportuni-
ties, recognize the value of work, and establish better
communications, between educators and employers or
customers. These experiences should primarily teach young
people employability skills.

Cooperative Education Work-Study,Program
The changed naturell work has virtually barred many of our
young s:people, 'frOrn- .a realistic .role in the work world. In
effect, they have rio opportunity to vontribute.,HoWever,
every indiVidUalishOn14,be able -=to, recognize wOrtkand dig-
nity. in himself:: gdtio4tiOn, to little meaning-or reality for
thousands; :of siyhO'.havenosockprOent conic-
tion_and who;cainiOdefettOa.:future,rOleiri.sOciety,because
they laCkatitatiCin;,baekgrOnnctifenvirOnment,,or proper. ties
with ttheir. ,cornninnity,_,Of their country:, Pro-

10,
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grams must be developed which give every person the
opportunity to serve a useful purpose.

Segments of our society are being locked out of work
because of technological changes. Youths experience great
difficulty in breaking into the world of work. This is not due
to lack of jobs but to lack of skills. Modern technology is
becoming too complicated to afford many untrained young-
sters a job after graduation. Without experience they can't
get jobs. And without jobs they can't get experience.

We can break this vicious cycle and give youngsters that
minimum training and experience which will enable them to
land that first job by giving them on-the-job training while
they are in school.

Vocational Education Important
Since classroom instruction is no longer enough in today's
technological world, we must help students become employ-
able by encouraging them to combine school with a job.
Schools, with the cooperation of business and industry, must
offer work experience programs to students in which they
can develop skills and receive credit. This program would be
for all youngsters in high school who wish to take advantage
of the opportunity, and it would assist needy students to
continue their education. The program would be a recognized
part of the total school program through grading and credit
for community service work, work experience, cooperative
education, and on-the-job training.

The work-experience program includes both cooperative
education and work-study. Limited work-study and coopera-
tive education programs have been in operation at the
secondary level for many years in distribution and marketing,
in some of the trades, and in a few other fields. The coopera-
tive programs have been particularly successful in distributive
education.
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in cooperative education the studentlearns,about an -oocu-
patiOtrjwschooli .an4Jhe,practiceS what:he haslearned on the
jO0,',under the .supervision' of the school. The work - study,

.fOr- the-pUrpoke:,Of:prOViding
finanCial',Osistance to- .needy, students Who ,otherwise would
not the ,able continue: their -,VOCatienaL :educatiOrh. Their
'WOrk.tinie,.,nee4nOt; neceSsarilyrte'.-spenty.onjOis ,,related-to
their 4041404- "ItOeVer;' both' ,:coopotative edUCatiOn-.and
V41c=gtUdY; ,deVelopopoiostoiiitys*W4piiy.socia,. work
,1100§4i-ilthe:spylook,-

*.ork:e5tperlidnCe-oPpOrtUnitieS:ne:etOe,extenda-tO, as-
lnariy; istoOnis. 'o;possible AriO,riot restricted '*.a Oda-
-tioriat,fieldS: These*ogivii8,00iito*piarined!anit plieratect
-.10/ ~,local` ,.school' afiCialsz, with toponsbility 't'Or,$cieV0014ing
.0044* 110-04.#0000-.- :004 ',.i:usiiiesi:010,
arrangerrients',1khickip140.-higiy.!chootyao: younOtetki!ilObs,

interests -!and hopefully
pertinent tO:NyhAt: *95%,!_wpdO_VheittlieyLlea*iiigkoho.
Introducing - youngsters` to =;the W,Ott0;;O: 0;4tt`edlida."

Ii0,.0.1****4-1Y-0400:#1*-**0;,.,
$0,,Y011y040Y, Or li.vOils'1tOpgiotiOe!4rOgrOm:, to,* ,;,;:suc

04014:01, 1.4ii*000-Pilt*.40ili.0.0014.00-00.044.N.060.004'

110-*40.40.0*0 4.90Y-104,000.400gj0';'the programs;do10
as. part. of fhoir,e ticatiOnp:Opetiek*kathet
isolated *4 ,puiikefing:40i placement
AritilgOine)** ,i,iimitir.A0114:044*914440:*,0 '60060'
'8i4* 64: 0g4T work *4494
WOO .will `.4:0AkItY*Oik':C ig'O :169:0**0*-t 00000
i/ibgta#1.0 dit te**4t 4***Plys',01i3li0400e4'

steottio*,:ploomP90404hak,t,4640.000040y10-00,0,,**
Tole. enterprise s10,;-:1*'1014-0:j.4.-#*"04catiO0,

;aiteavot,,,ohiodiect byt the A0410: 4-46, lo-Cof

*ii:041*-80140;irgt*i§t400%
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Business and industry must provide. more and better
opportunities for partAiine ,eMployment of 'students, who,are
learning 'ocrOupations. 'The Work, experience program is a
primary channel for involving: businessmen;.
'labOr-Unionally education They.,can', play, a.vitalsole by in-
forming :SolloolS of 4particillat-tequirements; :supplying
instructional .material, :machines, and: .part4iMe- instructors,
and '1?-pcoOpdratit*witkthe-sttioolsing accepting studentS'for
parkin*:-WOrkatiol,,soposiiingflien00,*-94(expetiend,pro=
tra*IiThoi,coopeotioit Ida; lelping
th:oitioloye'r;as*jliwthe. student.'

4010-004;, 00,04
,

..e-*orided',~lotk=0:Xpoitionde :4iitogtao also *ill- :establish
-,'00#0:-'00:1*-t10040014: =between, educators and 9ttiOr, i.th-
00040,01010.0iii,4:,%'04110050110100Y:J.I.ttitii#,00:14q1:0tictent
the Q 0:0100ity?*:9 , playing= -4'.1016..;in3t40jVOirkii_igjoiiiiiinuiliti

40 c40040! I in owet,ottic,;$000):Stuioit§
tend' to ,̀tdrop. ;out` be.ointe':, i e ".-filia':-:ialidaliteleVanfiand
.iiiiiitate: Oi: at,.. 7404a-int 3:0°,*fot most ofttheirlilies.

6400010,004:44. f'4".0.04:;g0.4Cci;, opportunity:f041P .4:-
VOCatiOnatA'Otperieric4;,= 'illt,'!inVdivo,ifie,StUdonts
at 440. a 'ie#0400*4101:40.0011-iotp**7
eoliaiing, -0:i.diti00:40*01-0$4#10:0**0't405*ji?

ave;iat leasC,sompAo -00:00'1:0 f01(040:1ci0:i
1.447,4 e4.000. rgc,. ur*iO4::,-,i*t-000:00400-

J'24.,0:00:00.0.- 0 0:4 factor la' 1.4 itutent-'.:to'
.00S ''e"'b_ii* or PM,e

S 1,,it the ,shops-, -classrooms .**014 0-441)0:#004*#
m at cii14M:**;:-94:11:0**014,00=

etiii6iieicCiaiOichiniod,,iesting
,':'*" I i*=01009.41r**Op-

en,iny-iiihet,,AbOut:
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percent of the. young people who lose their first jobs lose
them 110t,,beCause of any'laClc of ability.or proficiency
beg**, they Apra know hoW to:get alOng, oh-lhe job.

'WO* experience. will enable the -student, to test .his.
and .and: etralnate growth. Work

experience ,,proincite a SenSe,of achievement the
'Student,,,OpeCiallythe one :notaCaderiiidallY=ihdrihe*: It =will
ieliltheryOUrigSt'et recOgni:g.the-iralUtOtWOrk.:Ife-Wililearn
14010410rAttendlariOP:'04$0104.:404 wOlik;p4y$,OfC:fle%-will
se,44.40:Aiat:004-CititeiAlitr,toct**Farict:eicid
10.00.****,,#.4*hotil***t5W;s:Stclect.

W,4ave'ltii...etresponsitiility:==z.004,-v0.ik*;thetknow=how-=-
*-,con*ett,4ap*e*l*Nel*a*int- 41#0:,a 'productive
'adt**li:abilitYr ;W040404 Viiiktxpetience IS ;,one -Of the
:olii0,011.44.100:01400006**10;,,'

,livo;4*'*;Stt;i1:001§0!1 .04004 **94010:4-,-0440.
tio*.to--so.:r**Otingsiterkti**-ttiogigA ote#:.E**010-: A

-iftfsosoll;But,
03**,-0-02,toi-040,40
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integration. rather than separation of vocational and general
education, and much closer ties between educators and other
groups, including employers, unions, State and local-agencies
such as the 'Employment Service, and local ommunity organ-
izations.. Federal policy,_ including that-Of the Department of
Health,. Education, and. Welfare and its Office of Education,
needs to :seek whatever changes are necessary to integrate
vocatiOrial-edfiCatititr-cOnterns.into- the public ,school system

allleVels.;ptinlary,,Secondarrand-post-secondaty.:
Today 'the ,4vetage:iierson*ilt need :to Chap& this occupa-

tion ,t'Our or fiVe:,tinles;during.lis-lif&. Dept. of ;Labot-statis-
tics:,reyeat that in:a: Single', year, asmany as-8 million AvorkMen

ijoo.,-dharige§., Obviously, sonie, of :these
result_ ftoiri automation. and technolOgical change. Because
occupations are expected to eharig6- :raPidly. and ,becaUse
optkets, are' :expected-' -to, change, jobss:even,_ more frequently,
-the-;schOO1**Ofento,40nger. fraiwfor,narroW specialization or

kJ:044'. job: _Skil* but ,the: -school must offer the
s414-eht-4;',01*-OadbaSis--fOt'a,variety ofposSible occupations. A
-persOri riukt,',betrairied for ,014ste!* of jObs:ksolliat :he,,may
SWitCh*OM:,.00-.jokto.apothor,Whei:he,Aiose,g, Vocational
edUO:atOtOlitiSt,4s-*ne w metl ods4o4rain *Orkeit-lh. the basic
;skills they will intolgrOWitig-neW, areas:

'ECloceation,titopecifte,ocationaLccinveteniceAhouldpro-
'344 4PV1)*.qttik.VO:f4tility; and iflexibility so. that :studerits
::014)r; acquire:' understanding,: *1.1,04e4tP, anCl skills that, are
troOterOle*a ct14,1ex,,:and! ehaggingje644400,.'84,,must

.cont tti,prePare-petiotiSforentr2Y,skitiS--'but-We4nust,nOw,
a1S441#1,*:'W0#00-411,'0010*-of*ortid41460,4PatOp-,s9
jhati, they -:04!-Aiift494:,:,00(owt.Of *WI* another

en, e041*,:#4,,lifiiig,ffi9w,--:1Sacq. -greater emphasis .on
.evelopitig ":conceptual "', rskills :rather, the

0.0.0.04T
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Training For New Jobs
The school has a significant role and responsibility in man-
power developMent. But the educational problems are grow-
ing as technology continues to advance. Pretent educational
personnel, rnuSt be re-educated to meet the needs of
economic and social changes already well under way.

We .need to gear our vocational- technical prOgraMs more
realiStiCally and more flekibly to current and anticipated
employment oppOttunitieS. 8everal rtmillions are unemployed
today-,,'04 thousands of jot* are-unfilled. Persistent unem-
ployment and underemployment of the diSadvantaged is
incongruous in the fae of our urgent _need, for trained per-
Sonrietto provide ,More-OcLbettOr 'ethication; health, welfare,
arid' 'other and to co_ pe- with our increasingly
sophisticated .teChnOlogy'..

In the early apOliCatiOrt of industrial technology in our
society the need was for .comparatively few 'people voca-
tionally, ,prepatediassman4gers, engineers and administrators
and for a great Mags,_Of WOrkerS:tO prOVide the muscle-power
and the *W=leVel-Operatiye 400:. This workforce 'took the
Shapew,61-a "very. 'tiat Necessary slcillS were:proVided
by the>'educational 'systein, and' Allis' was the picture until
about '010.'00'1; 040$: To40Y :manpower reqUirements of an
MCreaSing10000g1. :00 ociety, #0* the Shape, of a tall vase,
ooklapos;'Wo*:tiwtoji±t0 lndica*theAted'for aritiMinis-
iratOrk:- 014;rines',: :iaiemi#$; ehlineoro, sales
0:40.4:0100:00e4,-* $businessmen, 10111*411§-1#08tat0-
,MerS;ioac, eman, e-inany;others 09':,4§*04:411iy"9:901Ave

el*ase4raw!7;lii!,:stiar.pipx,at ,,theitott04 to,,showihe

4001g0i0t 40001crfOtA9,40*10 00:4044f1:910 100sc4-
4-, tasks *hot ,daily are ,being. replaced by

Increased: automation_ will. hring-ahout can increase in the
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demand for skilled labor, for technicians and professional
people, and for manages. "As. operationS,beconie:,inore and
more automated, ,personnet,reqUirenientt..,generally -move -up
the scaWtOwaritithe,,inariAgeiterit4eveli',' Roger BOlz. states in
his =,t,:ook Understanding Auto*** "On-the-line produc-
tion skills, of -machinoine; varieties will diminish
and,highefley,eis;w4,gro*:...Wiiiielthis.frerid:islaking place, a

g0.0*:000.0.048-6--41t16')**** '00z1004-0414 k.;11i:e*- 4r*

i,(1000,40,0404 -,1400..0410;; pp 1140$,),
YO:400tior000toilii*Ist= 00,0441Y be a.bout these
,40:0101.**.i4;400.00-?:0.0410t 0.444'0i110,',016:4!::94tico-
lums accordingly

M plant, operations become more
-4,,

4:44'.',44Y/I0f;'0,6410t,-4601i*f101',,c0006t6006.1
teamwork are *6404'. The ;growing:

area -0:41404.040)10410i4.0004kcatc$,-.4.n: even greater
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they 'hatre-assisted other students who continue their educa-
tion to get into)c011ege and universities but; if rilore.than 80
'percent of our young : people -between, high school and the
baccalaureate, degree -,must enter. the:workfOrctAirectly, it
*M.s .? toin-e:that our schools must also ,asSuine--the--responsi-
bility for entry job pladernent, guidance -: they do- so they
will becOne-the,,beSt place for ,0,00-,young,peraoil to .got help
,forthatfirstijOk.

Toaohq*aro.,betttr: acquamte4 Vith,th*intelt*yabilitids;
sani:Charioteri:SticSvol:fstuderits,.:ThakanYone--else:, Therefore,
0C10040:04 be in ihec,beSt,.,pOSitiOt to',,gUidOhelistUderit
intOhe*iniff.ot 10444, hun *1-8,t*joirlie*iiV be
happiest, :-.0.1.440**04i.49*4001most f0t001000i Secondary

,--04#0009:014:#004:00§k"$.,11:01J441c;:e,o0tiAh0::*-0:00i150,
for the ttansition from school .,t4;*-orii4Of:asjittitorits-Ato
are not ,g01.0g4*t0304400061*****Y.,' .0114-0tch0
't:is'od-t-t640$5:04i:ciociuts;,,***soliioohgrOlOtels.,:tov4c10,

4.44 0000h#100,4004040.4;401.01#04***4,**611,4'
to college graduates ',$0t**,010.00-;$0'ilk 0.007:0d' 0007

-24#1404 '6004: -8***010-6* and labor unions. Initial
0,1400014040100*,*41110#01titifPoli;o01014*:40000,011110;
04§ii**40044041044,04000**010.410.40iltaAsi,
'OW:Of,: 40.044 *1**400.ef
the success of a placement program will require the deep
10*1.00010(-*4040*'400:00:-******.litii:t*

***--********il,',04.4411*:6:44*

In providing this new, service, schools should cooperate
with ki6ai'r,:** ig*,10***:
activity shóuldbe 404 out cdçpeiatavely *441,1**Efte;
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the school system at the State and local levels can provide
placement and follow-up service for all students.

If our public education system is to continue to be the
chief source for preparing youths for the world of work, it
must assume the responsibility for helping them make the
transition from work.

gnitintOys.:.E'dziditioru,
A furi4Mentat-change that has taken,..place 'in our culture is
the-;a0celeratIOri. of the -rate of accumulation of knowledge.
ThiS,phenoineritin;.* accompanied- by.. the --generally- accepted
view that '-0dere,i'& the modern world for the
'uneducated. and the untrained, and- -that there-:is,only a slight
difference: betWeem the imedUcated. and undereducated, or
the :Untrairiecr and the Oridertrained-. But in. tOo many
instaTneeS, One SehbOl*caintinUe practices which were once
valid: but #100'444* ina4eqUate;. ;nainely; that the
.0.010 :CakprepareakindiVidUal'infOUE yeariSyor eight years,
fOra:lifetirneigareer.

,:FeWer jObS.,,WilVhOkt the,:entire, working life of a
posokikoe,;:ftitUre-.:410ger Et.olz .stateSthat."No.matter how
attnCheci.,t4e, Workman may be to ;a114,:'Particular job, it is
ir*tiative.:,!tliactie.,:recciigniZOthete. is 4o-static condition in
the :world = ;constant change."
-aindetiftaiidOtAiOingiie*V40344

WO: A.04040.14.1 40',4re
Offditi**leti:***c*tVP000:04Y for further
160.01***Oti4OsOki914000;-00:00:-.044400.04; In
tliii:*****0.:00's'-**i00#110044iict****:,0:0;
:AO:',0*'4,0***..0..;i0*1.101?$;yirhopiotc***o0004-**or:
,d1040*;0**1:91*.lf,*ik,,.fs-448ahigge04,100ageitierit
-6040**0:0*'**!:0-40,060§-='04004ti K01041***-
41*40:444i,*00**0:44ek: octol*qooloe,06'001o:
.0:36:0:440:00;00),40004;00004.-
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Mr. Bo lz states further that, "In the transition ahead youth
will face the need for developing a, new philosophy of life, a
new philosophy of work, and a new philosophy of service.
Gradually emphasis in work will change in the direction of
mental effort. Old ideas of labor will disappear. The coming
age will require youth on a _large scale to continue studying
and. become educated ,far 'beyond that. now knoWn. Univer-
sally, education .must .bOome-a. lifelong.process."

,Tlie,strength,of'citir,sodiety dependS,upon:,the full develop-
ment of -every individual, and -thus we must gear our educa-
tional ,system to the .concept Of,continiiing.educationin its
broadest sense.. To Utilitie effectiVelY die:phenomenon of the
explosion of knOwledge,, an, individdal.must become, oriented
to the World: sof work, :Wan-, early :age, through .practice and
acquire the ability 10,adapt:reieVant knoWledge an ability
he Willlieed throughout tiiimoosiog,dateer. ,

All .high ,schoOli must, 900,4:provide-opportunities for
the development :of vocation_4cOMpetence as well as.prepara-
tion for post -high school eduOation. 'However,, even more
basic than-: the academic and vocational characteristics of the
educational 'programs -is the development in.,each student of

ability and motivation for ,self-learning and continuing
00400*.

Ts4c.aCCOMpliSh thiSf-,taslt; ,our,educational:institutionslnust
operate :the. 'year round; .to;'*:411.4140:ater extent than they

MOW,00094001',Aniqt,::*4.1.0 :a much.-treater. -tc4j4''41347
004'; .4 AO: i:1,k9100,91g:"c9:0001404- idatOlt-.abg4t -P11e0.
*0*, '''.41.9001it,*;,t009060.!ori.:00091,90400i:00'.*60
-4001400 ti;t:'014iViiPrOfeSiOqi'fil*,*c91iW49Pc144'4§'#-
:17**','00.00,','.0t,4,0:00ktOr'licOPIO,i1140140:4n4LtoYciA-
,mepit,004,74,0*0046410*0100::40fle:thei0444-110110,"
there,- iS\ a, ;great need, for ',.bottet -*Woo, for counseling,
*****40.1)***C4***0440001

A0000119, il''1101-,A;:44.4104sttic*APO businesses shoOld,
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"have a continuing 'education and training program in force
whether formal oiinforinal: To Match- the needs of increasing
automation, training, and education- are needed: for all- person-
nel from -Management .tohOutly wOrkert. Expanded:horizons
offered, by such.prograths relate ,directly -,tO:itproVeMents, in
the ,efficiency and variety-of talentsbrought to-bear on tom-
petitive-eVeryday:-Operations:" .(Understanding AtitOMatiOn,
Page. 73'-:)

If the work week is Cdt, as a result of automation, that cut
should -00 result solely in released time, but a large part of
the:0**Ouldbe,tigedliii eduCatiOn,andAraihing:

Insteact,-.Of*aditati*Oili,frOpi,tChOOFbeing-,thOught of as4he
completion of education, we know today that it: should be
only the beginning of learning for nearly :oVdryiine. :It is
imperative that we have available for all, on a continuing
baSiSE'edtiCaticiiialceXpetienCeS,,-*hat -41.1,thakes,it *able' for
all to tope** changing
$oliSii:t our economy.

EducaIon for Greater Leisure,
The tfend istoward less time spent on the jOtql7mciteleigure
time Although the week hastemainecUgtatib in

:04100.1"0;,*resik-41.1idiCatiAlt.thatilhe''-..wo0c.,80ek 'will be
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There also is an increasing trend toward early retirement.
Some people retire because -they are not qualified to hold
new jobs. 'Projections by theBureau of Labor Statistics show
that for 1975 and .1980 less, than ,25 percent of men .older
than 65 will remain inthe-labor force.

People- .frequently -find it difficult to find a satisfying role
in life. as fanlitiar -responsibilities are slOughed off. Increa-
singly., ui Older life:there-1S a greater ,demand for meaning.
This never Wh011y satisfied.-by educational 'programs. which
stress ltlo-itionrSelf activitieS,Or-some-;of the-leisure-time arts.
However, learningi..Or at leaSt learning not associated with
dOrit=yOtirself activities, 'inthe.thinking of the
Majority of the people:, today People mu g(,. there-
fore, ,be. .educated; io,,,enjoy increasing. leisure time, as
they _are now trained. 'for :productive work. They must be
educateclto..use- their leisure.: fruitfully..- It IS . the job. of educa-
tion:16. Make this,leiSnre, tittie A.profit,to the 'retiree, and his
aSsociaterather, than a;frustration. We must.fielp people find
a :meaningin life. 9*C.W4heit40,00;..

People Varit,to,,Ifeel that they are progressing:as human
beings.l it ;funtlaMent4needof 'every. man to feel -that

eternally :going;:i'orward,. ,acfultieariiing Certainly, .hasa
place. vropei7plaripingc4400.slife..lt on. give ,a szlitec-

O, 4;0, 04:0**atOrilig, #40 0441.1iro.46, 4-40 Ygait...
:SetttriMPrOVeMent. -Wit:h,..a.gOal; of community or national

40ii,*;,*0410110'':#144040% kV* 010Te:44000t 14-01'0,:trr
expanding: play time; .This Cia*.#0040: today when
the complications, of ;ar'
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6010i1 4000001;* 140400041*Ogtefte.004441004'41';
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Conclusions

There is,conclusive evidence that automation and technologi-
cal,advance ,have- a profound IMpact oour society and have
resulted in.a,Myria of 'problems that must, be solved if this
natiOnis to,continue to groleV,and,prosper.

:Many of these. problems Canlie solVed throughedUcation.
However,. ,to,,do;so,..our ,educational:Systent must change its
direction:, 'its role,i0Ociety.'andmustaSsume new_ and greater
respOnsibilities: .

. That ,this..it-necessary can 'be ascertained by facing -these
.faCtS;'

t'LLg..*itiprOyMetit". Service studies Slit)* a 25 percent
increase *rice 'the last: Study'.

'Every, change, job .tlitee :to :fiVe times in his life-"
.tiMey ,

1::Pespi0-:iiikr,,Unenip_lOyrneiit:iite being, less than per-
_ ,

Oenti::,fOr -',y,§Ut4S!'betWeen, .and :years' of 'age it is 1-8

.0000rit. Oilf,ttit1400.0eilti:40,1040 utiltis _cloubie-that.
4:-'1446 'tiiris';diopfditt.:of public

,

,0040,41*Ord,044040000:Oiii*0: 0-901:64KY*;
5 0,0:**:44:01(Of;141**.i,tWA4:000.-13tit lack-'of skills:
40400:000014k"=****, complicated to afford
0:***-4140tiooili#0*41013-liot*iii 010.1*, ***don,

.1100--1 ihkti<9:0':150000bf000g:0-0.4100viho'e'thOffirs*
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Learning Image Needed
There is a serious lack in the educational system, contrasting
it, for example, with what happens in industry where there
are motivational and incentive guidelines. for prOfitability and
efficiency of operation for expansion of the enterprise. The
changing character of the labor force places much greater
emphasis upon intellectual Skills and social skills and less
upOn physical strength, and manual dexterity. One con-
sequence- has been new bpportunities'for- women' in the labor
forde: the -decade of Ilie:50?,S;.,half-,the-,neW jobs> were. taken
by:WOmen!` Part- of:the'problein,, of view

boySitroniVitOrlOng,',ClasS itaniilieSliS that their image of the
inale--OcCi4PatiOir involves ljhysiCal:Strength and manual dex-
terity,WhiCh. being taken, over by thadliihes, Their image of
female, work° is: intellectual and,social:

, or -f children-of' miilille!ClasS:tl'ainilies this is not a- handicap.
They '0:6, --thot ,fathers -in' intellectual occupations, sales or
,areas-titint soda* skills.. So agiin-wo have the problem of
shifting :,froiti one generation to another. How much do we
really :know :ationt ',the- noire of the shift the value of
-SkillSOlie,attitOeS ana',15ehaViOrsthatTirodUce a skill?

=We' art-now 'forlfiekfirSt tinte:atthe point in the history of
inan..Whete OetY.'itiatviiiii§t 148* the asic skills of learning.
Thi*,oieko-,0000.0idoetio skills, Verbal, skills ,arict the' capa-
bilitYjfrenable,04;#14010--Ontitiue learningand relearn-
ingihrOtigliotit different jcind:of thing than in
tiii0,,tioi:,.11*:s-ohool,*4100.004:atjda4_gfiring lip service
to the concept. Uattl4:440*, to :learn has become an
important ObjeCtiVe`*ectCatiOi.,

In material production ?we Ategyily,, upon -individual
ChOiceCaii*Ittio,free,;rnarkeVelate-nOW.able,L.0:ProdUce-and
OiStribUte,'40040-.so,illio at;'lasfestinike IA 00 Welised only

`MO 'forte.' to-rprodUCe-:an'Cr distribute
.material gOOdS:,a-itiOtr,p'et, CentfOr 'nOnniaterial, things:as edu-
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cation, health services, recreation, social services, engineering
and science, accounting and management. If this kind of
change takes place, isn't it reasonable to expect that the
nature of h luman individuals willlargely determine the
direction in which enterprises will Move? If so; we must ask
what people will want- froin,an affltien'tsociety now they
can afford; to,:pay .for. other than material-, goods. Right now,
it seeing,. thei,desireigj. for health service, more education
services, more .recreation., if this trend continues what sorts
of people will be:=reriUired 0...06\4de-these services and what
kind-of educatiOn,.ShoOl& they. get?

Analyses- being .inade-TOr the educational establishment at
both secondary and collegeleyels put the final emphasis on
development- of intellettual and social skills. How can the
schoolS and colleges do :more :than they have been doing to
get morepeople into theSe.categories?'

One response, ,of the .peopleih erhication is to give more
and more consideration 10- cooperative education coordi-
nating.the work between ,schools and industry to facilitate
the _entry. of people -into :the work.-force. Another is to hold
the ,place-of .the -drop =out in case -he wishes to return and to
facilitate his re -entry into the schook.Algo. considered is the
notion of pacing and spacing in the educational program to
better serve .4100404 needs. and. interests.

We haVe ;,a tendency in our society to place. the lowest
social; .,value on the: thing's' that; are most _essential; for
oopti0;:,-4:foo4:*00:10 worker lw,ilittle Social. status, yet
we' 0, :u iaVe-t6';eat,:: klittleitria-giotiott-can work wonders
hetdi'0,00rOln:ipany;,sentonei-,,Of its food service workers to.a
culinary histiti4AT'New-'yoric.,-fOr- ',a,,-,suMiner training, pro-
$40.- ifia-.440,1?.40.1.(-,altc90100;eb! Tcv4itigqc1 ,person. He
Vipaits'W.Clieri, hat At rakiskangle than- .before.
This ,natio n4.44 -not Clealf Witli,the tact that many skills, which
are vitally, ,needed ,Society',are not looked upon' -as
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worthy of consideration and we turn our backs,on the whole
problem. Automation -in. the kitchen and the automation of
the pre-Preparation. of food may be one solUtion, but auto-
matiOvin the serving of food may -neverte.

Why should .education iw-our society be restricted lb .a
single,ata,onAht.ocoUpatiOnal,spectrum? If automation does
indeed' mean, more free, time;- why can't` indiVidUAIS-develop
add:1404 _skills?` ,Perhaps the "ihtelleCtUal"*CA* do Manual
work 4t:**4f,*--fiiidSitidriji*Oblet A. ditat tole may be-the
answer-vith-pait ou.0.#4,yeat &voles:1'10 ,aCtivity haVing for a
ptirpose asocial benefit:

ftetaiiie-446, for manufacturing' are
decreasing *i.,turi6ht fallacy that total. Wisrkihg. force
hours are ,a10;4eCieaSing: But, AS'peOPWMOsieitito -nursing
Ands-tekliing and so Oh, the work !hoiirs-. 'decrease.

show- that in - typical communities the _ntiniber of
lioUrS `worked' per week by the,-,tota! 'at* force -hasn't
Chahgedi*:,20 yeas:, Ajthogn- leSSen-

ifitifiilohte,MAnUfaCturingindliStrieSi Abe:shift:0- services has
offset thillrendin the -:society at loge. ,Aticijiti areas where
the, `work week -400 deCreait, there "is 'a pOint at which

Education: 0,-IfrofesSionalike
NOiertheleitinCreaSeit,,ailtoniatitO.Will,',bringabout increased
leisure, `in= o'. ez-',,faSliOnyintre-AiedyleisUre -MOst,necessarily
have e

e,,-0,-ajoiityr,:0:(4h4i-orio*:-,*:th-e---'66000, right
now, =through es,,Or>: OlOinatitntiOnat-OrdviSiOns, prohibit

0-.6* "eit it*-cof1:00,44'-(0:''tti9;z:004.04**,',of persons
*§,-of ,ago''.*ps.4hezi-W:s tesadult.tifoOatkit,ituot ,Self

supporting. tsonS4Ji*heed*:,edtiCatii)* M'OSt have
'0'0000* bar, er which: is:clifficnifto,overestorrie.
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Perhaps education can be applied to "professionalize"
low- status occupationsln the .production and service indus-
tries. Iri- agriculture; for example, 'we have an industry that
has ;had an enormous prOdUctivity increase through- the
Mechanization and. rationalization of its procedures, with 'a
tremendous reduction 'inthe )0-Or:force:, Yet that force
which r ertiains AS ',hired AVOrkerS,4itoOtly ,trained:anct has the
,prOblern of low status .Still;,.0whire&farm-Workerreinaing
one of the. ,VitaroalwatiOn'S .'=--One,folVWhoSe;ServiCeS there is
great dentandi. train' thesei'peOplei to :profes-
$fonali*,this ,oceuiation:so-that,,WbecoineS more attractive
to-tho'.--:wOrIcer'-and:mote =dependable to the;,einployer. Soine
Of the stigmas associated with these? occupations: are govern,
mentally 'imposed for ,exai#10; they-do, gUalify for
collective .bargaining;_ 40(not xitia*fOr :workman's-compen-
sation, were not recently:

PerhaPS':Wer'are farin worker.
The facilitieS to train 1.14140.. ''Pd,',the;;00)4e,,'Willingness:-to

him oftek not. there: There, ge,,maifpoulti#01*rfets
to ,this'Iype:Oftraining,,,raCe;retaticins-Weing:one_OUtheMajOr
iiiiped merits thei* is 41*,leat 444t.:,,loosCoitiraixiihttoti
fafrO-voiteiit.feacts 11104:- demand morer,Pay =anititaii
Alt*:000c*Olji#9,0thOt 0000'00*i:

17**,. .'kinds: of *iestiongi go!. -4*.isect,:;',One:;has,:,t0 :do: with
what iteginorogy'goetat*******Oili. education. for
peopk-**,:hoet,i0v,w4 "with: pit: °The::otherw' question :is
4.01040(Yith"oc01****40-#$414i'ff*I01100108Y:

;required; 'fora these;shifts - >in °= occupational`

`.,

ijerionil* IMsOCietytWhOlaCkedUcar:
tionr:!ano-ltiogiopAp:gt*reitt esvpeo i;an eir,

'1*01.4 40::*0 and .................
OdOieW*::100004*.f-Iii4N#16' 11.00000 040'4N'
,giediet:jr.00004410.0004:4
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spent for remedial and corrective measures at a very severe
level of difficulty. The society has not yet been willing to
invest enough money in terms of a transitional kind of pre-
ventive program. We must fit together the educational facili-
ties and programs with the consumer of -the educational
product business and industry in a cooperative arrange-
ment to begin to get to some of these problems. This may be
the pattern:a, decade from now.

In the meantime'many- of our young people cannot see the
school- program as relevant to what they want. The schools
really are not seen as viable vehicles by which these people
can become:effective individuals. Why can't we build into our
schools more variety right now? This is necessary to provide
the required options.

One recent Study indicated that the children of college-
educated parents knew less about the occupational options
open, to them than 'did -the children-of parents who had not
been to- college.. The general objeCtive, of the children of the
college-educated, is -to -get to- college. -But in terms of career
concepts and The adult .role,- they. are narrow-and uninformed.
If yOu.,coine, home from work with a briefcase, it may be
difficult to explaiir tO:achild' what work. that' involves.

All of theSe eventS,wilf-have,an impact On-the school. Pres-
sures are evolving :'froin,:many-groups to = change the patterns
in our norinal_curve. Those institu-
tionS,:listed.-as4teatedUcatiOnalinstitutiOns,sare those which
have,:lie2higheit degree of seleativity, in those'students they
adinit.-.-Quality:is:,Oftervinterpreted: more: in the selectivity of
the institutiOn,,rather than :how well it meets whatever its
objectives may 7:be.-,EdiicatOrS,,tend: to-be sensitive about the
educational. ,achievements ,,Of particular- systems, yet -these
data wits)* .necessary' i f 'we*Oo,assess .systeinatically the
Oftc00*s- educational enterprise., Today,. we need more
information Ott -the: kinds of schoolS,we have
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Perhaps schools should be responsible for dropout rate as a
qualification for accreditation. Again, perhaps schools should
be responsible for the student entering the workforce in the
same way they feel responsible for getting a student into
college.

Doing different things in the schools will create new
methodologies: There will be various kinds of teaching games,
programmed instruction, using more closely paced methods
of conditioned. learning. Business and industry can lend sig-
nificant support to the development of these methodologies.
Schools may be expected to contract directly with industry
for their development. The companies through their organiza-
tional ability have learned to do things effectively where the
education system does not have the ability to move in
quickly.

Growth in Services?

Although automation- may be increasing productivity in the
tinannfacturing area; .this. ismcit 'the case with services: Some
service's' are' liegirining-to cost more than the :consumer will
pay and some .SkilledArades in theserviCeSectot have become
virtually unknown 'small AoWnS. If you Want something
serviced these. days yoU may find that you will have to do it
yourself. Anyone concern_ed: with -training people forthe ser-
vice sector Oust, faCe4. 'to the ,fact 'that there, may the = areas

where services. a"r"e= rapidly ,disappearing:..In,additiOn,,there are
Others that technology has elimuiate& Or hate 'priced -them-
seltes:Oift.(4'exiStenCe..'HOW:*ilt the apparatus we

There
are seekng"to-design:face up to this?

atjticreaSe,In-..4--ti.nber.of.paraprofessionals in
MaiiSr;areaS;:bi.iVik'nUtting,t4ete,iS ,a,treniendbus shortage of
paraprofessionals:" Certain.' of these sertices have -been, priced
out of ihe' market --,so-So61* is training. paraprofessionals
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who do not stay for them, these are temporary jobs. So
society is confronted with the never ending task of trying to
recruit and train paraprofessionals. It is doubtful whether
these-are entry jobs into professional careers.

One solution, then, to the problem of low-level occupa-
tions is to make them entry positions in a career development
pattern. If we can achieve the flexibility to make these posi-
tions entry points >in an,upward' career pattern' in lieu of the
four years of college we can,create another option pattern.
SOme pertons will'be attraCtedAo.these 'paraprofessional posi-
tions because they do Offer mobility 'yet nevertheless remain
as they fulfill theirlevels ofaSpitation and skill.

There- are currently repUted: to be somewhere between
three and four Million jobs unfilled-oWing to lack of skills
ranging froni the executive to tool and die making. More and
more /young peOple,',aPpear to have the desire to move into
two -year and four -year .college programs which do not meet
the ,needs of society,s'even. though these needs are projected
211y:ears-in.:advance:, How do; we plan to fill these important
positions *high, even .autoniation will not eliminate? What
kin4,74-chinget ;can-me introduce into our schools to cope
with .these,:needS? _Before much can be done there are certain
-institutiOnal;*AngeMents-and legal restraints which must be
Need:

we: ge,going to lave, to do,,sornetliing about the compul-
sOry, eduCatiOn laws;, we are going, to have to do something
about ,the ,MininiUm wage -laws;, we are going to have to do
,something about: thoi, ehiPi-labor lawslOUr educational units

tow.nS(ariff-counties, are,,archaic.:We are just now by acci-
dent 'deVelOping:intO .social, cUltUral; ,economic edUcational

.units-that,,fleeci:.to,'be-46firied,in.a- different; way. New York
ok:liassjinOt**-001mOiv,viith.liergen.,,County, New Jersey,
014:i31.0k$54xinty-,,-Penpsylvania than it does, with Buffalo,

103
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There are also ticklish questions, of federal-state relation-
ships. The state must share in problenis with the federal
government There, is the issue, of the allodation of financial
suppott for, thelschoolS and the iSsue:of the allocation of con-
trols., As .a percentage, of gross, national produdt, we are
spending no Morebn,education today- thakwe ditt during the
depression. We now spend about 5 1 'for ,edticatiOn
about 35 -billiOns :for. the public schools and about 15 billions
for higher" .edtication. The federal contribution for public
schoOls-iS a little over eight pet cent.

Change, and .the -New

Antomation. as change sets new patterns and creates prob-
leini. But lack of change would also create 'prOblems. Today,
industry tends to, bear the 'blame for-problems attributed to
automation. Indust* therefore needs to recognize, the prob-
lems; real, or mythical, Which :aid :attributed to this tech-
nology. Industry must define theSe.,prOblenis,and,Make the
effort to. :help solve thein. Business- is, .already playing an
important role and this Symposium. on -Automation and
gocietY iponsored, by the Univetsity'Of Georgia with;Reliance
'Electric- Company is only One §manifestatiormf this effort on
the part of industry..

There. are many problems associated with the .prOcess of
change, which. automation did not cause. 13ther changes
created :the :need for automation., -Every time it is zdecided to
raise the status of --a, ,persOwmithout-the, iridiViduat contri-
buting ProdOctiVity increase equivalent lo the amount his
compensation has increased, automation is invited:
try at --MageS were increated; those tasksF which,-Were not
economically viable were automated:_ Automation was the
result _rather, thatithe:cause:AutonlatiOniS also,atresponse,to
scarcity' Of labor and'facilitates'ari expanding.economy--which
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would otherwise be seriously constrained by deficiencies,
quantitative or qualitative, in the labor force. The important
concern is not to place blame but to consolidate forces and
come to grips with the problems of a rapidly changing tech-
nology of which automation is a significant segment. The
important thing is to recognize the existence of the problem
and try to do something about it.

Change Calls for Union Participation
In assisting people in adjusting to a highly technological
society, education may be the answer. In the past, labor
unions had a big role in education with the apprenticeship
system, for developing many needed skills bricklaying, the
carpentering, and so on. Today this is largely missing. Unions
are functioning like 19th century craft guilds, and are very
much dominated by depression psychology with limited jobs.
The challenge to unions is to participate in the educational
process in terms of the needs of the times and in the catalytic
process of job placement.

In the 30's there was a cleavage between the craft unions
and industrial unions. There is still reluctance on the part of
an industrial union to perpetuate a craft system. Industrial
unions resist specialized craft training to maintain equality
among their workers and avoid separate groups. Reverbera-
tions about this are rife among skilled workers in industrial
unions people who have gone through three or four-year
apprenticeship programs. Apprentice-trained workers as a
part of the total labor force have been declining percentage-
wise for some time.

If not apprenticeship, then what training is needed to pre-
pare workers for entry into the labor force? Industry fre-
quently does not want men without experience, and without
a job the worker cannot get the experience: the problem then
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is how to provide the experience. Vocational training pro-
grams are one answer. Some unions have recognized this need
and have supported vocational training programs. How much
responsibility for training should rest with the union?

Mobility is another aspect of the training problem from
the point of view of the individual employer. Industries can
invest large amounts in training only to lose the services of
these employees to other firms. It takes about $50,000 to
train a computer programmer: his pay for two and one half
years, computer time, training time for instructors, super-
vision and so on. The average computer programmer and
analyst has changed jobs several times before he is 30 years of
age. This is one of the very serious problems with training in
industry. Society has not lost his services but the particular
industry which pr:rinded his training has.

From the point of view of economic development, a rigid
labor force would be undesirable. This is an international
problem; the responsibility does not stop here. Training in
industry by industry may be the best form of vocational
training. The training of people internationally is not new to
American society; many of our technical people came from
the countries of Europe during the last century or so.

Training in an industrial setting tends to be very effective
because of that setting. Students punch time clocks, work in
shifts, and are exposed to many instructors rather than one.
Some of the poorest performers in school do well training in
an industrial environment. But, lack of job opportunities in
rural communities force these people to migrate. How do we
provide rural youngsters opportunities for developing skills
required for employment elsewhere?

One major problem, is the lack of training of teachers
themselves in the new technologies and their implications. We
are just now turning ouVour first generation of teachers with
some automation background. Teachers appear reluctant to
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be retrained themselves they are not going to the trouble,
the effort, the time to learn. Our educational system lacks
long-range planning. We need to identify the occupations that
are.needed in the next five to ten years. We need to plan the
education system to provide not only the facilities but also
the teachers. This is an investment problem and it is an
input-output problem. We have no good planning process
involving education, industry and government. Today schools
are training for some unknown set of requirements!

In the past industry itself was operating essentially as an
educational system. Work was simple enough and nontechni-
cal enough that one could get a job and work on up to get an
education. With the virtual closing of that broad-based
system there is need to substitute another route for entry.
The person who phases out of education phases into the
market place at some level, even it if is the welfare market.
The trauma of the transition now faces people of all ages
when old occupations phase out. The high school or college
graduate faces a transition, often years of schooling, into the
marketplace where a different set of values are found. The
transition may be easier for the dropout than for the graduate.

How can the nation change its educational system to pre-
pare individuals to live more effectively in a technological
environment? Does this mean the system should train him for
a job? To what extent are we concerned with how individuals
can live as individuals and as people? Shall we educate the
whole man? Shall we plan to educate people for the leisure
we are told automation will bring?

In the next few decades the pressure on the educational
establishment is going to come from American industry. Up
to now the establishment has been pretty much an inner-
directed entity. It has also been a closely-knit political
system. The educational establishment is now becoming
other-directed, and who the other is becomes very important.
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There will be many bids to take over. There are the dynamics
of new pressure groups, including business and industry.
Industrialists, scientists and other technologically-oriented
persons are becoming active in the educational establishment.

Summary
Automation has an impact on education in two ways: it has
developed technologies and devices that aid the learning
process, and it has been a powerful factor in setting new tasks
for our schools and colleges. The major time in these discus-
sions was devoted to the latter subject.

Automation and the applications of science and tech-
nology to agriculture, industry, national defense and the
health services have sharply shifted the composition of the
U.S. labor force. Last year only five per cent of those em-
ployed were in unskilled occupations, while increasing
demand was in technical, managerial and service occupations
in the health services, education services, recreation service,
social services and science, engineering, accounting and
administration. Thus, few people are able to find good paying
jobs who have little or no education or training while the
strongest demand is for people with more than high school
education. When this situation is compared with past history,
great educational changes are clearly necessary. Heretofore,
about 20 per cent of our children had not attained the level
of education required for employment above the unskilled
level, 40 per cent had not attained the equivalent of high
school graduation, and less that 15 per cent had reached the
level of college graduation. The new requirements of our
complex technological society thus set three new tasks for
our educational institutions:

1. To enable all, or almost all, children to gain a functional
elementary education.
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2. To enable three-fourths of our youth to gain a func-
tional high school education.

3. To enable at least one-half of our youth to gain effective
post-high school education.

Obstacles will have to be overcome in order to accomplish
these tasks. A much more flexible educational system will be
required to suit the needs of students having a vast difference
in backgrounds. This means sharp changes in curricula and in
learning and teaching activities, beginning in the early child-
hood years. Similar problems are faced as new groups enter
high schools and colleges.

To solve the difficulty of effecting changes within well-
established institutions like our schools and colleges, it is
proposed to develop competing educational institutions to
stimulate new and improved practices. Cooperation between
industry and education could make more flexible the transi-
tions and entry points from school to work. Also, the
important potential of cooperative education, the planned
alternation of work and study, could be more widely
adopted. More imaginative use of new technologies to aid
student learning is also seen as a means for meeting the new
educational tasks. Systematic efforts are needed to develop
"student-tutoring-student" arrangements for enhancing the
effectiveness and efficiency of education.

In general, these discussions took an optimistic view of the
possibility of accomplishing the new educational tasks. A
thorough-going review of American education in terms of a
systems analysis of learning and teaching should reveal promi-
sing ways of stimulating, guiding and facilitating learning
that, although new to schools and colleges, offer promise of
marked' improvement in our national efforts in education.
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Automation as an engineering phenomenon may be discussed
more or less objectively. When, however, we enter into a dis-
cussion of the impact of automation on society, vested
interests, personal values, beliefs and uninformed opinion
enter into the considerations. A review of the literature on
automation quickly reveals that few, if any, "value free" dis-
cussions of the social impacts of the automation process are
to be found. There seem to be hawks and doves abounding in
this field. The hawks, infected with a violent technophobia,
predict imminent and dire disaster as a result of the automa-
tion process. To support their point of view they marshall
statistics and quote history.' On the other side of the
question are the technophiles, or the doves, who predict that
no noticeable change will take place in the organization of
society outside of a salubrious rise in the level of productivity
and a consequent elevation of the level of consumption.2 The
writer of this paper will occupy a position somewhere be-
tween these two extremes and might be called a pigeon, since
he will no doubt lose feathers from each wing.

It seems that the opposing viewpoints of the hawks and
doves may be reconciled if three questions were to be
answered concerning automation before a position is taken
concerning its ultimate effects on society. These questions
are as follows:
1. References are listed at the end of the chapter.
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1. "How is automation related to other parts of the tech-
nology of society?"
2. "How is technology in general related to the social
organization of a society?"
3. "What kind of time perspective should we take towards
technological change?"

Before conjuring up images of what society will look like
in the future as a result of the automation process, we will
attempt to deal with each of these three questions.

Automation and Technology
Technology consists of a system of strategies and tactics for
producing -desired end products through the use of human
action augumented by tools and machines. Given this defini-
tion, it is apparent that all areas of human life involve techno-
logies. There are, therefore, educational technologies,
religious technologies, recreational technologies, technologies
for family life as well as those normally thought of in the
area of economic production, consumption and distribution.

Technologies combine an interlocking. system of human
action with the use of various agencies or instruments
through which men act upon their environment and upon
each other in the pursuit of goals or in the production of
various kinds of products, both tangible and intangible. Tech-
nology, therefore, consists of a system of implements on the
one hand and a system of human organization on the other.
These two aspects of technology are so intimately inter-
twined that they are meaningless, one without the other. The
implements (which for purposes of discussion can be classi:
fled' as falling into three categories: (a) hand tools, (b) man-
operated machines; and (c) self-operated machines) are
distributed according to an organizational plan which
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matches implements with people and both with functions in
a system of production.3

Automation, which we shall equate with self-operated
machines or machine systems, must be viewed as part of this
larger system of technology. Therefore, automation as a pro-
cess must be viewed as being imbedded in a larger process of
technological change. This larger technology involves a mix-
ture of implement types varying from the hand tool to the
self-operated machine on the one hand, and of sizes and
shapes of human organizations on the other. The mix of
implement types with organizational forms depends on the
nature of the product being produced and on the limitations
placed on technology by other factors which operate within
the social system such as the values and beliefs that exist
within that system.

Some products or goals lend themselves well to the use of
self-operated or automated machinery, while others have
qualities that make it difficult to reduce them to a machine
technology much less an automated one. As a consequence,
when we view the technology of society as a large complex
system of subtechnologies, we will inevitably discover at the
subtechnology level that some areas of society exist in the
tool using or pre-tool using stage of development (religion
and education), while other areas of technology (petrochem-
ical industries) contain elements of automation existing
alongside or necessarily with support of tool-using and man-
operated machinery.

The automation process, which consists of the changeover
in technology from the use of man operated to self-operated
or computer machine systems is a part of the larger social
change process which has been going on in human society
since its very inception. This social change process is a natural
phenomenon which results from the operation of systems of
interrelated causes or influences. Technologies are the crea-
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tion of human behavior, and since human behavior itself is a
natural phenomenon which is explainable in terms of a
system of independent variables which combine to produce
the behavior of human beings; then it follows that tech-
nology and its development are a part of a larger process
which is explainable as a natural process.

Automation, then, is a part of what has been called socio-
cultural evolution. In the long run of human history man has
evolved various technologies through which he has satisfied
his various needs and wants. The first technologies developed
by human beings involved either manual manipulation of the
environment or the use of crude tools. At a later stage in
human development tools were 'combined to produce
machines. Now we stand at a stage in the process of technolo-
gical development or evolution when machines have become
self-operating.

It is important to realize that within the total technology
of society, at present, all of the forms of implements that
have evolved over the long run of human history are still in
use. Men still use their hands, tools, and machines as well as
self-operated machines in intricate systems of technology
which themselves are instruments for producing the products
and services and for performing the functions that men
define as desirable.

At this point in time, therefore, technology could be de-
scribed as extremely elongated. By elongated, we mean that at
one extreme are technologies based on the operation of the
human organism as a thinking and acting mechanism unaided
at times by even simple tools. At the other extreme, we have
in existence systems of production which combine sophisti-
cated computers with intricate systems of machines. Even in
the most advanced society, this statement holds true.

When we view the larger picture of the entire world of
man, technology becomes even more elongated stretching
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from the most primitive to the most modern. Most of- the
behavior of human beings in pursuit of goals or in the pro-
duction of desired end products is still in the premachine
stage of technological development. In most of the world,
family life, religion, education, agricultural production,
government and recreation, and for the most part the produc-
tion of goods and services, are carried on with a premechan-
ized or premachine technology. We must recognize, there-
fore, that by viewing man from a world perspective there
exists side by side the most primitive and the most sophisti-
cated technological schemes.

One of the questions that needs to be answered is whether
there shall ever be a stage reached at which this elongation of
technology will be reduced, and most or all of human pro-
ductive activities will be carried on through the utilization of
self-operated machinery. This question will be discussed in
later paragraphs.

Technology and Social Organizations
The point has been made that automation is part of the pro-
cess of technological development and change that has been
going on since the beginning of human society. This process
has changed the way in which men organize themselves to
produce the various goods and services and institutional func-
tions that are necessary to maintaining life in society. Since
technology is a part of society, it is a truism to say that
changes in technology change society. The question of
whether automation will change the social organization of
human social systems is likewise a question that calls for a
truism as an answer, since automation is used in conjunction
with human social organization t form technological
systems.

Insofar as automation calls for a change in the distribution
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of personnel in society and in the roles that they perform, it
will inevitably change society; or closer to the point, since
automation refers to a way of organizing man machine
systems and since it represents a change from other conceiv-
able ways of organizing such systems, it amounts to social
change.' The debate over the impact of automation on
society is not a debate over whether or not it will affect
social organization, but over how it will affect it. It will,
therefore, be more instructive in this discussion to inquire
into four questions:

1. How much effect will automation have on the social
organization of society?
2. How long will it take for this effect to be realized?
3. In what parts of society will the effect be felt to the
greatest extent?
4. Once automation has reached its climax and adaptive
social change has occurred, what will society be like?

It seems apparent, as of this date, that automation has not
progressed very far in our society. Only a small proportion of
the goods and services now being produced by Americans are
produced by automated systems. Most authorities who have
bothered to look into the extent of automation agree that
the process has moved very slowly to the present, and that
the alarms raised over its impending effects on society have
been, to say the least, premature.' A good case can be made
at present for saying that the creation of automated produc-
tion systems has resulted in small and temporary displace-
ment of the labor force and, perhaps, has created more jobs
than it has destroyed.

If we are to judge from the rate of change to automated
systems which has so far been observed, the time period re-
quired to complete the automation process will be quite long.
Compared to the predictions of the hawks or technophobiacs
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who predict imminent and dire disaster as a result of rapid
and overwhelming automation the facts seem pale and unin-
teresting.

Economists, industrialists and businessmen all point to the
fact that the costs of automating a production system are
quite high and, therefore, pure cost considerations alone rule
out rapid transition from man-operated systems to machine-
operated systems in many cases. In addition to this, the
inertia of ignorance of the possibilities of automation and the
lack of "know-how" in moving towards it, and sometimes
sheer prejudice against it on the part of managers as well as
workers, seem to be slowing down the process to a "snail's
pace." It seems apparent to this writer that 75 to 100 years
will elapse before most of the production processes that lend
themselves economically and technologically to the use of
automation will have been automated. Furthermore, it seems
apparent that certain areas of human activity aimed at the
production of goods and services will remain in the pre-
automation stage indefinitely into the future.

Determinants of Automation
In order to predict the rate at which automation will take
place and the parts of society that will be affected by it, it is
necessary to take into account certain facts about our present
state of social organization. Within the culture of our society
there exist certain values and beliefs that act as stimuli for
furthering the automation process through fostering techno-
logical development in general. Side by side with these values
and beliefs, there exist others that act as deterents to techno-
logical advancement, especially insofar as the development of
automation is concerned. In other words, within our general
value system, there exist conflicting values which act as moti-
vating and deterring factors in the development of automa-
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tion. On the motivating side are values such as the following:

1. There is a high value placed on efficiency in the produc-
tion process in American society.
2. Americans believe strongly in the production of more
goods and services as a way of increasing the general social
welfare.
3. Americans believe that the profit motive tied to the
competitive enterprise system acts to force the realization
of efficiency on the one hand, and the productivity value
on the other.
4. There is a high value placed on safety, health, cleanli-
ness, etc., in the work situation in American society.

These and other values support the notion that greater
automation is a desirable development to foster within
society. It certainly can be argued that automated systems
are more efficient in production than nonautomated systems.
Likewise, it can be argued that they can produce more goods
per unit of labor than other systems. Since they reduce the
amount of labor necessary, they can operate on a more con-
tinuous schedule and thus produce more goods. It can simi-
larly be argued that by cutting waste and labor costs, and by
controlling quality and increasing output, automation satis-
fies the profit motive. Similarly, domestic competition and
competition with foreign industry exert pressure in the direc-
tion of using automated systems as a means of achieving the
other values stated.

Strong arguments can also be made in favor of automation
as a means of improving safety in hazardous production pro-
cesses, eliminating hazards to health and doing away with
unpleasant working environments for human beings. Thus,
these values and many others held by Americans and by
persons from Western society in general form a powerful
intellectual and moral motivation towards automation.
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Perhaps more important than the values themselves is the
fact that industrial enterprises, as they are now organized in
relation to the mass markets at home and abroad, are forced
by the pressures of competition and the desire (need) for a
profit to continually improve the technological process. Since
automation represents the highest development of techno-
logical process in society; it is inevitable, in the long run, that
industry will move in its direction.

While there are strong values in society that act as moti-
vating forces towards automation, there exist side by side
with these other values that work against it as deterrents.
Three among these will be singled out for attention.

1. There is a value in American society placed on full em-
ployment in the labor force. Americans hold that an adult
male who is not physically or mentally disabled should
work for a living and contribute to the productive system
of his society.
2. Americans believe that a man's moral fiber and charac-
ter is developed through work and destroyed by indolence
and leisure. It is further believed, that if a person receives
income without a just claim upon it through his labor, that
he will be demoralized by the process.
3. A third belief exists that machines and computers de-
humanize life and threaten to make slaves of men.

On the basis of these three values or beliefs rests the great
concern over the long run of effects of automation. It is
believed that automation, or technological development in
general, will have the effect of reducing the opportunities for
men to work by eliminating jobs, and that this will have the
effect of creating a class of people who are perpetually the
subjects of public welfare. Using the current model of the
way in which public welfare works, an image is conjured up
of a large class of jobless individuals who live on the "edge of
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subsistence" demoralized by being simultaneously powerless
and on the public dole. On the other hand, the image is
created of those who are working being slavishly tied to
machines that control their lives and convert human beings
into numbers in a giant technological conspiracy against man-
kind. On the basis of these beliefs, men oppose the introduc-
tion of technological advancements into various production
processes in society.

It is likely that the existence of these two opposing sets of
values will result in considerable conflict between segments
of society as the automation process progresses. As a result of
this conflict, the automation process will be slowed but
eventually fulfilled since the power structure of society is
organized in a way to favor the ultimate completion of the
automation process.

In the heat of argument over how automation will affect
society and as indignant debates proceed from firmly en-
trenched but conflicting values, more interest is displayed in
lining up one's forces in favor of or against the process of
technological deirelopment rather than in cooly evaluating
the long run of effects of such a process on society.

Despite the debate, however, certain things seem, at this
point, to be evident and beyond debate:

1. Automation is an existing part of the technological
system of our society. It is an idea, an ingenious idea, about
how to combine men, computers and machines into produc-
tion systems. Such ideas are not easily suppressed, but rather
tend to catch the imagination of men and shape their actions.

2. At present, automation represents only a small part of
the total technology. This small part, however, proves the
usefulness of the idea and serves as a living demonstration of
the possibilities for future accomplishment.

3. Automated production systems use fewer workers to
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produce a given volume of output than nonautomated
systems do. Despite the desire of its advocates to allay the
fears of the public over the possible unemployment effects of
automation, its whole raison d'etre is tied up in replacing
human agents by automatic systems. Only an ostrich could
miss this point.

4. The cost of automating is high and, therefore, the rate
at which it will be introduced into industry will be slow. For
a long time it will be cheaper to employ human operators
than to automate many kinds of production systems. Besides
that, heavy investments are tied up in nonautomated systems.

5. When and if the production system of our society is
fully automated, the number of people actively employed in
economic production measured in terms of today's standards
will be quite small, and the volume of production quite large.

6. To accommodate these facts the total pattern of human
activity in society, and consequently the total social organiza-
tion of society, has to be drastically different than it is today.

In the following paragraphs, let us speculate about how
society will be changed at that distant day when the techno-
logical processes of automation have been extended to their
fullest in the social system. It seems pointless at this time to
argue the day-by-day effects of a process that is moving slowly
as men see time. It might, however, be quite instructive to
speculate about how society will look if we attain, through
gradual day-by-day small changes in the organization of our
technology, a state of maximum automation.

The image of the future which will be projected here is
based on the following set of assumptions about how
societies change.

Changes in society in response to automation will repre-
sent elaborations and extensions of already established trends
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and directions in society. This proposition is based on the
notion that social changes usually come in small increments.
An automated system is introduced into one part of one pro-
duction process in society. In other parts of the production
system of society, other small automation devices are intro-
duced. Through the cumulation of this process, rather than
through a radical change in the whole system, the technology
of the society will develop towards automation. Similarly,
adaptations in the social organization of society will come in
small adjustments to the small changes taking place in the
technological system of that society. Men will adapt their
activity patterns and their institutions piece by piece through
the making of thousands upon thousands of small decisions
and small adaptations rather than through revolutionary
changes in the social order. These thousands upon thousands
of small changes in technology and adaptations in the social
organization of society which are made separately will add up
to what will appear over the long period of time to be major
changes in social organization. They will, however, rest upon
long established trends or directions of change and will pre-
sent elaborations of patterns already existing in 1968 in the
structure and organization of American society.

Current Social Trends
It has been pointed out that the direction that technological
development will take and the consequent social changes that
will emerge in society will, in all likelihood, represent elabor-
ations on themes which already exist within American
society. It might be well, therefore, to take stock of where
we stand with respect to the impact of technological develop-
ment in our society at the present moment before attempting
predictions of things to come. There are a number of inter-
related phenomena which are present in our society today
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that seem to be directly or indirectly associated with the
current state of technological development and its history
over the past several decades.

First among these is the fact that the amount of time spent
by average individuals in work activities is at its lowest point
in the history of our civilization. Over the past century, the
work day and the work week have been substantially re-
duced. Along side of this has emerged a trend towards later
entrance into the labor force with the virtual elimination of
child labor, and earlier retirement. The work life of the indi-
vidual as well as the work day and week has, therefore,
shrunk considerably.

While it can be argued on the basis of solid evidence that
unemployment in 1968 is at or near its lowest level in the
history of our society, it is also true that the amount of time
that the average individual spends working has been reduced.
It seems likely that this trend towards shorter working hours,
longer vacations, earlier retirement, and later entrance into
the work force will shrink the work life of the individual to
an even greater extent in the future.

This shrinkage in the work life of the individual cannot be
attributed to automation. This technological development
has not as yet had sufficient time to affect the distribution of
work in society significantly. It has been the result of the
development of mechanization in industry, agriculture, and
commerce and of the consequent development of new cultur-
ally accepted definitions or norms of what the expected work
career of the individual is that have been responsible for this
trend. At the same time that this trend has been occurring in
the world of economic employment, similar shrinkage in the
amount of time spent in labor has occurred in the home.
Housewives and children spend a smaller proportion of their
time engaged in productive tasks in relation to maintaining
the family than at any time in the past. In other words,
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throughout the society, the amount of time the average indi-
vidual spends in so-called work or occupational activities has
been drastically reduced. This has come about through mech-
anization without the impact of extensive automation as yet
being felt.

While this reduction in the amount of work has been
taking place, an astounding increase in productivity per man
hour has occurred. The output of industry, of consumable
products and services has reached an unprecedented level.
Again this level of productivity has been achieved largely
through the mechanization and increasing rationalization of
production processes, and cannot be attributed to any large
extent to the introduction of automation into production
systems.

While these trends have been occurring in society, a general
rise in the level of living enjoyed by the average member of
society has been experienced. Nevertheless, large numbers of
individuals live at so-called poverty levels near the border of
subsistence. It is often pointed out in connection with this
fact that our industrial plant and our agricultural technology
is capable of producing even more goods and services than are
now being produced without a major change in technology,
and without increased investment in capital equipment. We
are told that we are able to produce more steel given the pre-
sent industrial plant than we now produce. It seems apparent
that we are capable also of turning out more automobiles,
washing machines, television sets, clothing and certainly more
food given our present state of technological development
and our present state of capital investment than we are pro-
ducing at the moment. These observations lead to the oft-
times cited paradox that we exist in a society capable of
producing more goods than are now being consumed, but at
the same time individuals and families exist within the
society who are in need of food, clothing, shelter and other
economic goods.
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Leaving aside any argument over whether our present pro-
ductive capacity would be capable of satisfying all or even a
major portion of the potential wants of all of the people
without further investment, it seems apparent to "hawk and
dove alike" that we could achieve a more equitable distribu-
tion of our economic output if we are able to solve various
problems of social organization that determine the distri-
bution of goods and services within our society.

Our social order is founded on the proposition that a
man's right to consume the products of the technological
system of his society is established through the role he per-
forms in the productive process, broadly speaking. The more
important the role that he performs, the greater share in the
consumption of the outpourings of the technological system
he is entitled to. Carried to its extreme this proposition leads
to the logical conclusion that if a person performs no role in
the production process, as it is defined by members of
society, he has no right to consume. Other values, however,
exist within our society that mitigate the harshness of this
formula and lead to programs of public welfare which pro-'
vide at least minimum subsistence for persons who have no
"legitimate role" in the production process. These programs
base claims on consumption on humanitarian values rather
than on role in the productive process.

In seeking to solve the poverty problem in our society, the
answer which has most often been given is consistent with a
dominant theme which states that the role in production
measures the right to consume. It is usual to answer this
question by saying that we should seek to achieve full
employment that every person in society who is physically
and mentally able to work should be provided a job and,
therefore, a role in the productive process. By so doing, we
can establish that person's claim to consume the fruits of the
economic system without altering our values on the one hand
and our social organization on the other. Thus, public policy
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is aimed towards achieving full employment through the crea-
tion of new jobs, and new economic opportunities for work.
These thoughts at least represent what appear to be the
majority sentiment in American society and summarize the
salient aspects of current public policy.

There are, however, disturbing stirrings in the social
order.6 The rise of groups within society who have a differ-
ent perspective towards the economic and social order is a
fact of our times. These groups challenge the basic tenets of
the society and are apt to point an accusing finger in a direc-
tion of those who hold traditional values, pursue traditional
goals and feel traditional motivations. The major sources of
these dissident notes in the buzzing harmony of our indus-
trialized social order come from the youth of the nation who
have not yet entered the labor force, from the poor, especi-
ally the black poor who through circumstances have been
kicked out, and from intellectuals who by the nature of their
roles are detached from it. It is no wonder that the loudest
cries and protest against technological development come
from these sources. It is not surprising that the largest num-
ber of technophobiacs are found among the ranks of the
poor, the young, and the professional thinkers.

Let us examine the position of youth in relation to the
technology of our society. A strong case can be made for say-
ing that the present rebellious generation of college students
represent the first class of individuals in society who have
experienced, for a lifetime, the new affluence and the new
leisure created by the technological developments of the past
century. Prior to this generation, most youths experienced
work as a part of life and similarly experienced deprivation,
at least in a mild form as part of their membership in their
society. The present generation of college students and those
that will follow, however, have experienced a different world.
They know it is possible to consume without being actively
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employed in the production process. Their consumption has
for a lifetime been based on a "right" rather than a "role."
They know also that consumption, when taken for granted at
least, does not create a utopian state of existence whether
one earns the right through work or is born with it. At the
same time they are acutely aware of the fact that they live in
the society that contains people who do not share in their
taken-for-granted level of consumption. The right of children
and youth to consume is obviously unequally distributed.
Furthermore, no truly rational argument can be made to
justify this inequality. The only arguments that can be made
amount to saying that this is the way things are, or that is the
way the system is organized. This leads the disaffected youth
simultaneously to challenge the basic values of society and its
organization and to desire to remake the social order in a
different image. They propose new values and new ways of
ordering things basing their approach on the assumption that
society is a flexible instrument for attaining human ends and
may be changed to suit new purposes without destroying old
levels of production and consumption.

The youthful new left seems, therefore, to be a result of
certain technological developments which have created a new
kind of condition for youth in society and which have led to
a new way of looking at the relationship between role in the
production process and the right to consume.

Change from Agriculture

The civil rights movement is also intimately intertwined with
technological development. With respect to civil rights, a
large segment of the population is seeking a new and more
satisfying role in the world of work at a time when such roles
are disappearing not due to the as yet infant automation pro-
cess, but to simple or not so simple mechanization. This
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mechanization, curiously enough, has occurred in agriculture,
not industry.

Major technological developments in agriculture have trig-
gered major changes in the way work is organized in agricul-
tural enterprises. It has resulted in major shifts in the ecolo-
gical pattern of farming and has produced mass migration and
social mobility.' Millions of black sharecroppers and tenant
farmers and their families, along with millions of white mar-
ginal landowners and tenants, have been forced off the land
and into cities and towns. There they have arrived without
industrial skills seeking employment that will give them a
right to consume or perhaps to just subsist. Thus, technolo-
gical development in agriculture, and especially its mechani-
zation and reorganization on an industrial basis, has resulted
in a mass movement of population and a consequent mass
unem ployment or underermployment problem. In the
opinion of this writer, this set of circumstances has been the
major force behind the civil rights movement. This movement
has merely been articulated by civil rights leaders and organi-
zations, and by public officials and public policy.

The results of technological change are, in other words,
very much with us. These, however, cannot be attributed to
automation or even to industry; but largely to agricultural
development. It is a tragedy of our times that the civil rights
movement is occurring at a time when we are achieving such
high levels of mechanization in agriculture and industry and,
therefore, face more than the usual difficulties in absorbing a
large, untrained labor force into the productive process.

It seems to be hardly debatable that the youth movement
on the one hand, and the civil rights movement on the other
will have considerable impact on the future rate of mechani-
zation in industry, and certainly on the future rate at which
automation occurs. This 'statement is made on the assump-
tion that we will continue to pursue a policy of seeking full
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employment in the society. In aiming our efforts towards this
goal we will inevitable be forced to create jobs for human
beings rather than roles for machines and automated systems
in the production process.

The new left, which represents an alliance between middle
and upper class youth, black beople and the intelligensia
forming an uneasy and mutually suspicious triangle is trying
to define a new set of values for the society which they see as
solving our current dilemmas. These new values are based on
a combination of myth and fact about the nature of society
and the nature of technology in relation to it. Part of the
mythology concerns itself with the role of machines and
computers and of automation in production. It is built upon
the belief that given the right way of organizing things, we
are capable of producing sufficient goods and services to
satisfy all significant and legitimate human needs in the for-
seeable future. Yet there is-a dualism involved in the mytho-
logy of the new left, since there exists within the belief
system a suspicion and distrust of machines and machine
systems as being the major dehumanizing agents in society.
Another part of the mythology relates to the notion of
power structure and the functioning of the decision making
processes of society. Here the power structure is visualized
almost as if it were a gigantic machine grinding out decisions
in a conspiracy to enslave human beings by tying them to a
technological process which becomes an end in itself.

No matter whether these beliefs correspond in any way to
fact, they nevertheless shape the attitudes and actions of a
significant minority of people in our society and represent a
significant wave of protest against technological develop-
ment. In the future they may foreshadow a new time of
troubles in the so-called industrial revolution, a time of slow-
ing down rather than a time of technological advancement.
Cries which are now raised by the new left are so multiple
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and confused that no single message can be distilled from
them, unless it be the message that a new set of values suited
better to our advanced state of technological development
are being formed in our society.

Perhaps the new integrating values which may emerge from
the dualism that exists in our society today will place a high
value on total unemployment in society, rather than total
employment. It can be argued that the point of technological
development has always been to make life easier for men by
eliminating more and more of the drudgery of life and pro-
ducing more and more goods at a smaller cost in human
labor. It seems legitimate to many people, therefore, to direct
human effort towards eliminating the necessity of work as
fast as possible. This could be done through the rapid
development of new and expanded systems of automation.
Instead of attempting to create more work for human beings
to perform so that they can have a claim to consume the pro-
ducts of the technological order, it would be more rational to
direct our efforts towards attempting to produce goods and
services with a minimum of human labor. This could be done
not out of the profit motive but out of new humanitarian
motives. We might pursue the automation process as rapidly
as possible and invest our current energies to a greater extent
towards producing more self-operated machine systems so
that human beings can be released more and more from the
necessity to be employed in order to have a right to consume.

It seems likely, however, that even in the most Utopian of
Utopias where technology has advanced fantastically past its
current state of development the necessity for work or em-
ployment will still exist. However, it is possible through
shortening the work life and the work day and the work year
of the individual to increase the amount of leisure through
introducing greater and greater efficiencies in the production
of goods and_services, and at the same time to eliminate most
of the boring routine of enervating tasks from existence.
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The big problem in pursuing the goal of reducing human
employment, and thus, the necessity to work through a delib-
erate process of mechanization and automation is the
problem of establishing the right to consume the products of
the economic system without simultaneously destroying the
motivational system that is now attached to our system of
distribution.'

As already pointed out, the primary basis upon which we
base consumption rights, at present, is income derived from a
work role performed in the production of goods and services.
By gearing consumption rights to the role performed in the
production process, a system for motivating people to work
is also provided. The secondary basis for a right to consume is
a dependency relationship to some individual who has
income derived from a work role. Thus, wives, children,
dependent relatives and other "wards" derive their consump-
tion indirectly from a right established by another person's
role in economic production. Through creating dependency
relationships and through attaching certain rights and duties
to the relationship between provider and dependent, an addi-
tional source of motivation to work is provided.

Men are led by the norms and values of their society to ful-
fill an obligation to provide for their dependents. Virtually,
the only avenue for accomplishing this, left open by the
structure of society, is a work role in the economic system.
Thus men are supplied with additional motivation to work.
The tertiary basis for a consumption right in our society lies
in a status of ward to the state or to some other corporate
group. Here the right to consume is based on the inability of
a person to provide for himself due to special incapacities
such as orphanhood, illness, physical and mental incapacity,
incarceration and so forth. The values of our society are such
as to hold that being a living human, in and of itself, estab-
lishes the right of the person to at least subsistence.

If all-out efforts were made to foster as rapid automation
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as possible in all areas of human technology, it is apparent
that the number of people whose primary basis for claiming a
share in the output of the economic system would be re-
duced and, therefore, the rights of persons claiming a share
on the secondary basis would be threatened. This could only
mean an expansion in persons falling into the third category
or the invention of still other categories of people whose
right to consumption derives from a new and different
source.

It has already been pointed out, however, that it seems
inconceivable, even under twenty-fifth century conditions,
for all work roles to be done away with through the mechani-
zation process. This means that, at best, fewer people will
have to perform work roles and more people will have to
stand in one of the other dependency relationships to have a
right to consume. Given this condition, it becomes a signifi-
cant question to ask "how this minority of workers will be
motivated to perform their work roles?" Similarly, it
becomes significant to ask "how will society select the minor-
ity of workers from the total population?" Will they repre-
sent simultaneously an elite and a serfdom to the remainder
of society? In some respects male members of our society
today, between the ages of 21 and 60, represents the kind of
minority that may be expected in the future.

The enormous difficulties involved in finding a basis for
distributing the products of the economic system, which is
radically different from our present basis for organizing dis-
tribution and consumption and the accompanying problems
of maintaining motivation and selecting persons for work
roles virtually rule out pursuing the more rational and
appealing course of promoting rapid and complete automa-
tion so as to reduce the necessity to work in society. There
are simply too many facets of our present value system, of
the human being, and of the way our society is organized
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that would have to be changed before such a policy could be
pursued effectively. This means that mechanization and auto-
mation must inevitably proceed at a pace that will permit us
to make the small step-by-step alterations in our values and in
our social organization that will allow the social organization
of society to adapt to increased mechanization and automa-
tion without the whole system coming "unglued" in the
process. Mass technologically induced unemployment with-
out compensating redefinitions of the right to consume, and
without a new basis for motivating people to work would
almost certainly threaten to break down our social order into
a state of warring factions.

Those persons who believe that revolutionary or cata-
clysmic social change, produced by a state of deliberately
induced anarchy, could lead to making the adjustments in
social organization necessary to exploit our present capacity
for technological development, make claims to understanding
the intricacies in functioning of advanced societies that are
totally unsu:- ported by the present state of our knowledge of
how societies operate. Even if the wisest and most humanitar-
ian group of persons on earth were assembled to redesign our
society along the most utopian lines, they would have to act
largely on the basis of their beliefs, values, prejudices, and
preferences rather than on scientifically reliable knowledge of
how societies operate in order to even begin the task of rede-
signing the social order. Almost certainly, the design for
society emerging from such deliberations would be based on
dogma and myth rather than scientifically supported
principles of social organization. It is probably true that out
of such a process of deliberate planning, given our current
state of ignorance of principles of social organization, would
come more errors costing greater human deprivation and suf-
fering than would occur by less deliberate but more halting
processes of social adaptation.
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Let there be no mistake, however, about the meaning of
these statements. It is because we are so ignorant of the inner
workings of social systems that we are in this predicament.
We now know more about how to build rockets and com-
puters, or more to the point, how to automate production
processes, than we do about how to build human social
systems and to keep them functioning to meet human needs.
Because we do, we can deliberately set out to send men to
the moon with reasonable assurance that we will succeed.
However, we are so ignorant about the structure and func-
tioning of society that we cannot, at present, set out to
eliminate poverty, crime, or air polution, or to promote rapid
but undamaging technological development with a reasonable
assurance of success.

It is our ignorance of the inner workings of human society
that forces us to choose between unguided, automatic,
gradual adaptive change processes on the one hand or dogma
guided deliberately controlled change processes on the other.
Given our state of ignorance, we are forced either to gamble
on age old laissez-faire adaptive processes in social systems as
promising the best chance that the system will survive and
prosper, or on following some new charismatic social philo-
sopher whose knowledge of the nature and functioning of
human society is faulty at best. Going on the basis of some,
all or nothing, revolutionary plan that is not based on solid
knowledge is about like Icarus setting out for the sun using
his homemade wings of feathers and beeswax. Going on the
basis of automatic uncontrolled change processes is like put-
ting up the family plantation as a stake in a crap game in
which the dice are loaded against us.

Given the state of our present social science knowledge of
how societies operate, the best we can do is to forecast prob-
able developments and anticipate some of the many problems
that seem likely to accompany them. This should lead us to
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attempt to develop reliable scientific knowledge concerning
these trends and forecasts so that, as time goes on, we may
establish mastery over our own society as well as over our
so-called natural environment.

This will give us a third option in forming social policy.
The price human beings have always paid in the past for fol-
lowing the "invisible hand" of automatic social change or the
"messianic route" to social adaptation has been an unwanted
and unwarranted level of human suffering in the form of
poverty, oppression, or conflict, and other forms of human
degradation. These so-called "social problems" have been the
"side effects" or "latent functions" of both guided and
unguided change processes. Given the development of reliable
scientific knowledge of the workings of human society, how-
ever, it is hoped that we can accomplish social change and
adaptation without paying the age old price in human misery. /1
Such a price was paid for the original industrial revolution.
Similarly, a high price has been and is being paid today for
realizing the benefits of the new agricultural revolution.

Images of the Future
In the following paragraphs some trends will be examined
and forecasts made about what is likely to happen in the pro-
cess of society adapting to mechanization and automation
through the operation of unguided social change.

There are several interrelated directions that our society is
likely to take in adjusting to the continued process of mech-
anization, and to the acceleration of the infant process of
automation. These directions of change are already present in
our society as trends at a beginning stage. As the velocity of
technological change increases and its impact on society is
felt more drastically, these trends will become more pro-
nounced.
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Instead of pursuing a policy of total unemployment in
society or allowing unemployment to grow at an uncon-
trolled rate, our society is much more likely to move in the
direction of shrinking the amount of work performed by the
average worker. This is likely to occur by: 1. Increasing the
age of entrance into the work force; 2. shortening the length
of the work day; 3. shortening the length of the work week;
4. lowering the age at which retirement from the work force
occurs; and 5. increasing the length of vacations.

In this manner, more people can be absorbed into the pro-
ductive process without altering the basic values and beliefs
contained in the culture of the society. Arguments can even
be made in favor of increased efficiency through the utiliza-
tion of this solution. For example, it can be argued that a
shorter work day utilizes workers during a period of maxi-
mum energy and attentiveness and, therefore, productivity.
By raising the entrance age into the labor force more time is
available for training and education and, therefore, a more
educated work force will be available. By pushing down the
age of retirement, it can be argued that the men employed in
industry will work during their most productive period of life
when they are apt to make their maximum contribution to
the productive process. Thus, strong arguments already found
in the value system of society can be made for moving
towards a smaller amount of time spent in actual work.

The effect of this shortening of the work life will be an
increase in leisure. Other patterns in society must be elabor-
ated in order to take up the slack time left over through such
a solution to the "unemployment" problem created by mech-
anizing and automating. At the same time the products of
industry must be made available for consumption by the
entire population; not just the working population.
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Consuming Without Producing
As pointed out, a large segment of the American population
at present consumes the products of the economic system on
the basis of a concept that they have "a right to consume"
This right is not based on their own role in the production
process. Children, young people, and housewives consume on
this basis for example. In order to make this seem reasonable,
our culture contains an elaborate set of rationalizations to
justify the right of children to consume. For example, we
maintain that they will have a future tole in the production
process and, therefore, have a right to consume while prepar-
ing for this role in society. We maintain that they have a right
to share the fruits of their patents' labor and base their con-
sumption on an indirect relationShip to a role performed in
the productive proceSS. It is on this latter basis that we justify
the higher level of consumption on the part of some children
than on others.

It will be necessary, in the process of shrinking the work
life of the individual, to extend the period of life prior to
entrance into the labor force.SizY Oat it covers m_ ore years
during whick this right to consume is granted to young
people. It IS likely, -that' this: peried AVM be taken' up by "trite
arid' sham educational: activities Whieh are invented' tOroCeupy
the time of Youtli::dtitifig:Whiely theyaie; being -Withheld frOM
the-labOr foice:RatiOnalliationgstliat'eVO*Oletionchaa aright
to ,an 'edneation.at the. 4igho,liVON'al leVelS

will become more elaborate and !filOte-getierally'SeePted: In
additiOn: to- 141s; :the ',Eibtion7,thatthe cost of
such edUC:atiO4 through providing '00000 is, Avell as
kilt* t*-oothe
mole and more prevalent'. =
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worthy work role on the part of students and, therefore, is a
legitimate basis for their right to consume will be elaborated,
spread throughout society and accepted without question.
Similarly, the widowed, the orphaned, the handicapped and
the aged will find their right to consume the fruits of the
economic system greatly expanded. The definitions of these
classes of people will be expanded to include more individ-
uals. The rights of the "technologically unemployed" to
concumption will also be elaborated and expanded. In all
likelihood such individuals will go back to school and enjoy
a right to consume on this basis.

The rights of unemployed women. to consume, which are
now based on marital or kinship relationships are likely to
undergo a major change. It is the prediction of this writer
that instead of expanding the number of women who will be
gainfully employed in the future, as the trend in the past
seems to foreshadow, we will see a reversal of this trend and a
return to the family support model for females. Womens'
level of consumption then will be determined by their hus-
band's or' father's relationship to the economic production
process.. Elaborate philosophical value positions will be
developed to justify this consumption on the basis of right
rather than role. All of these trends will be accompanied by
expansion of unemployment insurance and social security
type programs supported by taxes, and G.I. Bill of Rights
type educational support programs for the young and the
technologically- obsolete members of our society.

There are a number of roles that people performin society
for pay at present that do not contribute directly, or even
indirectly,.,to the production of economicloods and services.
NevertheiesSonemberS of society recognize.the rights of such
individuals to aninconle.and, therefore, to a share in the con-
sumption of .goods. This right is established on the basis of
their role in other "institutions in society rather than their role
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in economic production. For example, teachers, priests,
artists, musicians, actors, athletes, and comedians receive
incomes for a role they perform for pay. Such individuals do
not contribute directly to the production of goods which are
consumable by other people in society. Nevertheless, the
society recognizes the value of the roles they perform and
grants them a right to income and to consumption. It is likely
that new categories of such people will be invented in the
future, and that old categories will be considerably expanded.
These occupations have been largely defined as services in the
past. They are services, however, which are rewarded on the
basis of a cultural concept that their roles are important and
desirable rather than economic.

When automation expands and changes begin to accelerate
in the social order, we will see an expansion of the number of
persons not working in the production and distribution of
agricultural and industrial goods. This will occur both by
withholding large numbers of people from any form of
employment in society and by expanding the categories of
individuals whose work activity involve "nonproductive or
noneconomic service activities."

The Elaboration of Nonproductive Activities in Society
If the amount of work time expended by the average indi-
vidual in society, is reduced_drastically and at the same time a
large number, of individuals are .withheld from participation
in the production processes, it 'seems apparent' that a large
'amount of time will be left over for human, activities other
than' work. In .order..to. fill the void, our society will have to
elaborate considerably. on Already, existing nonwork patterns
and invent new \ones. Soine of these patterns. will involve
recognizable, recreational activities. Others will involve new or
expanded activity, patterns which are neither recreation nor
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work. There are four categories of expansion in nonwork
activities that seem likely in the future on the basis of what
can be observed in society today. They represent directions
that our society seems to be moving at present on the one
hand and can be identified with major directions that histori-
cal societies have taken in the past when they reach a
juncture similar to the one we are now facing.

The Narcissistic and Sensate Trends
The writer predicts that in the future a much greater amount
of time will be spent by the average individual on narcissistic
activities such as personal grooming, dress, bathing, plastic
sUrgety, plastic dentistry, health maintenance, physical cul-
tute, and "cosmetic psychiatry." nen& in this direction
have already developed in our society. People are paying
much 'More attention-to.theMselveS as the object of their own
activities than ever 'before. The mirror in the bathroom, the
cosmetic and the deOdotant, the dentist, the barber, the
beautician, the teduting- salon, and the clOthiet are all
favorite focuses of attention fot the youngand not so young.

PeOple are spending: much more time in "taking care of
themselves" and in, projecting:an itnage to others on the basis
Of some inward .fascination .with- self as an .object. It is
anticipated' that 4nu011,inOte activity will be contri-
bUted overt expression: of "suchliatcisSiSm. As a con-
serfueiiee; jticlustriekAssOotOtei;vvvith,,ifaicl§§istkoctivities'ivill
expoict,04:'iic.cupatioii** the'Se:-ateas.4.0 Proliferate.
tittilivitifehthit'iw4r000lt iirk000io'cushift'sitne-indiiri-
440,.:away'liOttt,ateaS,Oft,entl.Oitent:1feeling-the:iiilpact of
405*-0**iititneChanikatiOiv.7he iciiiifhaltaoct. the fancy
.ClOthingWith4et aggrandizing ScOOpular among
(Certain:iegineiitSoffOutipOptAtion:*;airsJexitenle':eXpresSion
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Related to the marcissistic trend in society is a trend to-
wards emphasizing the senses as a source of pleasure. Pitirim
Sorokin held that societies vary between two stages in their
development, an ideational stage and a sensate stage.9 During
the sensate stage they emphasize gratification of the senses
and elaborate systems of human action aimed in this direc-
tion. It appears that Our society is entering such a phase. The
development of -psychedellic drugs. and their surrounding
patterns of art and music as well as the orgiastic organization
of hippie communities witIrtheir emphasiS on the happening,
point in the direction of such a development. It is.not, how-
ever, the hippie alone who is, moving in this direction: Food,
music, art, sports, sex, drink. and drugs find popularity ex-
panding within the general population_ of society.. In the
future, it' is likely that this emphaSis on,,gratification of the
senses will increase and, the number of people engaged in
sensate types of occupations will expand.

The ,number of participaters in society who utilize major
amounts ,of their time gratifying the senses will also ex-
pand. 'This trend could, result in; a- new blossoming, of the
graphic and ,performing- arts.and,music in our society. Infant
trends in \these: ditectiOns..04be -seen at present as people
begin to ,question the qUality oflife-imour society. This trend
towards the develOpment of ithe-artsis at present growing by
leapS and bounds in ,a society glutted with goods but rela-
tively poor in 'artistic sophistication:

100(4.09q414'044.

SoOlsin- saw s*Wcalip#41040,i0,:s9cids, one 4eV004,t9
the 4009:17***11000, 0:41*,c9400tiPP;tifthc:PrOOffit
w#10140.00'iOdiPty'ls'seolog-2Tho§io-ott000tiotoospong
01)0140 340.000a1-.014,§260.00:,-#06000.4*Oipty. The
grOtth,.9fict)***00::440 philosophical ,04#00'!,4414Y00
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by the hippie community and the youth of our society goes
on side by side with experimentation in the sensate possibili-
ties of our new technology. The young and old alike are
concerned with matters of religion, philosophy, the growth
of science and with political ideas. We are in the process of
experimenting in the realm of the mind as men have never
experimented before. We may, in other words, be turning in
the same direction that ancient Greece turned when their
immediate problems of an economic nature seemed tempor-
arily to have been solved rather than in the Roman direction,
which was essentially sensate in nature. This ideational
development could find expression in the foundation of new
religions and in the reinvigoration of old ones. We may see
the multiplication of religious, philosophical and political
cults; especially those that combine an intellectual ration-
alization with a sensate mode of expression.

The so-called new politics, existential philosophy and
hippie culture along with its ideational drug taking and mind
expanding philosophy, represent the beginning stages of a
trend in this direction. Such activities can take up the time of
a lot of people left over from the production process, and at
the same time expand work activities for others. In so doing
no aggravating contribution to the surplus of goods already
presenting a problem will be made.

The Monumental. Trend
It is conceivable that our society will turn more and more to
producing monumental structures and holding spectacular
events. Bigger 'buildings, _largettighviays, more stadiums, and
perhaps 'even. larger 'tombs commemorate the narcissistic
dead: -may be..ik out flit*: -In- other wordS, our society may
Wilt in the direction of expending its energies much as the
ancient ,Egyptians 'did- to commemorate the self, or to com-

143
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memorate the ideational and sensate heroes of our era, or the
ideational and sensate institutions of our times. On this basis,
churches and temples might grow in size and splendor as they
did in the Middle Ages. The halls of government may be
elaborated and expanded to commemorate the ego of both
their creators and their users. The stadiums in which sporting
events are carried on might grow in size and splendor, and the
homes in which people live may be elaborated beyond our
present conception of the stage upon which the family drama
is played. In other words, a kind of monumentalism in the
building of the physical setting within which human activity
takes place might be forthcoming in the future.

Conspicuous Waste
It is probable that the present trend towards more and more
disposability of objects in our society will be extended. Dis-
posable clothing, cooking .utensils, food, bottles, and more
readily disposable automobiles, houses, and other objects
seem to be in our future. This will allow us to waste the prod-
ucts of our productive system conspicuously and rapidly so
that there is a steady flow of goodsfrom the production line
to the scrap heap. This, of course, will, keep the mills of
industry turning and at the same time reduce the necessity of
perforthing certain types of labor in the home or in other
places of the society. It will, of course, present a monumental
problem for the garbage and trash collectors of the society,
but this will doubt be solved by Using.disposable disposals.

SorneStiit' ctilial.COnsequenceS
,Continued. tooh4ojogical, dovoopment Will result in' certain
struOtOral:'040go.iwooie4r.the*ojioges. are already under
way and '40,40etoie,, roactiiy.foog4ikatile. The first is a
trendHioWard: giantism 'ili the organilations that comprise
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society. The size of future economic enterprises will far
exceed their present scale and reach a truly mammouth size.
Such growth in size is inevitable if the investments necessary
to complete the mechanization and automation processes are
to be made.

The scale of these gigantic organizations will be measured
in terms of their capital investment, and in terms of their out-
put rather than in terms of employees. They will grow in size
as measured in these- terms while the number of employees
remains stable or drops-in number. This trend can be recog-
nized today in the petrochemical industry where automation
is more nearly complete than,in other parts of society.

Growth in scale of governMent can be expected to parallel
growth in organizations in the private sector. The so-called
public sector will have to assume more and more of the
burden of maintaining and promoting the public welfare as
society shifts from "full employment" to a "partial employ-
ment" basis: Thisvill' occur asthe distribution and consump-
tion problems fostered by technological development emerge.
The rapidly increasing .pOpUlation which will be supported by
the benefits of adVancement :in technology will also place
presiUres ,toward eXpariSion in government. The increased
population:of Cities and-StateS'aS4ell as the nation will create
the rieed *get scale' in :goVeirninental organization to
meet' the tieedS Of the:public,

'800446:Of the,nature' of the social and economic problems
associated with .,advancement 'in,:teChriology; SOVernMent and
private enterprise WilrliefOrded'4O-fOrtn,coniortiuinS to meet
ekigenCieS-;OfItheemerging'prObleMs created by 'technological
develOPnient. SUelt consortiums will resemble in form those
betWeen ,government and :private enterprise m the atomic
energy' field' and in ;spade exploration. 'Stich patterns are
already :;tieing ',experimented with in the -poverty area and in
00000. To the SOCiolOW, whose interest is in the real
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structure of society rather than in the myths of its structure,
it will become increasingly difficult to discover where govern-
ment begins and private enterprise ends.

In the face of such size and complexity in organization;
the average individual, in the future, will feel more helpless
than he does today when he attempts to relate to either
government or industry. Because of the bureaucratic nature
of both governmental and private organizations, power in
society will become more concentrated in the hands of a few
individuals who have enormous responsibilities for keeping
the system operating., These individuals, while possessing
great power, will themselves feel relatively powerless to con-
trol the giant systems that they head. These systems will
themselves be so large and complex that the men at the top
will have difficulty in directing them in the directions they
desire.

In the process of technological change, the power structure
of society will change. Economic and isolitiCal power will
shift away from some industries and institutions toward
others. Such shifts are already noticeable. There was a time
not long, ago, for example, when the men who: owned ordon-
trolled, the, railroads and the steel were, the dominant
power figures on the economic and political; stage. Today
power has ,shifted -WWards.theelectrOnics, petrochemical and
aerospaceAndustrieS. The future. will .see more,stichs shifts in
power *Way.;frOM,, traditionally dOMivant interests, in society
tOward,new, and emerging. interests.

Because of the particular ProblekisyOf .technological
changeilabor UniOns,:anct,edUCatiOnaliOtitutiO4Will,,:ichieve

:0:9§1.09.0:4 4)91*-:- in he 440'0 WOO, *14 :Phi
r0.004i1A4.000,40 ttio-.**it:4-**04',OPr 41'00, or
04040 -1*.i00, **KY' Ot0i0$'**::Ot 010'Ae010:00001
change .process : Educational rinstitutionsa will gain;.increased
power- as they ;on t,e0:44,(a-nif *ming ,4010:10,,lo
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ameliorate the various problems growing out of technological
development, and as more people spend greater amounts of
their time as students in various forms of educational
organizations.

Warfare, Foreign Aid and Space
The point is often made that our excess of production over
consumption, given the limitations of our domestic system
for distributing goods and services, is now being funneled off
into warfare, foreign aid and space exploration. It is held that
these activities are necessary to keep the economy growing
since we are unable or unwilling through other means to
utilize the full production of industry for domestic peaceful
consumption. It is terribly difficult to counter this argument
in a society that contains the amount of poverty that is
present in ours.

On this basis as well as on other ideological grounds the
new left has opposed the military establishment and the war
in Viet Nam. On this same basis millions of persons who per-
ceive themselves as economically deprived question the
wisdom of foreign aid expenditures and expenditures for
space. exploration.

Whatever can be said about the merits of military pro-
grams, foreign aid, and space exploration on both practical
and ideological ground's, it seems to be apparent that our
economy would be sorely taxed to diStribtite the products of
industry were ,governmental expenditures in these' fields
diSoontinifed. suddenly.

One direCtiOir that oursociety CoUld4o in the futute could
be in thedirectiori or increasing activities of this sort so as to
provide a continuous escape valve for our excess of
PiodUCtiVity over the doMestic, nonmilitary capacity to
consume.
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The exploration of inner and outer space provide particu-
larly fertile fields for accomplishing such a purpose. For one
thing, space hardware is fabricated by the opposite kind of
productive process from automation. Such hardware is
virtually hand made, and because of the necessity for great
precision and reliability requires fantastic amounts of human
labor in testing and inspection activities. Furthermore, even
though space craft and their launching, monitoring and
recovery systems are largely automated, they require large
crews of highly trained and highly paid experts to design and
operate them. Thus they present an example of how automa-
tion and technological development has created a whole
system of new occupations and jobs, which themselves do
not produce consumable goods but create purchasing power
for such goods in society. It is well to note that such
enterprises are almost totally dependent on tax money for
their support. Through them, using taxation, purchasing
power is distributed to persons employed in, essentially, a
noneconomic enterprise.

The futute of foreign aid and of military activities is the
most difficult of all trends in our society to unravel at the
moment. This is because they force us to think in global
terms rather than in national terms and thus force us to
attempt to face problems of world technological develop-
ment and change. Several facts seem apparent in this field
against which all forecasts of the future must be made. First,
virtually every nation Orthe'world is, in-one form or another,
attempting to prOmOte technological development and
industrialization. While some are moving -rapidly (Russia,
Japan and Italy) and Others.-ate, moving slowly (African and
SoutheaSt ASiamcOtintrus),:all:areoriented.tOWard moderniz-
ing their eXonvinic system 'through industrialization,
mechanization and` automation:

Second, the size ,of ,the population of almost all nations of
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the world is increasing. This means that the size of markets
are increasing and the demand for raw materials is growing by
leaps and bounds.

Third, no single nation of the world seems to possess the
richness in raw materials necessary to meet the potential
needs of its developing economy from domestic sources.

Fourth, given enough time to mechanize production and
access to enough raw materials there could be many nations
in the future able to produce more industrial products than
their domestic population could consume.

These facts seem to point to sharper competition among
nations for both markets and sources of raw materials in the
future. In the past such competition has been a major source
of armed conflict and the ultimate domination of one nation
by another. Today, however, open warfare is too dangerous
among the powers actually competing for markets and raw
materials since atomic warfare could destroy the entire
society and make the conflict meaningless. This means that
the conflict over markets and sources of raw materials must
be fought, out on a different basis than in the past.

What seems' to be emerging, as the solution to the problems
of international economic relations is a new form of super-
national enterprise system. Business and industrial firms are
spilling past national boundaries and a rapid interpenetration
of national' productive systems is occurring: Thisis being pro-
moted by foreign investments from 'private sources, and by
foreign,aid and- the, technological, advisor systems promoted
by ,igovernMentsi Nations are being tied to each other by
super ,OrganizationS that transcend .national, boundaries in
both 'ThiSttend,WoSeriableAti both,,the:Eastern
and Western blocs, ,Of;,liations. The so-called uncommitted
nations are ,being,..tOrted from, both, sides' :arid' are being
,pushici slOWlY but -surely, ai,the :pike ,for industrializing, to
commit theinselveS to' one sot-the other of the two blocs.
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This interpenetration of ,nations- in both the private and
public sectors of :e4MOnitC., development is far more
cant for the organization of world of tho.fiiture:thati the
brush fire wars that are laking, vaceik 44ose.-:4004 '101*
neither `tiii;*:440,..estaotishe4";-,signitioatit lioachhe.444,011s-
004401)14,m,'141§044tfficite significant ,440thecSi400
dt;theiUnited:NatiOnstas;awMternational,otganUation:

;.$41441.11:- expenditures in Wilt'be: pri-
marily '004.4'0006,:,00-04,01*iili fact 04 the. lArOrict, ,i0,

:iric'hiogH:40)iticsfy: and. .
economically tOwards, being

9440#4Vit#0 48#6.0,0011400014.040:011141.000010.***,
systems based 30.40poinati0041;,:roiotoi:ations::)Oiren.i,thik
diagnosis of the future,, it seems difficUlt tô.envision a lower-

!10140'iseSts:040it***1:ertii0-4.010-$0:'04400-*40-04,
-4010004*.;Aeif fOtigo4f0,,.00-0#4:003',000fkotiO#20'
l000kpioo***:00.0* ijOireottt)***-4:frireeetoto;',It.
*Ii*Sr.:#441.i,,*k**0100*.0.040044,4040,10veodi=
tureiAiriltiotifaitilhighlot a long time to come

BecaUse we are moving toward a. supernational' 'economic
and '4101W0**4010-t*:;, it likewise seems 'improbable that
f'0±00,:440t*(000040**4:',1*Oitili:**40100--0-P000
440:441:*0'4000044
ductive capacity in other nations as well as our own and a
similar movement at different rates towards automation will

r..#40:01.00),***000:400** over 10* '#0t.4'9:;titp:':64"
jñdustriai plant tO satisfy human needs to the level 0,0
c*600:400:010-4; ."''
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1-tow do, we, perceive lie use Of automation and ,technological
develOpment as an instrument of society or an instrument to
be used by ,society tat'afchieVe whatever goals we may assume
society has? Our perception .0,-gPals,inay- be backward-look
mg rather :thap forward-looking : saying that

our prOblein, of POyerty is fuller participation
employment in the production system This has been the
traditional solution of problems of loro:of: improv-
ing ,tno Welfare; of 'human ; -oUr-sOcietY., ,goal

f040101.04.),*011014-,#10104:-t?e.:Off00tivOZ
What role does automation bear rn full employment , if,

indeed, ,.thatriS,h 'goal Of our Society?' The elevator operator
"Next year 4:*111--be:;*.,.buttoni: you 4:stes's-lhe.bufitm-.40:

it,,does.mk,ijoli'"Autoinatic.0040041ave replaced vanishing
OPOtatOtk,14.0iat-chWlici0040.fitta, 4he':':,Opet-440:41'14kutoinotiOtt

_

may:#0i46--#0:2i0§000.14;0,00* ttom;,4tUdgery,.Automa-
ii.lon40e#11Y:=040T4'0-$0000.0:10YO:t'of *41.0.41;09*-40
0004)144440.041041.1$.440,1040n:.,: ;

Shall we evolve a society m whici we can fulfill the needs
-'"

40:,-*W.040;.4401:4;#0..*,soteCoefoota.go,.0,tho_ wok
force cornmit'ted to actuäl production If' o; can an individ-
ual 0.001414;
or satisfying way of life that does finvolve ;44iskial

-...;801t9
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Can the Order Change?
One assumption underlying the process of technological
development is that human wants increase indefinitely. As
produttivity increases; the number of different kinds.of prod-
tidtS and services that human beings desire also appear to
increase. The ,conclusion is that human wants are insatiable.
Society itself ,transmits to us the notion of what we want,
what is ,detifable, how ;Many -things. and. what kind: Is it pos-
Sible,.to-,,:oange the ir4itot-of ,soctoty,so that 'this particular
insatiability: 'of' human 'beings ,ditfetent Order of
things

*0,#iliiiv614$26-diety ishicAtefiqatty flin4-vvoik is :good
and onelhich.derivessatisfact on from most work and this,iS
still -:kiery :powerful: mot vation.;But, `today thiereware people

,s020;rilottvatik:54:4114, Ate 'Unable to work for
.VanOnS4#004,:;wone, mg e. eg4 nna t e y unemployed
goit,*****0.):40 4.1rictiin- of tnfait or legally pro-
fe6tesidt4tiMinatiOn.:

tiatitiOtiOnOtAh-e:-:$14ioriShiP "between our unemploy-
ment *00000 40:400:ited-.- In 'industries that
44:***00:Ctct;!.40:ik-f*-400.6, companies, COMmunica-
ifonS',:*:: =4044044-.#ere:iite4c0i*PtOdUOVe'ptOcesseS
:remain : and' "';the number: 'employed. Kgrows: Unemployment
}problems inthe ghettos are not 4itilt*ableio-Autotatioir. In
4:senS20:-oUii:-.4*,00#00141401:00.010b*O:4te:40tOated

.

Part ofk' this. for0Olie*:410.0.#440 :Wc4.4.40,
sociological faetor,;that. if4:44*-404',:00.**1*,600**ic4ast
ij.j4rit'sv out of a s »ample -of '100

ly' 1'0` were' ",willingtO:bew trained for: another3kind,:of job:
*i#iin:ce!**oig-e*oo*ty:,sl:he:

40.0.1#4***110,*1600010t #04tes
00.0.10.0 10' change, the *011ie*

A00-0.#0*'*itili:&;:4104:64 an today
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Can We Choose Wisely?

ThiS is a critical time in the development-of our society. The
problem .is serious bedause,Clear Perception of what is going
on is clOuded by the amazing diversity that confronts the
viewer: Poverty' OriernplOyinent exist side by side, in an
environment Of fantastic.productive capacity. 'Efforts to cope
with these 'probleihi- may lea-to solving prOblemSleft over
froM a PreVio0 stage of development = -a backward step-that
may Create, more -diffiOlt problems -to SOlVe, porhapS
one an- than .a 'national: 104 In 'Other
WeirdS; in =Seeking ,igolutio4 through participation in the
industrial economic =sysfem,as the .road tti3Ootrecting-06Verty,
injustice` and *040i:0:society; we:filoy'aditiajbebe C'hoOs,
fog-',10 slow down ,Cbonges iinpetatiy*:10 attainment of a
higher '160' achievement -,M,'sOlety: for the N4*. ,A sim-
Pistic now 0**04te*ite, new 'Of Otobleins in
theftitUre 7 :'

it 'stilAy-,be' we :te404:ect a Wel- ,of population
,400ottif. and 4-stitiologiot .$0010004,tioiWhere-aUtOniatiOn
t,40.04:010,:essolowaii*itio!afititill*tifthilnis:tharjiaye

dOne,-atid':fliat* 40011, can't' do 'WithoUt: PerhiPS
=to. look =4*4-ii:to,0140-0:ii',#,:etiootinic:001,002-0fiidt-eST

sitkii#04,000'it:t4:010,'"k:0".040.4.1484:046000` and:
sophistication. 'itt0000.010';40*
a. tool, :and= everyone- must oaii* ,that iitiyoti4nt controls

'00".0401** 0.04:09:4*.,1000:4400t:00*tivii0
440#14101i"*.

increased' leisure .,
items **04::' 0940*.v0,0*),04:140=

c *14 'regardless,
444:14k. a, 4'04 egin!,-itoeotiont,ont

,s11917 glfea4Ytte' Mai:600;6f
co*: society '4*0000,141Aetyic_esexa: etihait in
040:tint:,; ciii****0400-cjitio' that
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people at both ends of the talent spectrum are feeling the
change and need to adjust their outlook. Some may feel a
sense of frustration and inadequacy in competing for the new
jobs.. The. sociological problem is to make it easier for these
people to find the right place in society to fit in with a
society that needs new and varied kinds of skills.

We must really face the issue of automation and society
realistically. All automation promises is a much higher utiliza-
tion Of resources available to the 'nation. Available resources
are therefore magnified many times. In a,sense we can afford
any type of society we. want, What kind? Utopia, of course!

perhaps we should visualize a serving society a _society
that haS,learneda respOnSibility to man. And, to survive we
must. have a 'human-oriented society,, a humanistic society, a
society of:01740o man. But we get a jobless society,. we
get. society without; roles. People ,identify with their role in
society with what they. do. If we look, forward to a society

which:nobody has. anything= .particular to do in maintain-
int:The breack':and, butter. aspect, then we are looking for a
society in'Which,'as we are trained to see it, no one has a role.
Quf,,MOdek is unreal if,' we look .ahead to several hundred
million people in the -country With:nothing to do machines
takcing,Care,,of everything they need operating their cities,
their lransportationi their'- communications.

NOvti,l) frecl$
Matiagpinentin:',*;,p0g,seVerat cleCades.has come:a long way

understanding the:: :individual-44d trying. to .build into the
)4jtriOre, opportUnity the Jndividual to be productive for
.hiinself.,and; for **,OttsanizfatiOn as,:a ,WhOle.; We still have a
4ongf-*air,*041.1-ithiSfregardi.,. .;

,We':haVe:oppOrtUnities::to' lie, creative in considering:alterna-
:tive :::Potentialities. for SelNevelOpment

a.
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as well as social contributions appear to be enormous. There
are many movements = educational and otherwise de-
signed to allow the individUallo explore-himself or his poten-
tiality so time does not have to hang heavy on the person's
ability to use it meaningfully. There- is need to consider the
problem of motivating people in this area of self
development.

It will become increasingly important' to involve children
at a very early age in the environment around- them as partici-
pants, not just dOnsuniers. Irbegim, early enough it can be
anticipated that young -people will adapt easily to _new roles
in their community. Theidealism Of youth in a' new con-
structive foiti-Of eitpresSiOn,WOUld result.

The problem, iwthis.cOuntry, for Wine-time to come-is not
metelysOing to With-tie UntinplOyable young. We have a
temporary problem' here; particular 'with some ethnic groups
= but this will change and is changing-. The patteritmay shift
to retired people and-tow they-May- continue to -make:signifi-
cant :soCial .cOntribtitionS., The mores Of our employment
praCtiCe :discourage, their invOtVement in activities which are
incOMe,PrOdUcing.

'The:',OrOblent of the' young- is .somewhat similar. Over a
YOung:people, a- year, come out of school- without hav-

ing graduated Over.-a.-:Millipit :4: year come out of school
disaffected With the :routine. of life, and-'they aren't really
abSOrbed'.jntO ther'are 'about 26'years.
opf,age; kee*OliktiistitittiOtware not geared to let thein, get
'04tiOLCO4h049**500'010rOtitOii4ge.::'

.Some tica,Queititnw
Do iike:sfgetjie 04090fig, who 8cij11,.oOrOine., what-in
.ours society? -Why ,not give tlie.} so-called liot*okoniooni-
,woiroz: .04.0rit :incOitieand*Ot*Orry,ktiout*heth4 they
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work for it? Perhaps one of our problems now is that we have
too much inefficient labor in our productive system. Not
using them may enhance our productive capability;and may
be the cheapest solution it the long-run.

Can man .accept such an alternative? Do jobs provide
human satisfactions which other ioleS cannot supplant? To
what extent does a job define us- as "in" :rather than "out"
from,a societat_pOint,,Of view? OUr institutions. are:operated'
to discourage .apersOn ,frorivbein& without a job. There Is a
,prevalent belief thatipeoptelendAo feel vseless,and unwanted
when they,.iion't,haVe;an occupation- as :aspart of. society. This
suggests4hatln,order to,h0e,'People-whO-do,not.work; in the
conventional senst,, the Whole :ethic of society must be
changed.. This may '1:1,e-,Oes:saty: A -segment of our society
appears - already -to:;havOthroWn away that ethic, successfully,

to.theirtOn-Satisfaction. , ,

Is* :periniSsaliie; ,ociety4opay peOple ,a ,basic funda-
mental _livirig.4age when they are born as: alight of, entrance

,thia,-'wor141Voes:,that ':suggest that sometime in the
future to who can be born
into this WOrid?- Or .does it 'imply that We-.give people,boarcl,

Tool* cic41008,',-#anSpOitatiOn,,a04- -so2Afotthsast'a basic right

`bcgaliSe,theYare here`tiTheOe:are',40eStiongbeing:asked.
00-,'`.0/orld .10ing'''00001.10,beconie,non-

Itivi4,140#40*4:4ittimiqi ,A10002,(ogiescitcuthstances,
.unemployment ,maybecome,;th-e4eiireCistatus,(Or some 4'10-

-***!i00,440?001190tY;fig4tg# be
the40004'0004-#00ot:itOlihOi440s
othoof,00.,fs\:14is:,0.**4etotiogo:ofIsc;hunan'iatnre

-0(4e9940100**004:041:P0:40400001c!,:010064).-
teeklainiailinileienjoYnien(*itkoininnor'ettort-11(society

e00;110t 0.41****4(opotyi,Rto.thot 10440,
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There are some psychologists who would maintain that the
only people who are really ,happy are those'who Are strongly
committed to some sort_ of productive or creative effort, not
necessarily for money, nonetheless some particular activity to
Which:they are committed.

Productivity, is. usually :associated, with the notion of effort
extended. for pay: Is it, in the individual's, philosophy, pos-
sible to%;Chatige over to .creativity, notnedestarily'labors for
pay? Some peCople.:are.noW 4oing,this yoluntarily but; can we
rafionalize,:payinglpeOplesfOr,activities whiCh we',do-not-cur-
reritly 'label, eniployineritt Po we have to change :human
nature or do we simply, take advantage:. of -human, potentialiT
ties? 900,vicisiblo which to search for answers is in
the. study of ,hOW new, meets: aro,deVelopirig.

In :industry, thiS problem, has been ,posed traditionally In
the conflict of Vie .rieeds',Of the .individUal and the needs of
the-organization: Onesokitiorilias:been_to;change the, nature
of 'the *shwas: environment, p-Inore ,sUCcestfully tap the
potentialities,Ot individuals 'Wide:participation of employees
is>4)0Ssible,jWithout,,a4VerSe,effec4onprodUCtiOn,or Profits.
There, :are?*kiii#,,oPportujnities in education, in politics and

4:10000.00t,.44,040.0n 041.04,0,044'410.0 ,liutp04e,
0.1i):400Ser0006.0". '*0),,0'"ii.P#414W.014t.t1*;014.T.Osc*iifq
.0,,,salty-,40entia0i1040,01OpOne§oltin ,as;:inany,'aspects -as
POsible;.iiaAtinank;',ctiMeiiSt04i,'*;00Y*,:4.14(Sfe

It $:i4ttOiifii,
40j01.0i1:00,00t, 4:64t
to,440,;,100.:*,fojk:**0410004,;,44.00.4010.i:1:1400,00?

t4:0,0021,0401;.-Ofi'jii*Ov4iSii01101).-L ii**50a*OrePt0iis
'000:t00:400kr, sa- 0004140.4,90jialkoctotufooy

--0:0440141410*:,\*04:; 11* only
1-004i007*41:0'4110,1:- .4.106::00*.414:-*4Y-4414.0*-
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As a society we must learn what the constraints on the
individual have to be. We had to learn what they were for
business; now we're in the process of having to learn the
maximum range of liberty that can be allowed an individual
in our society. That society works best which has maximum
freedom, but only when accompanied by full responsibility.

Is it correct to assume that man is inherently intellectual?
Is it correct to assume that most people would in the future,
assuming we have the productivity to permit fewer hours of
work, become interested in serving mankind or reading the
literature of the ages? Automation provides the means for the
good life, but its definition is an individual affair.

Hastening the proCesSes of automation will increase the
output of goods and services that American society is capable
of producing and raise the general standard of living. The best
for this society hi the long run may be to increase our pro-
ductivity and decrease the amount of work that has to go
into doing this. The rub is that we are hung up on a value

conflict.
We're making things automatically right now, and the con-

sumer's hand is guiding what is going on and choices are
being made. We're moving along a road that has certain
pointt of "no return."' DeCisions -being made now will deter-
mine hovi We-livevith automation and how far it goes.

If "conspicuous waste," as mentioned by Dr. Bates, is a
concomitant Of 4echnological-deVelopment, the concept may
have :an, undeservedly bad 'reputation. To some, conspicuous
Waste 'is :a 'positively funCtional: aspect of our society.
,COnSpiCtibus` waste, it can be .argued, has saved millions of
man'-hours:' For example, not having to return untold num-
bers 003000 ,to the-,store and from the store to the proces-
Sbr, Wii4,:h, takes, tilt not OW the returner's time but also the
store dlerk'S4iine and delivery, maybe regarded' as a boon to
Mankind: Prepackaging has saved much time in food prepara-
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tion in the home. The so-called conspicuous waste may have
raised our standard of living tremendously. The point is,
however, that conspicuous waste becomes the definition of
the standard of living. Planned obsolescence or plain careless
manufacture may more aptly describe the undesirable type of
conspicuous consumption.

With Automation Matured
What sort of 'projeCtioircan we make forthe fUture? SuppOse
in year 2000' we tad achieved an ,aUtoitated' society; our
techriolOgy- had teached-a paint where the achievement of the
firSt industrierevOliitfon, the donclUsistirior-Micatteani of the
second industrial" reVolution the automation 'revolution' Was
history. Assuining that automation- is fully matured; what
sort- of .society' do we.foresee? What.sort of-society-is possible
under conditions of mature industrial automation?

It would seem that the flea and most obViOUS thihg that
can be.,said: of society under-conditionS'aitagiinurn "automa-
tion -would be that the, fiatUre,of employment in,sciCietyiand
the-Otte-0 of employment irtindustry,WilFbe'radically differ-

thari-itls-nOW. There -will, a- smaller- percentage =Of the
pOpUlatic4 occupations and various
other TrOduCtive- -oCCupatiOnS for shorter periOds of time
Tbeiv-Will be doitilS-Of different' Ways, in which pestiple in
society.' will fill, :their time, ,TeleaSelfrorn
MtiCitr:WOrk 'aCtwity-.:1)ne;direCtiOn, is ,greater cOndern- with
self' and deVe101itrieht., Another -direttiort "possibly is =in
terMS:of the:tatiSfaCtion, the tose*thiough,,new kinds of
408** .wilatoror-Alie,:dioction; swill- :represent
dliarige'iii:iheliatterns of activities of p eoPlel*OCiety/:

may "have, more work activity: not
ks; ffie, tori4goii41,gtoplortjc*riple. Today, it,steiii§=ithat
managOts,of Orgaiiiigtiori$ 4v,:iiicre4singtheii work week and
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the pressures on them are becoming greater. The managers of
big organizations may be busier in the year 2000 than they
are today. Management itself, however, may become to a
degree automated. Many managerial decisions lend them-
selves well to automation. Managerial skills involve the hand-
ling of information and we are developing information
systems that can help make many of the decisions now made
laboriously by man.

Automated or not, managerial decisions in the future will
have to be made more quickly because of complex involve-
ments and the consequences of the decisions. Automation
will supplement, asit is doing,now, the art of management to
the extent, that less time, will be necessary and perhaps less
anguish in the making of these important managerial
decisions.

Concligions Comforting

The degree _AUtOmation in our society in the year 2000
will prObably ,be-,MUCIt less thanour technical capability war-
rants. 'The process_, of automation will be less than totally
.CompleteA?ecause itWill not.be.possibleto alter society in the
.directions that will:Permit the completion of the process.
society .iotonstrticted:in such a Way:asto slow down, impede
and:-pOrhaps Leven prevent the AttilizatiOn of some of these
.teth***§'kthattOUld example 'is education

-the iS4field that .could Utilize some
:aUtOtnate*.techriiqueS4:4but highefectucatioriiglriow organized
:in,;Sitch.,g,-*Ayt:0144 4110relVillbe .gre4 oppositiOnto doing so.
We,.itiay be :Unable4O- take ,advantage:of the technical revolu-
tio becaoe of .theae'.fadtpra- ,which are ,present, in society.
The Societyi.,:nOW, or iii:;the :ftiturei which is able-to change
values or modify,: its,. organilation wilt-be the society to
fUlty: Aeirelop), the'' potentiality, of technology.
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If automation was a monopoly of the United States, it
could be controlled by our goverment, our industry, our
unions, or social pressures. But;. now we see the whole world
quite eager and where able, willing to automate. Japan, for
example, has chosen to automate to a high degree. On the
other hand, we sometimes automate only when forced into
it. There is some evidence in some fields already that we must
either automate or suffer a-loss of market and jobs.

Just hoW all of these conflicting problems and interests
will be resolved in the mature automated society will call for
more realistic appraial of facts, more study, and a deeper
understanding of an:extremely complex society.

Perhaps. the Bateian world will ultimately appear, but there
will be an intermediate world for which the developments in
automation technology can provide promising solutions to
pressing but manageable -problems. In a way automation can
be viewed as the necessary (and' perhaps even miraculously
appropriate) means for solving the emergent probleins of the
first industrial revolution. And, to many, it is comforting to
note several essential. fadtors in conclusion:

1. The perceived rate of change in industrial technology
appears to be slow enough to be readily absorbed without
shock.

'2. The fruits of automation and its, job creating potentials
can be turned to the socially necessary task of putting the
hard core to work and raising the level of living of the poor.

3. When,OwdOmestic.house has been put m order with the
aid. of autoffiatiOni. there will still remain the task of aiding
the restof the world.
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Over 100 'years .since that Utopian forecast was ventured, we
are still seeking, the bliSsimplied- by the ultimate in mechani-
zation and automation Certainly with great Strides in atito-
nlatiOn.:Sin Ce, -theIntebellu4,,periOd one can argue mdefinite-
ly whether we 2:, are -happier, more studious, or enjoy imore
dine', to imake love To assert that ,automation has been -a,
mixed blessmg is to repeat Oe,ObviOusitheAinparalleled 'U.S.
0044,0 hvmg, partly stribqatile to the automation
,phenomenon, , is attack for its seleotAreneas; its cost , in

human values anOnatiniljeSOUteek.andita 'agparent, increas-
ing indifference to those it serves Whether the 'bUtiness/
industrial community responds to' this censure in a positive
faShiOr# tnestionable:0stOry;ivnot Very,encOnragng nor
-d o more teCen t -eVen ts_ promise If the desired
changes, are brought about, institutional *moon. will
.prObably'liethe-aCtiiatit4mechaniSrit rather than the volatile
foree.OtTefiOcciietiUigib'otow

As material ivialth,,11as'i'kettetr the "have nots" within
400...0-1,10:04f.0*?44000gt101044101**4cvOlechihatp

our unique achievement Many of today's realized
aticritoinOrio%40444t4E2.0fooleink,deritre from our

'.06,,L,A000nes of or 'newspaper ;bear out
thi0,t0400601-''':

As we wrestle with the broader social questions, we also
enColinter- :Other': iSSUeS; and other iCliinenSions relating, to
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business and industry. Even within strictly economic bounds,
the long-term prospects for automation involve complications
created by automation's own success. This dichotomy results
from the cost shifts incurred as a production process evolves
from a capital-intensive to a labor-intensive activity. The
automation-unemployment debate, the movement of produc-
tion facilities overseas, and the free trade-protectionism
dispute are all variations of the same theme.

A. Look at .Key Aspects
Although- the interrelationship between the social environ-
ment. and-'business entities within- carries:great weight for the
future,_ this paper will .focus ;upon_ automation within the
more direct business/industrial /economic context. And from
the plethora of possibilities, that even this. narrowed-down
subject -area offers, I would like to concentrate* upon only a
few items which I belieVeare.less, than obvious yet more than
important to the long-term viability-of automation as part of
our. industrials complex.

Automation will be instrumental in accelerating the
dominance by, a breed of business giants possessing increasing
influence .and control over our economic 'destinies.

The affinity for, bigness appears to be all-consuming.
Whether by .mergetin its:many face§:or internal growth, large
site sometimes seems to be an end unto itself. How, often do
we read of -a, business marriage whose only- rationale appears
to he in the arcane financial,data or the.promptings of a mid-
Wife, finanCial. organitatiori?: But the ,movement toward
bigness ,predates the current trend; its loots' trace' back to the
mid-1.

When the consumer satisfied many of his needs directly,

*SO: Appendik
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when the supply/demand, paratheter was specified in only
lodat terms, when the manufacturing-through-marketing-func-
tions were alrhoused under one roof, when the demand for
products. waSlaitly static, and when the multiplicity of those
prOdUcts .:was- extremely :lithited, by -deMand and -supply
then the small business -entity could .sufviVe and thrive.
Toward; the4aSt: third,of the 18th centuty, these, conditions
Were fast *hanging:. the Consumer: and manufacturer' were
futthei-:apa0,_ diStantOSAvete:no* alSo Measuted'in.thOusands
rather than tundreds,ofinils,c,Urbanization' was begin-
ning itS,Untelehting,iiege, and -tl*citi#Nkt 144 :proven that
indUStiy, Was the' -Wave of ,the '.Bigness: was , only
ClOraWei IA WAS .:necessaiy.:The, large -orgoiiiation couldcbest
accommodate a -Widely=baSed, oogo0iioal,,oinand; it could
.obtain: the requisite, :support, could` afford to
`adVerti*iti iivatek and, could exert the,dootroo Of 'Scale.

By ,"the turn of the century, ,40 "Robber. Barons" 4nd:Big
BUSineSS`had::caUsed,e0.064isiiiet'Oleleraktbe'sheiman
Aliti4rusj; t-,ancttO..set the iiii:ici40100-off on their. Crusad-
ing :4019.:*todoeg 00404.4* corpokate targetsof that
eta, Were,pygniy.14ed:

9:11' the?asset,,Valne of V.S., $toel-totalled: $2.5
billion, it; the t,:labulation,Ofithe: top 00 in-
4004, ;firms: A: similar . <tabulation .for 1.966 :revealed
thattlieAboth liSting,ik,19662-tOpPeit the ,191:74evels

SteekitegNhk,th4011tiati911-,b1400he
conclusion,,=,it; atilt :is= apparent perhaps. now even" a
truism: . '-thav!)**00.-, *inteigtO ,to "jour° :industrial

=*0104.13.

A
,

cost *90.11:1,:44 4the..ante 'JsgcijS' rising: Annual
investments--in:oant-,;#1 facilities infOoe:hundteds
:01*06.4:4.4104.i**# .00:000494,640ii*ert-PoPtTibut-loi* InVatiablY; the 'next ,generation of,
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automated machinery will be more expensive than the pres-
ent one, and the spiral will undoubtedly ,continue. Inflation
plays its part and the "black, boxes"' are not the same, rarely
will the replacement be a 1:1 ,substitute for the predecessor.
The point, in brief, is this: the threshold levels both for entry
and sustenance have -risen. The consequences: the number of
new entrants is limited, the cost of a blunder may be fatal,
and the lame may be left to the sometimes questionable
competition practiced by the :oligopolistic giants. Pockets of
a particular market may be free of these constraints, if the
entrepreneur can sense a' gap or unfulfilled -need' and find a
profitable,means of serving it. This-avenue is still open:

Foreign `cars probably have a significant and perman-
ent ,Shate. in our doMegic car market, and in the com-
puter field, the only 'Otofitable computer firms, other
than IBM, ate- those that successfully pierced IBM's
flanks. These two examples illustrate typical modes of
market entry. Foreign_ oar penetration springboarded
from established, well -to-do European companies. Their
achievement created' ,major polity- shifts by the Big
Three and the repercussions still persist. Oil' the other
hand,. the sucoessfUl ,non-IBM computer participants
could not boast ofany wealthy corporate support..They
all brought the- Same, credentials- to -their ventures: per-

-oeptidif of amarket oppOrtUnity,:brains, financial back-
ing, and no corporate baSe; to offer a' sheltering um-
1,tella: Even Witlytheir sUccessi-lhe impact upon:IBM has
'been 'Minimal, -With; no- .discernible influence upon its
share of the market. Where, corporate giants have chal-
lenged IBM. head-On, their losses to date have been huge,,. .

and tolerable o_ !* Within the tOnfineS of a business
entity 'generate the needed- financial resources
and Still' remain 4. viable teonomio'institution even with
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a gaping hole in its side. These stalwarts are few in
number, and still fewer combine the capability and man-
agement daring to pursue such a precarious course.

From the economic standpoint, the risks of dominance by
giants are several. Accepting the classic arguments depicting
the ills of monopoly or oligopoly, let me turn to the high-
technology-based indUStriet those industries where our
growth has been the most rapid. Can they provide, the con-
tinued momentum for economic advancement if the field
only allows the giant player to compete? Without being dog-
matic on the subject, I think not, and we have numerous
examples to support this contention. At the very least, one
expects that the large enterprise performs its present tasks
well but is often inertia4idden when it must mount substan-
tial efforts in a new direction especially 'where the impetus
derives front outside sources or pressUres. If, indeed, tech-
nology change maintains a fist. pace or even accelerates, can
the giant move quickly enough to capitalize upon the
change?

Froin the social standpoint, the literature offers much for
the interested reader, and I will not tread over familiar
ground. If' the points' suggested, however, are realistic and 'Big
BUsiness does tend to limit the number of participants at
least in Several iridustrieS; there 'is Only one source of counter-
balance: Big GOVerninent. I am, not implying that the gaMe 'is
being,;playedrin :underhanded 'fashioni, in. a;manner similar to
the machinations associated, with the rise of.several, major
indUstries, in the late, '1804 paramount :need to be
etriphisiiedisthat-.soinelnechanismshould consistently offer
the large!indikstrial- ,,members alternatives that serve broader
0,6 just .tho: economic 'bettertnentiOf the various partic-
ipants. And this7dialog or COrifrontation,iaS the;caSe maybe,
should continuous. and 'meaningful rather:than,limited- to
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the crisis situations or impotent measures that often typify
an ineffectual compromise.

Perhaps the two considerations merge. If the economic
drawbacks of Bigness can be nullified or at least muted, then
the negative social implications will simultaneously diminish.

The business risks associated with the introduction of new
automated syStems will be intensified by the conflicting
trends of changing technology Vs. the social and economic
needS of our society.

Economic Realities :Predominate
2 .

The spectre- of apid.-Changing technology creating a stream
of tranSfotmatiOnS automation process, with the inter-
val between changes -constantly being reduced, poseS a per-
plexing, problem' for the automation user. The compression of
an eqUipMenealife cycle invariably-forces the user to insure
that its -.uSesiS:;justified since the allowance for error is slight
or nonexistent. At its adinittedly ridiculous extreme, the
business enterprise would allocate in, zero time a large

eXP,ense, ovei'a. fixed ,outpUt exactly the opposite of auto-
mation's environment. Yet technology'S onrush
pushes us towardlliatend, at least in asyMptotic fashion.
Automation flourishes on a diet of infinite volume of a
unito**0444.Oyer 'indefinite lime ,period:

e, ci '.I''*xperienCe .perhapt,-. Se-fires as &unique

paragon ()Vet. AO 4=iO4) .0q:14(i'FOritt'iliticltioed, 1 5 nil-
liOsiOioniggehle040nito of fils! new ,inaSs-

400.P1,00104(10004WOOSest '14400 In that
irate val) S4cceSS'*iii?eii:.--the-- seeds

, ',#§: 304 'Market: 'thitninanCe and
eventual 'nea "r'.:.collapse ,during WWAF, 'BUtiii4is day;
to4.tieitedi,'iirilikhriti,ihis:,ztedit'-.,=-, the 'ilitornation,
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But the wonderful one-horse shay can also lead to di-
sastrous .calamity when fortune or 'management ineptitude
does not generate the optimum conditions:

In 1948, a British engineer designed what was billed
as the first automatic radio, factory. All the radio's elec-
tronic circuitry was assembled, via machines with no
huthan participation. The inventor ,Claimed that 50
people and,bis,iniachinecould.outproduCe 1500 workers
using traditional radio- construction: methods. But, alas,
when. MisfOrtune befell the customer for whom the
machine was Wilt to: supply a, huge- volume of radios
Chiang's Nationalist China the order was cancelled
and the machine never was put to use.

As newer variations of the automation. process ,appear,
they may be applied in two Modes:, modernization: of an
existing facility , or placement new plant. ,For the latter
situation, the rationale for expansion,* ant enlarged
must be ,coupled. with an anticipated increase in product
demand. But 'When modernization is the underlying motiva-
tion,, then, we-are dealing a inore, complex circumstance:
perhaps increased production.,Or throughput is the impetus
but morelikely lower tinit-posts;(by, displacing humanpower
at less expense) or the :,desiref(need): for:better quality cpre-
vails.Or the ,pressure.cakemanate'from-a competitor who, has
installed newer imprOVed, equipment. 'coMplicate the
timing factor, other considerations must betevieWed.,
"iteleiriAt analogy, vie,'11/001T- at its' -price

ciffeTed ty,:.fordlIhncovAtion was the crea-
tibn 014 :00**0*.plut.46:tifii***Yi:tsicifii0Vsg-
409: 464* 4:1k00:-4r:no-wos. persists
tOdatiltheiti e=;singularity :2,geneiri not the finictiOn,
itself' but some variation iio*-44.# el/64*e secret
formula of Coke or° Palaroid'`s instant film ottotigiii'diinies
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to mind. Greater affluence and increased discretionary
income, however, not to mention the multiplicity of fads
(tailfins on the car) or changing trends (the volatility in men's
fashions), imply both lower volume of a given product and
simply more products both can be hostile factors to auto-
mation success. Two saving graces may be the rising popula-
tion more people reinforced by greater purchasing power
at the low end of the economic scale.

The potential for automation adversity presses in from two
sides: technology forcing change, and a demand often inimi-
cal to allowing that change to pay off. The case cited for the
automatic radio factory is, admittedly, extreme and improb-
able, but by no means impossible of repetition. The
variations abound:

From 1964-1966, color TV receiver sales grew at over
80 percent per annum, compounded. In 1967 the out-
look held similar promise and the industry geared up
accordingly with automated equipments participating in
the preparation. From 1966 to 1968,' the growth rate
dropped to 11 percent; the falloff resulted from the
convergence of several adverse conditions. The industry
reeled, and is probably still caught in the hangover of
depressed expectations. All participants have suffered to
some degree, although most depend on multi-product
lines and the exact price of the miscalculation is buried
in corporate data.

It is axiomatic that the only information available to the
decision-maker describes, past occurrences, and the accuracy
of such inputs is often.subject to question. Yet if there is one
thing we know with absolute certainty it is the inevitable
wrongness of past trends projected into tomorrow's activity.
Like it or not, technology change, via automation or other
means, forces us to disciedit the past and grapple with the
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much more elusive future. The only contradiction of that
thesis suggests that we "turn off" technology or impose a
moratorium on technological advancement. This attitude
harks back 150 years when the Industrial Revolution was
picking up momentum; it is a modern-day Luddite philos-
ophy and is as untenable and irrational now as it was then. I
believe (hope?) that an artificial technology slowdown will
not be enacted (by whatever means), but it is reasonable to
expect that technology's cause can best be served if tech-
nology's offshoots can be better anticipated and planned for.

Relevant Keys to Success

In part, better planning involves more information more
timely and more accurate. But those who view today's high-
speed data-processing system as the panacea may find that
the proposed solution actually contributes to the problem.
For information gathering requires a prior decision: Which
information should be gathered? This then leads to "what is
needed?" which finally brings us to the end of the road: why
is the information being collected in the first place? Now the
problem is really confronted and the computer's benefits are
placed in their proper perspective, namely, that the initial
onus lies squarely on management's shoulders. No matter
how fast or how much information can be obtained, little is
gained unless the human element has clearly asked the rele-
vant questions and then forced the data-gathering system to
slavishly respond to these needs.

This is not a simple task. It requires a special kind of
person (whom I will describe more fully in the succeeding
section). His job is not made easier by. the environment in
which he must perform. As mentioned previously, the
demands of a pluralistic society, both industrial and con-
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sumer, frustrate any simplistic projection of past trends,
especially for long-term forecasts. The reasons:

1. Product availability abounds as new pioducts appear
and older ones are retained or dropped, thereby proliferating
the choice alternatives open to the user.

2. Demographic shifts, most of which are predictable,
modify existing demand patterns even if product variation is
zero.

3. Social changes, most of which are unpredictable, revamp
social values and mores, thereby introducing discontinuities

sometimes extreme in traditional or even changing
product demands or availability.

4. The influence of governmental actions, often unpredict-
able and unexpected, generates change by fiat.

5. The awareness and subsequent responses to world events
may induce responses of short or long duration.

Change has always been incurred by movements in each of
these areas. It is the rapidity and often the depth of today's
change that add a dimension of challenge to our insight into
the future:

No less than 150 years ago, communication was
practiced as it had been for centuries before. In 1832
Morse's telegraph and in 1876 Bell's telephone allowed
instant communication over wires. Marconi disposed of
the wires about the turn of the century, and television
later added a picture. Now the prospects appear more
likely that we will utilize existing technology in new
ways rather than seeking new forms. The communica-
tions satellite, the marriage between computers and
communication media, and the laser innovation might
alter our means of information sensing and gathering in
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the next 30 years as much as the notable inventions
cited did in the past 130 years.

The disruption of existing patterns is inevitable. The prob-
lems and the opportunities will set exacting demands for
business management.

As automation penetrates more deeply into the world's
industrial environment, management's greatest challenge lies
in its utilization of our greatest asset the skilled knowledge
worker.

If automation is carried to its ultimate conclusion, we
might envision production lines without people, infinitely
sensitive to output variations, and with self-imposed controls
to monitor quality and other characteristics. Accepting that
this end may never be achieved for many possible reasons

it still represents a model directing the automation effort.
If this end is reached, it imposes constant pressures upon
other segments of the business organization, e.g., marketing,
procurement, warehousing and distribution, and, of course,
the management role. If better means of automation are not
matched by the capability to integrate automation's output
with the other organisms of the business, then the operation
is not functioning' at peak efficiency and automation ad-
vances may have passed the point of diminshing returns. In
short, industrial automation seeks the optimization of one
segment of the business; as it approaches this goal, the
spotlight moves to other functions.

These are numerous examples of companies thriving via
their superb performance in one phase of the business opera-
tion: the company that consistently outpaces the competi-
tion by its capability in generating a steady stream of new
products ahead of the field, or by its skill at manufacturing a
high-volume item regardless the point of origination, or by its
finesse at convincing the .market place of its products' attri-
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butes. In the long run, the consistently prosperous firm does
many things well or at least it does few things poorly (and
nothing important very poorly).

Inevitably the large investment in automation and the suc-
cess in its implementation dictate that management recognize
and excel in the integration of the various functions per-
formed within the organization. This is a difficult chore and
only recently have we seen two of industry's giants resort to
committee management at the very top. Most good managers
are strong in one area and adequate in many others. Often
the characteristics conducive to the development of a parti-
cular skill are at variance with the attributes required in ancil-
lary fields. It is not uncommon in the engineering arena to
reward technical expertise with managerial status and, prob-
ably more often than not, the good engineer becomes the
inept manager. Only infrequently have I encountered an
engineering manager who can do both well and for good
reason. .

In the art of venture capital investment, the investing
party is often naive concerning even the important
features of a company's product (product line). And,
the investor maintains, that it is not important that he
have this information. He looks for assets in a com-
pany's management that argue for success: the ability to
view the whole rather than just a part, the sensitivity to
his customers' needs rather than an obsession with the
details of how these needs can be fulfilled, the concept-
ion of how the parts must blend and grow together.

Although a top management should possess the broader
insights needed to sharpen the whole organization, invariably
it must delegate major responsibility to a subordinate group.
And the members of this group must also command a multi-
faceted viewpoint. Some will specialize, while others will be
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more general in their outlook. What kind of people will they
be? Their background probably embraces these features: they
are well-educated, well-paid, possessed of broad interests,
stimulated only within bounds by pecuniary motivation, and
sensitive to many social and secular issues. Their skills are in
demand and so they are mobile and sometimes even rootless.
How does a management attract such persons and, having
obtained them, how does it keep them happy, creative, and
stationary? Many of the perquisites won't work, nor will the
stock-option plan, yearly bonus, or executive privileges be
the answer. In short, I suggest that successful inroads by
automation will compel business management to seek and
find a "troublesome" breed of worker. This worker will
demand a different treatment and environment, the absence
of which may compromise the benefits reaped from
automation originally.

Although this skilled knowledge worker will exert a differ-
ent set of pressures upon business management, the automa-
tion vis-a-vis worker dialog generally follows a different path.
The overwhelming mass of literature on this subject considers
worker displacement, new skill requirements, social implica-
tions, and the like. There is a major significant factor which is
often overlooked and which, I believe, may be more funda-
mental to automation's role.

Industrial automation for the foreseeable future will
include some manual labor contribution. The total "automa-
tion-no humans" setting is usually quite expensive and
whether it is a desirable goal to shoot for is questionable
except in rare circumstances. Where the man/machine combi-
nation offers the optimum resultant, what characteristics
typify the human's contribution? generally, low skill levels,
limited education, little or no initiative or creativity, and
minimum wage requirements. In the high-volume production
assembly processes, where automation is most conspicuous
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and best justified, the dependence upon a human resource
with the parameters described implies a contradiction for
U.S. industry. This is not an asset for which U.S. labor can
offer any leverage; quite the contrary, numerous countries
possess amply comparative economic advantage since they
can offer lower wages. Ironically, not only does this depend-
ence represent a trending toward a relative weakness, it
moves us away from a relative strength. And that strength we
excel in the knowledge, skills, and expertise which the
world's finest educational system provides to a broad spec-
trum of America's population. I can best illustrate this
dichotomy with an example from my own background:

Electronics, and most typically semiconductor elec-
tronic components, pass through three stages of
development in the sequence from idea genesis to mass
production. The three stages, in turn, are brains-inten-
sive, capital-intensive, and labor-intensive. At the outset,
the ingenuity of one man or a group conceives of a new
product or process and performs the first steps toward
translating idea into reality (brains-intensive). Then the
infant product advances to a prototype production line
and the inevitable "debugging" minimizes the problems
inherent in the production process actually fabricating
the core of the electronic component, e.g., a silicon chip
for a transistor or integrated circuit (capital-intensive).
Finally, as learning curve improvements raise the overall
production efficiency, the automation contribution
approximates a constant/volume factor, which naturally
approaches zero with sufficient output. And then the
labor contribution predominates, a factor largely in-
dependent of volume. The movement to low-cost labor
areas originally Japan, but now Taiwan, Hong Kong,
South Korea, and Singapore testifies to the credibility
of the original thesis (labor-intensive).
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At present, the electronics industry is split on the free
trade issue: the component makers seek protectionism
in some form while the high-volume equipment makers
generally favor free trade without constraints (since
many of their products are also assembled overseas).
When labor becomes the cost-reduction limitation and
when the volume level justifies the action, the labor-in-
tensive activity moves outside the U.S. The emotion-
packed free trade issue pivots on this labor ingredient;
where protectionism is advocated the argument usually
is based on the lower labor costs in other countries and
our inability to compete. Haven't our labor rates always
been high, relative and absolute?

The long-term implications are clear. The movement of
technology and automation advances between countries is
accelerating. And we do not have a monopoly on the brains
needed for innovation. It is highly unlikely that our labor
force will ever be less costly than those in numerous other
countries. These realities present a challenging scenario for
business management. If most practical automation does
require a blue-collar input, can we achieve a continuing tech-
nology advantage to counteract our labor disadvantage?

Two aspects of the automation/worker question have been
aired. They pose fundamental uncertainties for the long-term
viability of automation in several important applications.
They even may be deserving of a rethinking on the optimum
role of automation in our industrial society.

Conclusions

A century ago, automation was unborn and mechanization
was still a fledgling. The underlying impetus favoring the
movement to automation has not changed and, with the vast
increase in the world's population, its argument is stronger
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than ever. We need more automation offering man a greater
opportunity to do what only the human can do or what he
can do better than a machine. The fallout of social problems
and criticism asserts that automation is under scrutiny, and
the business/economic community must therefore examine
its own position. The regression of technology and automa-
tion is not the answer, while an indifference to the questions
is even worse. Ultimately, the users of the automation instru-
ment should examine this powerful tool within the context
of its economic and social consequences. Either considered
without the other is inadequate.

APPENDIX

The few specific issues chosen to be discussed do not reflect our
priorities on this subject. We have opted for depth rather than breadth
and have therefore selected material both relevant and familiar to our
experience. Other issues related to the general area of this discussion
include:

1. Social costs incurred to increase productivity.

2. Depletion and defacement of natural resources.

3. The inadequacy of social institutions to regulate the distribution
of productivity's outputs.

4. The disruptive influence on employment patterns and subsequent
social malaise.

S. Mechanisms to regulate the flow of technology into useful
channels.

6. The relationship between the technologist and his social en-
vironment.

7. The inexactness with which technology advances can be forecast
and their consequences determined.

8. The role of automation as a macroeconomic factor.

9. Automation's contribution to bridging the gap between the
"haves" and "have nots."

10. Automation's impact on the productivity of capital.
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An important preface to a summary of these discussions is
the proposition that fundamental agreement is virtually non-
existant in any significant area of the economic scene. And a
large element in this is the absence of hard data in this entire
field. Nevertheless, effective reaching toward consensus can
be done a better understanding of the basic universal forces
involved being one of the objectives of this symposium.

A related but much broader prefatory proposition is that it
is very difficult to pin down dependable causal relationships
between automation and economic/business variables. There
are several reasons for this. The most immediately evident is
the fact that this is a complex, dynamic society, in which the
concurrent operation of numerous factors makes doubtful
the validity of isolating even one for intellectual examination.
Second, when automation is defined with some vigor as
meaning something more specific than a continuation of the
rapid technological change which has characterized this
country's economy for many decades there is perhaps a lot
less automation around than is often supposed.

Put differently, because of a wide variety of "frictions" of
the sort that accompany any evolution, we are becoming an
automated society less rapidly than much contemporary
journalism suggests. Finally, in .a number of ways there is evi-
denced around us a tendency to attribute to (blame) automa-
tion much more than can honestly be laid to its door.
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Is Size a Problem?

Nevertheless, there is no doubt that automation does add
some extra push to what is happening. Thus there is stem-
ming from this source an additional dynamism, and extra
accentuation of some trends which would otherwise have less
force.

For example, Dr. Kleiman's proposition that, "Automa-
tion will be instrumental in accelerating the dominance by a
breed of business giants possessing increasing influence and
control over our economic destinies," raises significant ques-
tion. There are those who doubt that this really will be a
consequence of automation who pointedly suggest the
absence of dependable data for reference, and who also call
attention to some of the ways in which automation is devel-
oping that do not provide sole advantage to bigness. There
are even those who are quite confident that public (anti-
trust) policy will in any case prevent automation's growth
from contributing significantly to giantism.

By and large it is the large companies that can afford to
emphasize enterprise instead of company. For example, the
computer operation of one large company is generally con-
ceded to have been very unprofitable during the past decade
or so. But, this will probably become a most successful opera-
tion, not because of its own capability, but because it has a
protective umbrella over it and all the time it has been able
to draw upon the resources of an enterprise with the ability
to tolerate the losses because of other very profitable opera-
tions. A major difficulty lies with the one-product young
firm. Usually, the business risk here is much greater and the
only money that comes into such enterprises is the capital
money willing to take the big risks of loss in order to incur
the big returns as well as problems.

Many of our smaller companies today are surviving well
because the larger companies are not out doing their field
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work. There are many major businesses in this country that
have not had the courage to face up to the realities and make
some needed changes; but there are other major companies
that are trying desperately to change the business they are in.
They are companies of the past ten or twenty years that were
once considered as the Rock of Gibralter. However, it does
not appear that size alone makes the feeling in the executive
suite any easier, particularly with the fast pace of technology.
Large corporations can die and we are going to see some big
ones die in our lifetime. It seems that the small, viable com-
panies have an advantage in the mere fact that they are
viable, more flexible.

What Way to Move?
However, given some probabilities here that bigness fa-
vors technological intensification by way of automation,
and that automation in turn favors the further growth of the
giants what are the implications? It is widely supposed that
one of the consequences would be an intensification of prob-
lems of external/social diseconomies of which we have of late
become so conscious and not least because of the sheer dis-
economies arising from a speeding up of the process of
socioeconomic change. One of the prime ways in which
these diseconomies must be redressed is action by govern-
ment. But, the issue of how much and what kind of govern-
ment action is desirable, understandably, depends greatly
how large are the "sins" we attribute to automation. More
specifically, it matters what view we take toward the worker
displacement that is attributable to automation progress. If
there is here a mass phenomenon, where the remedy would
seem to rest on significant institutional intervention, govern-
ment would have to be asked to assist in the making of large
structural adjustments. On the other hand, if the correct
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image is rather of a succession of individual adjustments to
the changing scene, the government could well content itself
with "guaranteeing" enough assistance to minimize unem-
ployment friction.

Dr. Kleiman has suggested a trend, something that might
very well happen, given certain circumstances. However, you
have the pressure of technology, the creation of new and
different things which offer something better, quicker, easier,
etc. On the other hand, you have society, which really isn't
awfully sensitive to technology per se, but it is in a certain
state of flux itself due to many conditions it could be from
government activity; it could be from social changes which
we are all familiar with; it could be from career influence.
The aspirations of society on the one hand and the results of
technology on the other may actually be opposites. Today,
the trend is moving toward giving society what it wants
rather than it being a collision course between the two.

In the early years of automation, engineering effort was
directed mainly toward finding great uniformity of product,
but of necessity today applications to meet the demand for
product flexibility are growing. The manufacturer must main-
tain flexibility if he is going to survive. There is no doubt that
concepts offering flexibility in automation are expanding.

The higher flexibility automation, thus, is just entering the
manufacturing process. Ten years from now the systems
installed in response to flexibility of market demand will be
pretty sophisticated systems and, economically speaking,
pretty significant equipment.

From the overall standpoint, a good example is found in
the electronics area: The major innovation in electronics is
the integrated circuit the successor to the transistor. It has
been known for approximately ten years, but has been in
production for only about five years. It has had an impact on
the industrial scene and on military equipment but it hasn't
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as yet reached consumer goods. One of the reasons here is
there is a great deal of volatility not only in knowledge but in
nature of demand for the end product. The technology has
been changing rapidly in this area demand has gone up,
volume has gone up tremendously, and this generally argues
for some movement toward automation. The technology is
pushing one way and the nature of the demand for the pro-
duct is pushing another way. The importance of getting an
integrated circuit into a television set is moot.

The Risks are High
A most critical factor that must be recognized is the risk of
the application of old technology to automate manufacture
versus the fear of new technology how new technology will
change major requirements. The economic "unknown" factor
is often the write-off time available for achieving economic
automation. In addition, the reduction of cost is to a great
extent the function of product design. In doing studies of
unit costs, you find very quickly that the limitation may
often be that the product design is not very amenable to
automation, although it can be done. Another limitation is
the economic problem of building sophisticated automated
equipment that can handle a complex product, and then sud-
denly learning that that equipment will not be usable because
of changed configuration demanded by the product
designers.

With regard to changes inhibiting automation, it would
appear there are two different kinds one is created by con-
sumer demand and the other by manufacturers. When you
get to the point where a technique or a methodology is in-
volved primarily for the sake of change or when there are
changes that do not have anything to do with the essential
function of the product, you find automation inhibited
severely.
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We must make the assumption that we are going to con-
tinue to automate and we are going to have to automate if we
are to compete in a world market. How are we to compete
unless we design systems which ultimately use less labor than
the other fellow? Or, to put it in other economic terms, that
increase our productivity.

Technology is becoming more mobile. Also, it seems that
the present cost differential in the labor forces is probably
going to be more or less permanent. Why should we expect
that we in the long run are not going to have to work as hard
as the next fellow if we are going to keep ahead of him? The
Japanese have essentially been copying a great deal of the
technology from the United States since the war, and they
have copied it very well. Obviously, they are going to be a
force to be reckoned with if they move ahead.

Changes in Approach Needed
There are two very basic factors that we have to consider
and perhaps be worried about. One bears on the education
area, and the other one is an economic problem particularly
related to this discussion. It appears that the rate at which we
introduce technology into our society certainly this
encompasses automation is dependent on two factors,
more than anything else. One is the rate at which we train
people in levels of thinking which some of our people have
and many of our people can't even imagine exists. I think our
future society will hinge upon total changes in our whole
educational process.

The other aspect is a financial one, because the application
of technology and certainly of automation is dependent upon
a considerable investment ahead of the time in order to raise
the productivity of our system. Yet, we face something in
this country now which should worry all of us our balance
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of payments problem which is having an increasing dampen-
ing effect on oul domestic economy.

The only significant attack that can be made to redress this
imbalance is through further increases of our productivity
and thus our competitive position. And yet one of our
responses to that problem and other domestic problems is the
action we have taken through our financial medium to
tighten up credit and make credit more expensive. And it is
the fluidity of the financial medium which is, along with
education, the controller and significant agent in the rate or
pace at which we can automate. By doing the things we are
doing in our country now in this financial effort, we are
working against ourselves. We are working to use an imper-
fect tool with long lag which tends to, not so much by the
cost of money but by the uncertainty it introduces, slow
down the very industrial proc 'ss of adding automation at the
time this country desperately needs to add automation.

Some of the economic discussion concerning automation
and society seems to be ideological/historical at the root.
Against the strong claim that a society which has been highly
fragmented in its approach to all "Icinds of issues must now
more vigorously plan for contingencies before they arise, the
emphatic observation is made that somehow but regrettably
this society has already become too tightly knit. Only part
relates directly to the automation issue as such. However,
some of those who see a necessity for broadly expanding the
role of a "big brother" government express fear that such a
government, augmented by today's and foreseeable informa-
tion technology, could easily be a very high price to pay for
such questionable "help."

Partly for these reasons, government is not seen as the only
or key avenue of redress against the build-up of social/eco-
nomic diseconomies. Another important counterforce will be
business social responsibility attitudes and behaviors. To be
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sure, not everyone agrees on why businessmen exhibit these
attitudes and behaviors. Moreover, it is fully understood that
automation does not in any sense stand as a sole, and not
necessarily even a large, causal factor behind this phenom-
enon. But few doubt that we are today witnessing a signifi-
cantly different business community from this standpoint,
that this is a trend which can only become more manifest,
and that it will help reduce the need for any rapid growth of
government responsibilities.

The Labor Scene
Discussions have been voluminous concerning various aspects
of the labor force in an automating society. There seems to
be a rather wide consensus on the proposition that the mix of
skills/talent required will steadily move toward the high ca-
pacity/large responsibility end of this spectrum. This of
course has become "conventional wisdom!"

When industry invests in a million-dollar piece of
machinery that is to run around the clock, seven days a week,
the demand is for a pretty intelligent attendant, not neces-
sarily a college trained person a person who is an experi-
enced operator or a mechanic and who now has developed a
great many additional judgments/skills capabilities. In fact,
one of the exciting things experienced is the natural human
jump at the opportunity to have a higher skilled job which
uses more judgment. The very value of the equipment put on
the line dictates the kind of people and the more productiv-
ity obtained. Systems have been put on the line that have
increased productivity as much as 10 to 1, and when a com-
pany takes this type of step, every minute is a very expensive
proposition. The person at the bottom of the whole line of
command, who is going to stay with that equipment day and
night, has got to have a considerable amount of good judg-
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ment. That is what makes their job "fun" compared to the
monotonous, simple duty they were performing before
they are called on to use some pretty exciting judgment,
because the machinery is not without its problems.

However, there may be an added twist here which signifi-
cantly parts company with what "everybody knows." This
assertion is that in automated industry as we now know it
and will experience it in the foreseeable future, the irreduc-
ible minimum of blue-collar labor cost would perhaps not
add much to the balance-of-payments inhibition in foreign
trade that we are also up against.

Inevitably, discussion about the labor force turns to the
displacement of men by machines. And here, too, there is
substantial agreement that one of the fads of the day is
greatly to overdramatize the rate at which this displacement
is taking place particularly by the use of gross figures
rather than net as well as by ignoring ordinary everyday
changes. Even more specifically, the process through which
men are displaced by automation is rather less direct than is
often supposed.

At the micro level, for example, the automating firm is
likely to be an expanding one with the result that more
employees are shortly needed rather than less. Moreover, as a
consequence of the lead-time planning which is more and
more characteristic of such concerns, people are reshuffled
internally or moved so directly to satisfactory employment
elsewhere that minimum adjustment discomfort ensues.
Which is to say that the displacement problem will most
likely originate in those sectors of the economy firms or
industry which are not vigorous enough to maintain
themselves intact.

In macro terms this means that the labor displacement pro-
cess in an automating society follows essentially the same
dynamics as in earlier technological advance. Thus economic
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sectors not keeping pace with the rest of the economy lose
resources some of these being released workers who do not
readily find alternative or acceptable opportunities. In this
way there is created a sort of a "pool" of the technologically
unemployed, and the measures of the magnitude of this prob-
lem are rate of input into the pool and the effectiveness of
the work of keeping these people satisfactorily employable in
the new technology context. And of course the causal role of
automation here is the speed of its introduction and there-
fore the education/training task its needs impose upon use.

Here, necessarily, some of this reshaping of the labor force
can be achieved by collaboration with available education
facilities. Education policy outside but adjacent to the busi-
ness sector must accept much of this responsibility both by
working directly with those already in the unemployment
pool, and by more effective development assistance for the
pre-labor force group.

In the words of one observer, "Our engineers say we get so
smart so late and we don't always have the ultimate idea at
the beginning, but we do simplify things and make it easier to
operate these complex systems. Computer programmers are
certainly much more sophisticated now than any workers
were in Charles Dickens' time or even thirty years ago. I
think we will find our people on continually higher plateaus,
even though in any given decade their particular job may be
made easier for them when man's mind is applied properly.
Actually, all the areas we are talking about today will be aca-
demic when our children have reached our age they'll be
worrying about all kinds of new problems. There is after all
literally no end to new levels of sophistication."
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The future starts now. Most assuredly, if we examine care-
fully, the character of this future is mirrored in the events of
the past.

Today's decisions, based largely on past performance and
achievement, will relentlessly shape the future. Seldom will it
be done through massive long-range edicts but mostly
through a long series of short-range steps continuously redi-
rected and aimed toward the desired goal.

If the events of the past are misread by intent or accident
important decisions for shaping the future can be calamitous.
This Symposium has as its fundamental purpose to examine
the place of automation as the salient factor in the produc-
tion of goods and services, and to understand how it affects
and is affected by all other aspects of the economy.

History Speaks
Like the far-sighted prognosticator of 1897 who saw all farm-
land being gobbled up in 20 years to provide oats for the
rapidly rising horse population, we too can easily look at the
wrong indicators. To see the future most realistically requires
that we see the automobile that was on the scene in 1897
despite the impact of the horse population. And even though
the total number of horses did indeed increase, the, were
used more and more for pleasure, not power, and automation
of the farm solved the feed problem.
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196 Re-education for an Age of Automation

Dr. Earl L. Butz, Dean of Continuing Education, Purdue
University, objects vehemently to the apologetic attitude of
many engineers, scientists and economists with regard to
automation, "Don't apologize," he correctly points out,
"The advantages far outweigh any possible undesired effects.

Ignorance and misinformation created by fiction writers
have conspired to create a great myth. The great myth is that
automation fosters loss of employment and is in fact anti-
social in character. The truth is precisely the opposite.

In our advanced economy with its proliferating markets
and products, recourse to automation techniques is often the
only practical answer to the need for low-priced products,
mass market satisfaction, high quality and precision where
labor is demanding and expensive.

Automation is merely a part of the vast technology of our
industrial and scientific complex. Its principles are based on
almost a hundred and eighty years of engineering research
and development that began with the fundamental concept
for an automatic flour mill invented by Oliver Evans in 1783.

What is it? Nothing more or less than the technology of
manufacturing, processing or performing services as auto-
matically and continuously as business economics demand.

The key is economics. The stimuli are competition and
consumer demand.

First, let's recognize that automation is with us. Its use in
manufacturing has been expanding gradually over the years.
We are obliged to recognize its help and its major contribu-
tion to our standard of living. One need only look at the
shelves in the local hardware or grocer's to see the typical
output of automated operations and plants.

Properly applied, it makes possible desired goods and ser-
vices at reasonable prices through two advantages: greater
productivity, without added labor, and increased throughput.
In 1920 a telephone call from New York to San Francisco
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cost $20 and for the same price 1037 letters could be sent.
Today the same call costs $2.85 but only 47 letters can be
sent for the same price!

Early in the 1800's it is recorded* that a member of the
French Assembly introduced a bill specifying that all wood
cutting shall be done only with a dull ax, ostensibly to insure
work. With typical French humor the bill stated that any
sharpening would be considered an offense against public
policy!

It seems that problems of consumer demand, job availabi-
lity, production efficiency and related areas of economic life
have changed but little over the years. Now, in place of the
cry, "Machines have taken your place," that appeared follow-
ing the Civil War, the new theme is "automation."

In reality, the focus today is on a problem that is far reach-
ing in its significance. It calls for a new penetrating look at
the economic structure, and a renewed interest in our free
enterprise heritage and the individual's good. There is no easy
answer. Understanding holds the only enduring promise.

Economic Pressures
Few investigations to date have bothered to deal with the
fundamental realism of industrial enterprise and evolutionary
change. Industry was born of service. It has developed by
serving the material needs of the individual and not merely
by providing jobs. The entrepreneur makes a job for himself
and others by developing a service or product that attracts
customers. American freedom and free enterprise created the
conditions under which all are free to take advantage of the
opportunity to make themselves or the product of their skills
and thinking valuable to others, even indispensable.
*Economic Sophisms by Frederic Bastiat, D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., Princeton,
N.J., 1964.
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Certainly the history of industrial growth has not been one
of machines creating problems. Consumer demand and its
influence on business outlook has in large part been the
troublemaker. Industrial development is relatively slow and
unsteady. By and large, it follows from the stimulus of con-
sumer demand. As the consumer's attitude, actions, and out-
look swing in wide variations, industrial effort to serve
follows suit with tremendous backwash effect on the for-
tunes of all workmen involved throughout a great interwoven
maze of connected services. The consumer and jobholder for
the most part is the victim of his own choices and whims.

Looking at the facts, the simple truth about all machinery
is that it works for everyone. The automobile, the washing
machine, the gas furnace, the refrigerator, all serve to con-
serve effort and make life more enjoyable. As such, all
machinery obviously eliminates the need to do some kinds of
work, of course. Witness the blacksmith, the glass blower, the
tinker and even the housewife but the result has been a
continuing stream of new kinds of work in operating the
equipment, servicing it, helping design and build it, and sell-
ing its product, as well as in utterly new industries and ser-
vices. Outmoded occupations decline recruitment and
opportunity emerge in new fields. The common denominator
is change. Today, Symposium participants have observed, 60
per cent of active jobs fall into services and that during the
past decade the big job growth has been in services some
17 million new ones equalling the total employment in the
manufacturing area.

Because of change, one of the growing problems of recent
years in relation to automation has been in communications

communicating an understandirig of what's happening and
why. Most important is the fact that economic survival of the
United States in the years ahead will require more and better
automation. To gain the widely implied affluence so often
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discussed will demand better understanding by every citizen,
continuing research and development, and intensified study
of the automation technology by engineers.

The way people look at automation is highly colored by
their own ideas and by their personal experiences. Ask the
man who sits in an air conditioned cab and operates a rolling
mill how he likes that machine and he will tell you in glowing
terms how it beats the old days when he bent, perspiring at
the hot rolls. But ask him what he thinks of automation, and
he is apt to launch into a diatribe about how it is "throwing
people out of work."

Our technology is changing, of course, and this often
brings about short-term dislocations and displacements of
workers. But this has been going on for a long time and in-
variably leads to the upgrading of those workers into jobs of
higher skills at higher pay. A familiar example is the rapidly
vanishing ice-man, who used to deliver ice to old-fashioned
iceboxes which opened at the top and dripped water at the
bottom. The mechanical refrigerator changed all that under
the approving smiles of the housewife. For every single
ice-man of old, you will find hundreds today who are manu-
facturing refrigerators, repairing them or selling them in air-
conditioned stores all jobs which pay a great deal more
and require considerably less manual effort, and which never
existed, in The days of the icebox.

Effects of Change

The pervasiire myth that effectS of automation in some man-
ner must be '"difShioried;" sideSteps:the issue of just how do
We Obtain all the goods and services desired? Fulfilling the
demand -,.for goods, meeting the need for reasonable prices',
inaintaining a rising wage Scale, reducing the hours worked,
and creating better *irking- conditions make automation an
imperative.
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The main problems that face both management and labor
in this regard are far different than have been ordinarily pre-
sented. On one hand, ill-timed pressures by labor and govern-
ment can and do put an actual end to the business with total
loss of jobs. The newspaper businesses of NewYork are clearly
one of the multitude of these problems. Urban renewal is
another. Automation is also clearly not the problem here for
there is none. The mythmakers have effectively established
the idea that machines put people "out of work." On the
contrary, increasing use of machines is being forced through
such means as minimum wage laws, wage increases without
matching rises in productivity, and rising taxes.

Seldom does one hear anything about the cost and effort
required to combat these adverse conditions. Automation is
no automatic answer. It must be recognized here that enter-
ing into the increasingly complex areas of automation tech-
nology is costly and hazardous.* It is vital that the industry
has an attitude of real support and dedication to productivity
advance. Genuine understanding must exist in management
circles. No one can assure success with automation other than
the manufacturer himself and he must be ready to risk some
funds or there will be no real-advance. Unless there is motiva-
tion to invest there will be no automation and a laggard
management can be caught unawares.

To introduce change, such as automation brings, requires
strong motivation or some intensive driving force. Automa-
tion is no driving force; it is an evolving engineering tech-
nology. Research and development is the real driving force of
change today. Various agencies of government have financed
with tax money over two-thirds of the more than $100

*HoWever, it is interesting to note it is more hazardous to avoid risk. Of the top
500 companies of 1900, only 70 are still on the scene. Of the top 100 of 1917,
only 43 are among the top 100 today and 28 have disappeared entirely. Of the
200 fastest growing companies of 1940, only 30 are still in existence.
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billion spent on R&D in the last decade. The "Manpower
Report of the President," March, 1964, comments in this
regard, "In view of the great expansion in R&D activities, it
may seem surprising that productivity and technological
change have not proceeded at an even faster pace. . ."

The "Report of the Committee on Utilization of Scientific
and Engineering Manpower" by the National Academy of
Sciences states, ". . . statistics alone do not fully reveal . . .

the government's deep involvement in science and tech-
nology, creating a complex relationship involving the govern-
ment, the universities, and private industry."

Thus, when the onus is placed on industry through oblique
references to automation as the creator of change, nothing

y could be further from the truth. A careful look at various
areas of change and their basic causes reveals that economics,
government, and consumers will in fact "shape the future."

Future Aspects
Automation has been much maligned, sometimes revered,
and frequently misunderstood. The things we read and hear
about automation range from the wonderful to the ridiculous

from the proved fact to the wild rumor. Just how do we
sift fact from fable?

The growing body of literature on automation and prob-
lems supposedly allied with it has been put forward mostly
by social scientists, but it is industry that gets clobbered by
misunderstanding and misconception. This Symposium on
Automation and Society has been convened in order to help
develop a better understanding of automation.

To orient our thinking, about automation, we need to
examine a few basic facts. First of all, industrial productivity
in this country, as borne out by statistics, has increased for a
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century or more and is still increasing. This tells us two
things: 1. We could not have accomplished this at a
automation, and 2. Some degree of automation has been
with us for a long time.

Up to now, American industry has a splendid record for
meeting all demands put upon it in peace and war. But what
comes next? Forecasts for 1985 just 16 years from now
indicate that our labor force will reach 110 million, and our
Gross National Product will zoom to $1.4 trillion. Here again,
we notice that with a labor force increasing less than 50 per
cent, we will have a GNP more than double. Will American
industry prove equal to the task of meeting such needs?

These facts are clear: We began our "Industrial Revolu-
tion" more than two centuries ago by replacing human and
animal energy with mechanical energy. We have been engaged
for some time in an extension of that industrial revolution
which might be summed up by the word "automation."

A Challenge
Automation, like technology, is a practical tool. Used with
understanding it can provide major assistance in advancing
our economic position. The challenge to us all is real and
demanding. It is important to know and understand the
general underlying facts of today's technology. Recognize
that progress is never painless or automatic. Understand the
economics of our competitive marketplace. Relatively lower
cost products and services, with improved quality, are pos-
sible thrOUgh automation, and the result will be increased
availability 'of gods, increased employment, and greater
enjoyment.

Our conclusion is we can be effective in meeting the needs
Of a changing edimOniy.

in technology we Will hthre to improve our knowledge of
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how processing systems function; In sociological areas we will
need imagination in dealing with critical problems of change;
In our pursuit of education we must develop flexibility to
adjust to new needs; In the area of economics we must
develop better planning in depth to enable management to
maintain a stable economic position with automation.

If American industry can continue to produce larger
volumes of better products at lower costs with less manual
labor, the horizons ahead will be brighter and better than any
we have ever reached.

Pn. 5,i
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Appendix

Center for Study of Automation and Society

Information gained while planning the first annual Sym-
posium on Automation and Society, and at the symposium
itself emphasized two points.

First, there is a large requirement for information and ser-
vice dealing with the automation-society relationship.
Second, there is no central source for such information and
service. A number of institutions have pursued various facets
of the relationship. None, however, has approached it with
the breadth attempted by the first Symposium on Auto-
mation and Society.

Encouraged by the success of the Symposium its co-
sponsors set to work on plans for a more ambitious
undertaking.

Result of these plans is the Center for the Study of Auto-
mation and Society. It was established as a non-profit cor-
poration in Athens, Georgia, in the summer of 1969.

Purpose of the Center is "the continuing study of relation-
ships between automation and society so as to encourage the
development of automation in harmony with and for the
benefit of society."

Co-sponsors of the Symposium the University of
Georgia and Reliance Electric Company, a producer of equip-
ment and systems for automation are the initial sponsors
of the Center. The Center is undertaking projects in four
principal areas:
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A data base to provide comprehensive and current infor-
mation on completed and in-process work and statistics
dealing with the automation-society relationship. A
library, computer-based retrieval system and bibliographic
publications are among the projects planned in this area.

Research to generate ideas and information on the automa-
tion-society relationship from such standpoints as curricu-
lum development, economic measurements, technological
forecasting, labor and management policies, and planning
for change. In addition to its own research the Center will
provide study facilities for research projects initiated by
others.

Information, generated by research, annual symposia and
other means, made public through monographs policy
papers, periodicals, and audio-visual teaching materials.

Consulting to those planning for automation in both tech-
nological and social terms.

Projects in these areas will involve both the Center per-
sonnel and the professional resources of a number of universi-
ties, corporations and agencies with which relationships are
maintained. Work will be undertaken in the U.S. and abroad
because the Center's interest, like the components of its
study, is international.
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